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Abstract. In this paper we propose a new approach to tilting modules for

reductive algebraic groups in positive characteristic. We conjecture that trans-

lation functors give an action of the (diagrammatic) Hecke category of the
affine Weyl group on the principal block. Our conjecture implies character

formulas for the simple and tilting modules in terms of the p-canonical basis,

as well as a description of the principal block as the anti-spherical quotient of
the Hecke category. We prove our conjecture for GLnpkq using the theory of

2-Kac–Moody actions. Finally, we prove that the diagrammatic Hecke cate-

gory of a general crystallographic Coxeter group may be described in terms of
parity complexes on the flag variety of the corresponding Kac–Moody group.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Overview. In this paper we give new conjectural character formulas for simple
and indecomposable tilting modules for a connected reductive algebraic group in
characteristic p,1 and we prove our conjectures in the case of the group GLnpkq
when n ě 3. These conjectures are formulated in terms of the p-canonical basis
of the corresponding affine Hecke algebra. They should be regarded as evidence
for the philosophy that Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials should be replaced by p-
Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials in modular representation theory. From this point
of view several conjectures (Lusztig’s conjecture, James’ conjecture, Andersen’s
conjecture) become the question of agreement between canonical (or Kazhdan–
Lusztig) and p-canonical bases.

In the general setting we prove that the new character formulas follow from a very
natural conjecture of a more categorical nature, which has remarkable structural
consequences for the representation theory of reductive algebraic groups. It is
a classical observation that wall-crossing functors provide an action of the affine
Weyl group W on the Grothendieck group of the principal block; in this way, the
principal block gives a categorification of the antispherical module for W . We
conjecture that this action can be categorified: namely, that the action of wall-
crossing functors on the principal block gives rise to an action of the diagrammatic
Bott–Samelson Hecke category attached to W as in [EW2]. From this conjecture
we deduce the following properties.

(1) The principal block is equivalent (as a module category over the diagram-
matic Bott–Samelson Hecke category) to a categorification of the anti-
spherical module defined by diagrammatic generators and relations.

(2) The principal block admits a grading. Moreover, this graded category arises
via extension of scalars from a category defined over the integers. Thus the
principal block of any reductive algebraic group admits a “graded integral
form”.

(3) The (graded) characters of the simple and tilting modules are determined
by the p-canonical basis in the anti-spherical module for the Hecke algebra
of W .

From (1) one may describe the principal block in terms of parity sheaves on the
affine flag variety, which raises the possibility of calculating simple and tilting char-
acters topologically. Point (2) gives a strong form of “independence of p”. Finally,
point (3) implies Lusztig’s character formula for large p.

We prove this “categorical” conjecture (hence in particular the character formu-
las) for the groups GLnpkq using the Khovanov–Lauda–Rouquier theory of 2-Kac–
Moody algebra actions. We view this, together with the agreement with Lusztig’s
conjecture for large p and character formulas of Soergel and Lusztig in the context
of quantum groups (see §1.7 for details) as strong evidence for our conjecture.

1.2. The “categorical” conjecture. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic
group over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p with simply connected

1This paper is written under the assumption that p is (strictly) larger than the Coxeter num-

ber, and so p cannot be too small. However there is a variant of our conjectures for any p involving

singular variants of the Hecke category. In particular, it seems likely that p-Kazhdan–Lusztig poly-
nomials give correct character formulas for tilting modules in any characteristic (see Conjecture

1.7). We hope to return to this subject in a future work.
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derived subgroup. We assume that p ą h, where h is the Coxeter number of G.
Let T Ă B Ă G be a maximal torus and a Borel subgroup in G. Denote by
X :“ X˚pT q the lattice of characters of T and by X` Ă X the subset of dominant
weights. Consider a regular block Rep0pGq of the category of finite-dimensional
algebraic G-modules, corresponding to a weight λ0 P X in the fundamental alcove,
with its natural highest weight structure. Then if Φ is the root system of pG,T q,
Wf “ NGpT q{T is the corresponding Weyl group, and W :“ Wf ˙ ZΦ is the affine
Weyl group, then the simple, standard, costandard and indecomposable tilting
objects in the highest weight category Rep0pGq are all parametrized by W rλ0XX`.
(Here “ r” denotes “p-dilated dot action of W of X”, see §3.1.) If fW Ă W is the
subset of elements w which are minimal in their coset Wfw, then there is a natural
bijection

fW
„
ÝÑW rλ0 XX`

sending w to w rλ0. In this way we can parametrize the simple, standard, costan-
dard and indecomposable tilting objects in Rep0pGq by fW , and denote them by
Lpx rλ0q, ∆px rλ0q, ∇px rλ0q and Tpx rλ0q respectively. In particular, on the level
of Grothendieck groups we have

rRep0pGqs “
à

xPfW

Zr∇px rλ0qs.(1.1)

Let S Ă W denote the simple reflections. To any s P S one can associate a
“wall-crossing” functor Ξs by translating to and from an s-wall of the fundamental
alcove. Consider the “anti-spherical” right ZrW s-module Zε bZrWf s ZrW s, where
Zε denotes the sign module for the finite Weyl group Wf (viewed as a right ZrWf s-
module). This module has a basis (as a Z-module) consisting of the elements 1bw
with w P fW . Then we can reformulate (1.1) as an isomorphism

(1.2) φ : Zε bZrWf s ZrW s
„
ÝÑ rRep0pGqs

defined by φp1 b wq “ r∇pw rλ0qs for w P fW . The advantage of this formulation
over (1.1) is that φ becomes an isomorphism of right ZrW s-modules if we let 1` s
act on the right by rΞss for any s P S (as follows easily from standard translation
functors combinatorics).

Let H be the Hecke algebra of pW,Sq over Zrv, v´1s, with standard basis tHw :
w P W u and Kazhdan–Lusztig basis tHw : w P W u. (Our normalisation is as
in [S3].) Let D denote the diagrammatic Hecke category over k: this is an additive
monoidal k-linear category introduced by B. Elias and the second author in [EW2].
This category is defined by diagrammatic generators and relations. If k is a field
of characteristic zero, then D is equivalent to the category of Soergel bimodules for
W [S7]. In the modular case (and for affine Weyl groups as here) Soergel bimodules
are not expected to be well behaved; but D provides a convenient replacement for
these objects. (Some piece of evidence for this idea is provided by the fact that
D can also be described in topological terms using parity sheaves on an affine flag
variety; see §1.6 below.)

The fundamental properties of D, which generalize well-known properties of
Soergel bimodules, are the following (see [EW2]):

(1) D is graded with shift functor x1y;
(2) D is idempotent complete and Krull–Schmidt;
(3) D is generated as a graded monoidal category by some objects Bs for s P S;
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(4) we have a canonical isomorphism of Zrv, v´1s-algebras

(1.3) H „
ÝÑ rDs : Hs ÞÑ rBss

where rDs denotes the split Grothendieck group of D (a Zrv, v´1s-module
via v ¨ rM s :“ rMx1ys);

(5) for each w P W there exists an object Bw P D (well-defined up to isomor-
phism) such that the map pw, nq ÞÑ Bwxny gives an identification between
W ˆ Z and the isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects in D.

In particular, (4) tells us that D provides a categorification of H. Let us note also
that D is defined as the Karoubi envelope of the additive hull of a category DBS

(which we will call the diagrammatic Bott–Samelson Hecke category) which can be
obtained by base change to k from a category DBS,Z1 defined over a ring Z1 which
is either Z or Zr 12 s. (In other words, DBS has a natural integral form.)

The following conjecture says that the above shadow of translation functors on
the Grothendieck group can be upgraded to a categorical action.

Conjecture 1.1 (Rough version). The assignment of Bs to a wall-crossing functor
Ξs for all s P S induces a right action of the diagrammatic Bott–Samelson Hecke
category DBS on Rep0pGq.

The reason that this formulation of the conjecture is only a rough statement is
that we also need to define the images of certain generating morphisms in DBS. We
require that most of these morphisms arise from fixed choices of adjunctions between
translation functors. See Conjecture 5.1 for a precise statement, and Remark 5.2
for comments.

1.3. Tilting modules and the anti-spherical module. We now explain the
main results of the first part of this paper. In short, we prove that Conjecture 1.1
leads to an explicit description of the regular block Rep0pGq in terms of the dia-
grammatic Hecke category D, which provides a character formula for tilting modules
and allows us to construct graded and integral forms of Rep0pGq.

Let H be the Hecke algebra of W as above, and let Hf Ă H be the Hecke algebra
of Wf (i.e. the subalgebra with basis tHw : w PWfu). Let

Masph :“ sgnbHf
H

be the corresponding antispherical (right) H-module. (Here sgn “ Zrv, v´1s, with
Hs acting via multiplication by ´v for simple reflections s in Wf ; the module Masph

is denoted N 0 in [S3].) This module has a standard basis tNw : w P fW u and a
Kazhdan–Lusztig basis tNw : w P fW u; by definition we have Nw “ 1 bHw, and
it is not difficult to check that Nw “ 1bHw. The anti-spherical H-module Masph

is a quantization of the anti-spherical ZrW s-module considered in §1.2 in the sense
that the specialization v ÞÑ 1 gives a canonical isomorphism

ZbZrv,v´1sMasph – Zε bZrWf s ZrW s.

Now define Dasph as the quotient of D by the morphisms which factor through
a sum of indecomposable objects of the form Bwxny with w R fW . Then Dasph is
naturally a right D-module category and we have a canonical isomorphism of right
H-modules

(1.4) Masph „
ÝÑ rDasphs.

In particular, Dasph provides a categorification of Masph.
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The categorified anti-spherical module Dasph has the following properties:

(1) Dasph is a graded category (with shift functor x1y) and its indecomposable
objects (up to isomorphism) are the images Bwxny of the objects Bwxny
for w P fW and n P Z;

(2) Dasph may be obtained as the Karoubi envelope of the additive hull of a
right DBS-module category obtained by base change from a category defined
over an explicit localization R of Z1.

Let us denote by Dasph
deg the “degrading” of Dasph, i.e. the category with the same

objects as Dasph but with morphisms given by

HomDasph
deg
pM,Nq :“

à

nPZ
HomDasphpM,Nxnyq.

The map on Grothendieck groups induced by the obvious functor Dasph Ñ Dasph
deg

is the specialization v ÞÑ 1.
Let TiltpRep0pGqq denote the additive category of tilting modules in Rep0pGq.

Because translation functors preserve tilting modules, the wall-crossing functors
preserve TiltpRep0pGqq; hence if Conjecture 1.1 holds (or in fact its more precise
formulation in Conjecture 5.1) then the diagrammatic Bott–Samelson Hecke cate-
gory DBS acts on TiltpRep0pGqq.

Our first main result is the following.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that Conjecture 5.1 holds. Then we have an equivalence
of additive right DBS-module categories

Dasph
deg

„
ÝÑ TiltpRep0pGqq

which sends Bw to rTpw rλ0qs for any w P fW .

In rough terms, this result says that once we have the action of DBS, we au-
tomatically know that TiltpRep0pGqq “is” the (categorified) antispherical module.
Or in other words, we can upgrade the isomorphism between Grothendieck groups
deduced from (1.2) and (1.4) to an equivalence of categories.

In view of the above properties of Dasph
deg , the following corollary is immediate.

(See Theorem 5.20 for a more precise version.)

Corollary 1.3. Suppose that p ą N ě h and that Conjecture 5.1 holds in any
characteristic p1 ą N . Then TiltpRep0pGqq admits Dasph as a graded enhancement.
Moreover, this graded enhancement may be obtained as the Karoubi envelope of
the additive hull of a graded DBS-module category coming via base change from a
category defined over Zr 1

N ! s.

Because tilting modules have no higher extensions and generate Rep0pGq the
inclusion functor gives an equivalence of triangulated categories:2

KbpTiltpRep0pGqqq
„
ÝÑ DbpRep0pGqq.

The results above tell us that TiltpRep0pGqq has a graded Zr 1
N ! s-form, and hence

so does KbpTiltpRep0pGqqq. We show (see Theorems 5.15 and 5.33 below) that the
t-structure defining Rep0pGq Ă DbpRep0pGqq may be lifted to the graded integral
form of KbpTiltpRep0pGqqq. Hence (under the assumption of our conjecture in any
characteristic p ą N) there exists a graded abelian category from which Rep0pGq

2Indeed, it is from this property that tilting modules derive their name.
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is obtained by extension of scalars and “degrading” for any field k of characteristic
p ą N . This gives a strong form of the “independence of p” property of [AJS].

Remark 1.4. In [LiW] Libedinsky and the second author study the analogue of the
category Dasph for any Coxeter system and any subset of simple reflections. For such
categories, structural results analogous to those of this paper are proved. (Indeed,
some of the statements were motivated by the current work.) The techniques are
different and do not rely on geometry or representation theory. In particular the
authors deduce the positivity of Deodhar’s signed Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials.

1.4. Tilting characters. The preceding theorem giving a description of the cate-
gory TiltpRep0pGqq has a “combinatorial shadow”, namely a character formula for
tilting modules. First, recall that the p-canonical basis tpHw : w P W u of H is
defined as the inverse image under (1.3) of the basis of rDs consisting of the classes
of the objects tBw : w P W u. This basis has many favorable properties similar to
the usual Kazhdan–Lusztig basis tHw : w PW u of H, see [JW]. In particular:

‚ for each w PW , we have pHw “ Hw if p " 0;
‚ the elements pHw can be computed algorithmically, though this algorithm

is much more complicated than the algorithm for computing the usual
Kazhdan–Lusztig basis.

(Note that our category D does not coincide with the category used to define the
p-canonical basis in [JW]; however the two choices lead to the same basis of H; see
Remark 10.17 for details.)

Similarly, the p-canonical basis tpNw : w P fW u of Masph can be defined as the
inverse image under (1.4) of the basis of rDasphs consisting of the classes of the
objects Bw. By construction, for any w P fW we have

pNw “ 1b pHw.

In particular, this basis is easy to compute if we know the p-canonical basis of
H. We can then define the antispherical p-Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials pnw,y (for
w, y P fW ) via the formula

pNw “
ÿ

yPfW

pny,wNy.

As an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.2 we obtain the following result.

Corollary 1.5. Assume that Conjecture 5.1 holds. Then for any w P fW the
isomorphism φ of (1.2) satifies

(1.5) φ´1prTpw rλ0qsq “ 1b pNw.

In other words, for any w, y P fW we have

(1.6) pTpw rλ0q : ∇py rλ0qq “
pny,wp1q.

Note that the characters of the costandard modules are known, and given by
the Weyl character formula. Hence the formula (1.6) for multiplicities provides a
character formula for tilting modules; this is the conjectural character formula for
tilting modules referred to in §1.1. Of course, there already exists a conjecture,
due to Andersen, for the multiplicities of indecomposable tilting modules whose
weights lie in the lowest p2-alcove; see [A1]. Recall that tNw : w P fW u is the
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Kazhdan–Lusztig basis of Masph. Then Andersen’s conjecture can be expressed as
follows:

(1.7)
if w P fW and @α P Φ`, xw rλ0 ` ρ, α

_y ă p2,
then φ´1prTpw rλ0qsq “ 1bNw.

(Here Φ` Ă Φ denotes the set of positive roots, and ρ is the halfsum of positive
roots.) It is known that if p ě 2h ´ 2 and if this conjecture is true over k, then
Lusztig’s conjecture [L1] holds over k; see §1.8 below for details. Hence the coun-
terexamples to the expected bound in Lusztig’s conjecture found by the second
author [W2] show that this conjecture does not hold, except perhaps if p is very
large.

There are two important differences between the multiplicity formula (1.5) and
Andersen’s conjecture (1.7). The first one is that the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis has
been replaced by the p-canonical basis. The second one is that our formula applies
to all tilting modules in the principal block, and not only to those in the lowest
p2-alcove.

Remark 1.6. (1) To see a concrete example where (1.6) differs from Andersen’s
formula, one can consider the case G “ SLp2q and p “ 3. If s and s0 are
the unique elements in Sf and S r Sf respectively, one can easily check
that pTps0ss0s ‚ 0q : ∇ps0s ‚ 0qq “ 1. On the other hand, the coefficient
of Ns0ss0s

on Ns0s is 0, while 3ns0s,s0ss0s “ 1 (see [JW, §5.3]). Of course,
s0ss0s ‚ 0 does not satisfy the condition in (1.7).

(2) As noted several times already, Andersen’s conjecture is only concerned
with weights in the lowest p2-alcove. There exists a “tensor product theo-
rem” for tilting modules, but with assumptions which are different from the
assumptions of Steinberg’s tensor product theorem for simples modules. In
particular, whereas one can obtain the characters of all simple modules if
one knows the characters of restricted simple modules, one cannot deduce
from Andersen’s formula character formulas for all indecomposable tilting
modules in Rep0pGq, not even when p is large; see [LW] for an investigation
of which characters can be obtained in this way.

(3) For fixed w P fW , since pHw “ Hw for large p, comparing our definition
of pNw with [S3, Proposition 3.4] we see that also pNw “ Nw for large p.
However, this observation alone does not imply Andersen’s conjecture for
large p as the set

tw P fW | w rλ0 lies in the lowest p2-alcoveu

grows with p. Hence as p grows we would need the equality pNw “ Nw for
an increasing number of elements w. Therefore, even for large p, Andersen’s
conjecture would imply a highly non-trivial stability property of the p-
canonical basis. (Note that in the setting of affine Weyl groups it is known
that there is no p such that pHw “ Hw for all w PW .)

(4) Conjecture 1.1 provides a very direct way to obtain the multiplicity for-
mula (1.5). However this conjecture might be difficult to prove in general
(see in particular Remark 1.10 below), and there might be other, more in-
direct, ways to prove this formula. In fact, a proof will appear in [AMRW]
(a joint work with P. Achar and S. Makisumi), building on the results of
Part 3 and those obtained by P. Achar and the first author in [AR4].
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Corollary 1.5 (contingent on our Conjecture 1.1) has a reformulation which makes
sense for any p and which we would like to state as a conjecture. So let us temporar-
ily allow p to be arbitrary. Fix a weight λ0 P X in the closure of the fundamental
alcove. (Note that λ0 will be neither regular nor dominant in general.) Let I Ă S
be such that WI is the stabiliser of λ0 under the action λ0 ÞÑ w rλ0 of W . We have
a bijection

fW I „
ÝÑW rλ0 XX`

where fW I denotes the subset of elements w P W which both belong to fW and
are maximal in their coset wWI . The bijection is given by w ÞÑ w rλ0.

Conjecture 1.7. For any w, y P fW I we have

(1.8) pTpw rλ0q : ∇py rλ0qq “
pny,wp1q.

Remark 1.8. In the case when regular weights exist (i.e. when p ě h), the general
case of Conjecture 1.7 follows from the case when λ0 is regular (in which case it
coincides with (1.6)) using [A2, Proposition 5.2].

1.5. The case of the group GLnpkq. In the second part of the paper we restrict
to the case G “ GLnpkq (in which case h “ n), and λ0 is the weight pn, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nq
(under the standard identification X “ Zn).

The main result of this part, proved in §8.1, is the following.

Theorem 1.9. Let n P Zě3. If G “ GLnpkq and λ0 “ pn, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nq, then Conjec-
ture 5.1 holds.

Our proof of this result uses in a crucial way the Khovanov–Lauda–Rouquier 2-
category Uphq associated with a Kac–Moody Lie algebra h. In a sense, to check the
relations between wall-crossing functors we decompose them in terms of “simpler”
functors appearing in the KLR 2-category, and use the known relations between
these “simpler functors” to prove the desired relations. More precisely, our proof
of Theorem 1.9 consists of 3 steps:

(1) define an action of Uppglpq on the category ReppGq of finite dimensional
algebraic G-modules;

(2) show that one can restrict this action to an action of Uppglnq;
(3) show that the categorical action of Uppglnq induces an action of DBS on an

appropriate weight space equal to Rep0pGq.

Each of these steps is known: (1) is due to Chuang–Rouquier [CR], (2) follows from
a result of Maksimau [Ma], and (3) follows from results of Mackaay–Stošić–Vaz and
Mackaay–Thiel, see [MSV, MT1, MT2]. However, as these authors do not all use
the same conventions, and for the benefit of readers not used to the KLR formalism
(like the authors), we give a detailed account of each step. (Our proof of step (3)
is slightly different from the proof in [MSV, MT1, MT2], which does not use our
step (2).) We also make an essential use of a recent result of Brundan [Br] proving
that the 2-categories defined by Khovanov–Lauda and by Rouquier are equivalent.

In particular, this theorem implies that the character formula (1.5) is proved for
the group G “ GLnpkq when p ą n ě 3. This case is especially interesting because,
due to work of Donkin [Do], Erdmann [Er] and Mathieu [Mat3], the knowledge
of characters of indecomposable tilting modules for all groups GLnpkq provides (in
theory) a dimension formula for the irreducible representations of all the symmetric
groups Sm over k. To use this idea in practice we would need a character formula
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valid for all characteristics, not only when p ą n. But our formula might still have
interesting applications in this direction (which we have not investigated yet).

Remark 1.10. (1) Theorem 1.9 is also trivially true in case n “ 1. The case
n “ 2 can be proved by methods similar to those we use in Part 2. However,
since the extended Dynkin diagram looks differently in this case, some
arguments have to be modified, and for simplicity we decided to exclude
this case. (In fact, in this case there are only “one color relations”, so that
one only needs to adapt the considerations of §8.4.) In any case, the tilting
modules for the group GL2pkq are essentially the same as for SL2pkq, and
in the latter case they are well understood thanks to work of Donkin [Do].

(2) From the above discussion it should be clear that the extra structure pro-
vided by the categorical Kac–Moody action on ReppGLnpkqq is absolutely
central to our proof in this case. There has been recent work by several
authors on possible replacements for Kac–Moody actions in other classi-
cal types (see in particular [BSWW]); however it is unclear whether these
works will open the way to a proof of our conjecture in these cases similar
to our proof for GLnpkq.

1.6. The diagrammatic Hecke category and parity sheaves. As explained
above, in this paper a central role is played by the diagrammatic Hecke category
D, viewed as a monoidal category defined by certain diagrammatic generators and
relations. In the third part of the paper we show that D is equivalent to the
“geometric” (or “topological”) Hecke category, i.e. the additive category of Iwahori-
equivariant parity sheaves on the Langlands dual affine flag variety. This provides
an alternative and more intrinsic description of D, and also allows us (under the
assumption that Conjecture 5.1 holds) to relate Rep0pGq to parity sheaves.

In fact, in view of other expected applications, we consider more generally the
diagrammatic Hecke category DKpG q associated with the Weyl group W of a Kac–
Moody group G , with coefficients in a Noetherian (commutative) complete local ring
K (assuming that 2 is invertible in K in some cases, see §10.1). We denote by B Ă G
the Borel subgroup, and by X :“ G {B the associated flag variety. Then we can
consider the category ParityBpX ,Kq of B-equivariant parity complexes on X with
coefficients in K (in the sense of [JMW]). This category is a full subcategory in the
B-equivariant derived category Db

BpX ,Kq which is closed under the convolution
product ‹B and is graded, with shift functor r1s.

The main result of the third part of the paper is the following.

Theorem 1.11. There exists an equivalence of monoidal graded additive categories

DKpG q
„
ÝÑ ParityBpX ,Kq.

Coming back to the setting of §1.2, we can define G^ as the simply connected
cover of the derived subgroup of the complex reductive group which is Langlands
dual to G, and consider an Iwahori subgroup I^ Ă G^

`

Crrzss
˘

and the associ-

ated affine flag variety Fl^ :“ G^
`

Cppzqq
˘

{I^. Then we have a monoidal category
ParityI^pFl

^,kq of parity complexes on Fl^ with coefficients in k. The same meth-
ods as for Theorem 1.11 provide a “topological” description of the category D
of §1.2, in the form of an equivalence of monoidal additive graded categories

D „
ÝÑ ParityI^pFl

^,kq.
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One can also deduce a topological description of Dasph in terms of Iwahori–
Whittaker (étale) sheaves on Fl^ (or rather a version of Fl^ over an algebraically
closed field of positive characteristic different from p); see Theorem 11.13 for details.

Remark 1.12. As explained above, if Conjecture 5.1 holds, combining Theorem 1.2
with the above “topological” description of Dasph one obtains a description of
Rep0pGq in terms of constructible sheaves on Fl^. This relation is not the same as
the relation conjectured by Finkelberg–Mirković in [FM]; in fact it is Koszul dual
(see [AR4] for details).

1.7. Variants. Although we will not treat this in detail, methods similar to those
of this paper apply in the following contexts:

(1) regular block of category O of a reductive complex Lie algebra;
(2) regular block of the category of finite-dimensional representations of Lusz-

tig’s quantum groups at a root of unity;
(3) Soergel’s modular category O.

(In cases (1) and (3) one needs to replace the affine Weyl group W by Wf , the
antispherical module Masph by the regular right module Hf , and the affine flag
variety by the finite flag variety; in cases (1) and (2) one needs to replace k by the
appropriate field of characteristic 0.)

In each case one can formulate an analogue of our Conjecture 5.1 and show that
this conjecture implies a description of the category of tilting objects as in Theo-
rem 1.2, and a character formula for these tilting objects as in Corollary 1.5. In
case (1) one can show (using a Radon transform as in [BBM], or an algebraic ana-
logue) that this formula is equivalent to the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture proved
by Bĕılinson–Bernstein and Brylinski–Kashiwara. In case (2) this formula is So-
ergel’s conjecture [S3] proved by Soergel [S4], which implies in particular Lusztig’s
conjecture on characters of simple representations of quantum groups at a root of
unity [L2], see §1.9 below. And in case (3) these statements are equivalent to the
main results of [S5].

In cases (1) and (2), the appropriate variant of our results for the group G “

GLnpkq also apply. (In case (1) one uses the action of Upgl8q on the category O
constructed in [CR]. In case (2) one uses an action of pgl` where ` is the order of the
root of unity under consideration, assuming that ` ą n and ` is odd; the existence
of such an action is suggested in [CR, Remark 7.27].) Combining these approaches
with the main result of [EW1], in this way one can obtain direct algebraic proofs
of the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture and of Lusztig’s and Soergel’s quantum conjec-
tures in type A, which bypass geometry completely (and even use few results from
Representation Theory).

In case (3) the similar approach does not apply (because we cannot embed the
category in a larger category as in the other cases). However, since we have checked
the appropriate relations on ReppGq, and since the translation functors in Soergel’s
modular category O are obtained from the translation functors on ReppGq by re-
stricting to a subcategory and then taking the induced functors on the quotient,
from the relations on ReppGq one can deduce the relations on the modular category
O. In this way one gets an alternative proof of the main result of [S5], which does
not rely on any result from [AJS] (contrary to Soergel’s proof). Note that these re-
sults are the main ingredient in the second author’s construction of counterexamples
to the expected bound in Lusztig’s conjecture in [W2].
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Remark 1.13. Case (2) above has recently been considered by Andersen–Tubben-
hauer [AT]. In particular, they have obtained by more explicit methods a diagram-
matic description of the principal block in type A1 which is similar to the one that
can be deduced from our methods.

1.8. Simple characters. We conclude this introduction with some comments on
another motivation for the current work, which is to establish a formula for the
simple characters in Rep0pGq in terms of p-Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials. (See
also [W3] for more details and references.)

The question of computing the characters of simple modules has a long his-
tory. For a fixed characteristic p, Steinberg’s tensor product theorem reduces this
question to the calculation of the characters of the (finitely many) simple modules
with restricted highest weight. As long as p ě h, classical results of Jantzen and
Andersen reduce this question further to the calculation of simple characters cor-
responding to restricted highest weights in a regular block (a finite set which is
independent of p ě h). As for tilting modules (see §1.4), it is then natural to seek
an expression (in the Grothendieck group of such a regular block) for the classes of
simple modules in terms of costandard (dual Weyl) modules, since the characters
of the latter modules are known.

In 1979, Lusztig [L1] gave a conjectural expression for this decomposition in
terms of affine Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials. This conjecture was then proved in
1994/95, combining works of Andersen–Jantzen–Soergel [AJS], Kashiwara–Tani-
saki [KT], Kazhdan–Lusztig [KL] and Lusztig [L3], but only under the assumption
that p is bigger than a non-explicit bound depending on the root system of G.
More recently Fiebig [F2] obtained an explicit bound above which the conjecture
holds. However this bound is difficult to compute and in any case several orders of
magnitude bigger than h.

On the other hand, the second author [W2] has recently exhibited examples
showing that Lusztig’s conjecture cannot hold for all p ě h. In fact these examples
show that there does not exist any polynomial P P ZrXs such that Lusztig’s con-
jecture holds for the group G “ GLnpkq in all characteristics p ą P pnq.3 On the
other hand, in this case the Coxeter number h is equal to n.

Following a strategy due to Andersen, we can use a small part of the information
on tilting characters above to deduce character formulas for simple modules. Of
course, it is enough to do this when G is quasi-simple, which we will assume for the
rest of this subsection. Let us assume that p ě 2h ´ 2. As above, we denote by ρ
the half sum of positive roots, by α_0 the highest coroot of G, and we set

fW0 :“ tw P fW | xw rλ0 ` ρ, α
_
0 y ă pph´ 1qu.

(More concretely, this means that w rλ0 belongs to an alcove which lies below the
hyperplane orthogonal to α_0 containing the “Steinberg weight” pp ´ 1qρ. Clearly,
this subset of fW does not depend on the choice of λ0, nor on p.) Following
Soergel [S3] we define a map

(1.9) fW Ñ fW : y ÞÑ py

as follows. Let Σ be the set of simple roots, and let

X`
1 :“ tλ P X` | @α P Σ, xλ, α_y ď p´ 1u

3More precisely, to prove this statement one also needs some non-trivial results from number
theory, see the appendix to [W2].
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be the set of restricted weights. Then, for λ P pp ´ 1qρ ` X`, we set qλ “ pp ´
1qρ ` pγ ` w0η where γ P X` and η P X`

1 are characterized by the fact that

λ “ pp´ 1qρ` pγ ` η. This map induces a bijection pp´ 1qρ`X` „
ÝÑ X`, and we

denote its inverse by µ ÞÑ pµ. Then the map (1.9) is characterized by the fact that
zy rλ0 “ py rλ0.

The following result is closely related to [A1, Proposition 2.6].

Proposition 1.14. For any x, y P fW0 we have

r∆px rλ0q : Lpy rλ0qs “ pTppy rλ0q : ∇px rλ0qq.

Proof. 4 Let us consider

X`

ăpph´1q :“ tλ P X` | xλ, α_0 y ă pph´ 1qu.

(Then X`

ăpph´1q contains the weights x rλ0 for w P fW .) Let ReppGq be the

category of finite dimensional algebraic G-modules, and denote by Repăpph´1qpGq

the Serre subcategory of ReppGq generated by the simple objects Lpλq with λ P
X`

ăpph´1q. Since X`

ăpph´1q is an ideal in pX`, Òq, Repăpph´1qpGq has a natural

highest weight structure, see Lemma 2.3(1). We define in a similar way the sub-
category Repă2pph´1qpGq.

Let us denote by

Πăpph´1q : ReppGq Ñ Repăpph´1qpGq

the functor which sends an object to its largest subobject which belongs to the
subcategory Repăpph´1qpGq. This functor is right adjoint to the inclusion func-

tor Repăpph´1qpGq Ñ ReppGq. To prove the proposition it suffices to prove that

for y P fW0, the object Πăpph´1qpTppy rλ0qq is the injective hull of Lpy rλ0q in

Repăpph´1qpGq. Indeed, if this is known then we obtain that for x, y P fW0 we have

r∆px rλ0q,Lpy rλ0qs “ dimk HomRepăpph´1qpGq
p∆px rλ0q,Πăpph´1qpTppy rλ0qqq

“ dimk HomReppGqp∆px rλ0q,Tppy rλ0qq “ pTppy rλ0q : ∇px rλ0qq.

So, what remains is to prove that Πăpph´1qpTppy rλ0qq is the injective hull of

Lpy rλ0q in Repăpph´1qpGq. Let µ “ y rλ0, and write µ “ µ0 ` pµ1 with µ0 P X`
1

and µ1 P X`. Then py rλ0 “
xµ0 ` pµ1. Moreover, the fact that y P fW0 implies

that pxµ1, α_0 y ď pph´ 1q, hence that xµ1, α_0 y ď ph´ 1q. Since p ě 2ph´ 1q, this
shows that

∆pµ1q “ ∇pµ1q “ Lpµ1q “ Tpµ1q,

see [J2, Corollary II.5.6]. Now by Donkin’s tensor product theorem (see [J2, §E.9]),

under our assumption that p ě 2h ´ 2 we have Tpxµ0 ` pµ1q – Tpxµ0q b Tpµ1qr1s,
where p´qr1s is the Frobenius twist, see [J2, §II.3.16]. We deduce that

(1.10) Tppy rλ0q – Tpxµ0q b Lpµ1qr1s.

We claim that

(1) Tpxµ0q belongs to Repă2pph´1qpGq, and is injective therein;

(2) the socle of Tpxµ0q as a G1-module is Lpµ0q.

4This proof has benefitted from discussions with H. H. Andersen.
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Indeed, by [J1, §4.5–4.6], under our assumptions the injective hull of Lpµ0q as a
G1-module has a unique G-module structure, and such a G-module is the injective
hull of Lpµ0q in Repă2pph´1qpGq. By an observation of Donkin (see [Do, Example 1

on p. 47] or [J2, II.E.9(1)]), this G-module is isomorphic to Tpxµ0q, proving our
claims.

It follows from Claim (2) above that the socle of Πăpph´1qpTppy rλ0qq is Lpy rλ0q.

Indeed, since Lpµ0q b Lpµ1qr1s – Lpy rλ0q by Steinberg’s tensor product theorem,
using (1.10) and [AK, Lemma 4.6] we obtain that the socle of Tppy rλ0q is Lpy rλ0q,
which implies our claim on Πăpph´1qpTppy rλ0qq.

Now if ν P X`

ăpph´1q we have

Ext1
ReppGqpLpνq,Tppy rλ0qq

(1.10)
“ Ext1

ReppGqpLpνq,Tpxµ0q b Lpµ1qr1sq

– Ext1
ReppGqpLpνq b Lp´w0µ

1qr1s,Tpxµ0qq,

where w0 is the longest element in Wf . We have

xν ´ pw0µ
1, α_0 y ă pph´ 1q ` pph´ 1q “ 2pph´ 1q,

hence any composition factor of Lpνq b Lp´w0µ
1qr1s belongs to Repă2pph´1qpGq.

This implies that

Ext1
ReppGqpLpνq,Tppy rλ0qq “ 0

by Claim (1) above. From this vanishing we deduce that Πăpph´1qpTppy rλ0qq is
injective in Repăpph´1qpGq, which finishes the proof. �

Remark 1.15. As explained in [J1, §4.6], the statement from [J1] that we use above
does not hold in general if h ď p ă 2h´ 2. See [Ki, Corollary 6.3.1] for a statement
similar to Proposition 1.14 which holds under slightly weaker assumptions.

From (1.6) and Proposition 1.14 it follows that if Conjecture 5.1 holds then

(1.11) r∆px rλ0qs “
ÿ

yPfW0

pnx,pyp1q ¨ rLpy rλ0qs

in rRep0pGqs. Inverting the matrix ppnx,pyp1qqx,yPfW 0 (which is upper-triangular
with 1’s on the diagonal for an appropriate order) we can express the classes of
the modules Lpy rλ0q for y P fW0 in terms of standard modules, hence deduce
their characters. Since these modules include the simple modules Lpy rλ0q with
y rλ0 P X`

1 , this solves the problem of computing the characters of simple modules
in ReppGq (under the assumptions that p ě 2ph´1q and that Conjecture 5.1 holds,
or at least that (1.6) holds).

Remark 1.16. (1) As explained in [A1, Remark 2.7(ii)] and [J2, §E.10], there is
another way to obtain a character formula for Lpyq out of a tilting character
formula, this time in terms of baby Verma modules for the Lie algebra of G
(again under the assumption that p ě 2h´ 2). In the context of Lusztig’s
conjecture, the relation between the two formulas one can obtain in this
way is explained in [F1, §3.3].

(2) In the case of the group GLnpkq, there is still another way to obtain a simple
character formula out of a tilting character formula using a “reciprocity
formula” due to Donkin; see [J2, E.10(4)].
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1.9. Comparison with Lusztig’s conjecture. To explain the relation between
the formula for characters of simple modules obtained in §1.8 and Lusztig’s con-
jecture [L1], we first consider the characteristic 0 situation, which corresponds to
representations of Lusztig’s quantum groups at a p-th root of unity (see §1.7). (The
relation between character formulas for tilting and simple modules in this case is
investigated by Soergel in [S3, p.106–107], and we essentially copy Soergel’s discus-
sion.) We assume that p ě h is odd (but not necessarily a prime number), and
denote by ∆qpλq, Lqpλq, etc. the analogues of ∆pλq, Lpλq, etc. in this context.

Consider the ordinary Kazhdan–Lusztig basis tNw : w P fW u of Masph and
the corresponding Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials tny,w : y, w P fW u. Then, due to
work of Andersen, we have

r∆qpx rλ0q : Lqpy rλ0qs “ pTqppy rλ0q : ∇qpx rλ0qq

for all x, y P fW . This implies in particular that the right-hand side vanishes
unless y rλ0 ĺ x rλ0 for the standard order on dominant weights, hence that from
Soergel’s character formula for the tilting modules Tqpw rλ0q one deduces that

(1.12) r∆qpx rλ0qs “
ÿ

yPfW

nx,pyp1q ¨ rLqpy rλ0qs,

where now the sum runs over all y P fW . Introducing the inverse Kazhdan–Lusztig
polynomials tny,w : y, w P fW u as in [S3], from (1.12) one can deduce the formula

rLqpyqs “
ÿ

xPfW

p´1q`pxq``ppyq ¨ nx,pyp1q ¨ r∆qpxqs.

Consider now the spherical (right) H-module

Msph :“ triv bHf
H,

where triv is the “trivial” Hf -module, i.e. the free rank one Zrv, v´1s-module on
which Hs acts by multiplication by v´1. Let tMw : w P fW u be the corresponding
Kazhdan–Lusztig basis and tmy,w : y, w P fW u be the corresponding Kazhdan–
Lusztig polynomials, see [S3]. Then [S3, Theorem 5.1] implies that

(1.13) nx,pyp1q “ p´1q`pyq``ppyqmx,yp1q.

Hence, in this setting, from (1.12) one obtains the character formula

rLqpyqs “
ÿ

xPfW

p´1q`pxq``pyq ¨mx,yp1q ¨ r∆qpxqs,

which is exactly the formula conjectured by Lusztig and proved by the combination
of works of Kazhdan–Lusztig [KL], Lusztig [L3] and Kashiwara–Tanisaki [KT].

If one wants to generalize this analysis to the modular setting, the first difficulty
is that we do not know whether one can replace fW0 by fW in the sum in (1.11).
The second difficulty is that we do not have an analogue of [S3, Theorem 5.1] for p-
canonical bases. (Note that one can define the p-canonical basis of Msph as follows.
Consider the injective morphism ζ of [S3, Proof of Proposition 3.4]. Then using [JW,
Lemma 4.3] it is not difficult to check that, for w P fW , the element pHw0w

belongs
to the image of ζ; then we can define pMw by the property that ζppMwq “

pHw0w
.

One can also define the “dual” basis of HomZrv,v´1spMsph,Zrv, v´1sq as in [S3], so
that one can at least make sense of the p-analogues of all the ingredients in [S3,
Theorem 5.1].)
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But in any case one shouldn’t expect to express the classes rLpy rλqs in terms
of the classes r∆px rλ0qs using the polynomials pmx,y. In fact, recall that the
polynomials mx,y encode the dimensions of cohomology groups of stalks of Iwahori-
constructible simple Q-perverse sheaves on the affine Grassmannian

Gr “ G^
`

Cpptqq
˘

{G^
`

Crrtss
˘

,

where G^ is as in §1.6. With this in mind, Lusztig’s character formula can be inter-
preted as the “combinatorial shadow” of the quantum analogue of the Finkelberg–
Mirković conjecture [FM] which relates Rep0pGq to perverse sheaves on Gr. (This
quantum version was proved by Arkhipov–Bezukavnikov–Ginzburg [ABG].)

In the modular case, it can be easily deduced from the results presented in §1.6
that the polynomials pmx,y encode the dimensions of cohomology groups of stalks
of Iwahori-constructible parity sheaves on Gr. On the other hand, according to
the Finkelberg–Mirković conjecture [FM], the principal block Rep0pGq should be
equivalent, as a highest weight category, to the category of Iwahori-constructible k-
perverse sheaves on Gr. If this conjecture is true, then one would be able to express
the classes of simple modules Lpx rλ0q in terms of standard modules ∆py rλ0q

with coefficients given (up to sign) by the Euler characteristic of the stalk at the
point corresponding to y of the simple perverse sheaf corresponding to x. Now
parity sheaves and simple perverse sheaves on Gr do not coincide, so the coefficient
considered above will not be equal to pmx,yp1q.
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1.11. Organization of the paper. The paper is divided into 3 parts. In Part 1
we study our main conjecture on the categorical action of DBS on Rep0pGq (for a
general reductive group G as above) and study its consequences presented in §1.3.
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In Part 2 we restrict to the special case G “ GLnpkq, and prove our main conjecture
in this case using the Khovanov–Lauda–Rouquier theory of categorical Lie algebra
actions. Finally, in Part 3 we prove an equivalence of monoidal categories between
the diagrammatic Hecke category attached to a Kac–Moody group and the cate-
gory of parity sheaves on the corresponding flag variety, and deduce a topological
description of the categories D and Dasph.

We begin each part with a more detailed overview of its contents.
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Part 1. General conjecture

Overview. This part is concerned with the study of our main conjecture and
its consequences, in the context of a general reductive group with simply connected
derived subgroup. In Section 2 we recall the basic notions related to tilting objects
in highest weight categories and introduce the concept of a “section of the ∇-flag”,
which will play a key technical role in our approach. In Section 3 we concentrate
on the case of regular blocks of representations of reductive groups; our main result
is the technical Proposition 3.10 which describe how morphisms between “Bott–
Samelson type” tilting modules can be generated inductively. (The proof of this
result involves the study of sections of the ∇-flag.) In Section 4 we recall the
construction of the diagrammatic Hecke category, and explain the construction of
the categorical antispherical module. Finally, in Section 5 we state precisely our
“categorical” conjecture, and study its main applications.

2. Tilting objects and sections of the ∇-flag

2.1. Highest weight categories. Let k be a field, and let A be a finite length k-
linear abelian category. We let Λ be a set which parametrizes isomorphism classes
of simple objects in A, and for any λ P Λ we fix a representative Lpλq of the
corresponding isomorphism class of simple objects. We assume that Λ is equipped
with a partial order ĺ. In this setting, an ideal of Λ is a subset Ω Ă Λ such that
for λ, µ P Λ,

pµ P Ω & λ ĺ µq ñ λ P Ω.

A coideal is a subset Ω Ă Λ such that Λ r Ω is an ideal.
For Ω Ă Λ, we denote by AΩ the Serre subcategory of A generated by the objects

Lpλq for λ P Ω. We write Aĺλ for AtµPΛ|µĺλu, and similarly for Aăλ. Finally, we
assume that we are given, for any λ P Λ, objects ∆pλq and ∇pλq, and nonzero
morphisms ∆pλq Ñ Lpλq and Lpλq Ñ ∇pλq.

The following definition is due to Cline–Parshall–Scott [CPS], although our ver-
sion of it is closer to the some ideas developed in [BGS].

Definition 2.1. The category A (with the above data) is said to be a highest
weight category if the following conditions hold.

(1) For any λ P Λ, the set tµ P Λ | µ ĺ λu is finite.
(2) For each λ P Λ, we have HompLpλq,Lpλqq “ k.
(3) For any ideal Ω Ă Λ such that λ P Ω is maximal, ∆pλq Ñ Lpλq is a

projective cover in AΩ and Lpλq Ñ ∇pλq is an injective envelope in AΩ.
(4) The kernel of ∆pλq Ñ Lpλq and the cokernel of Lpλq Ñ ∇pλq belong to

Aăλ.
(5) We have Ext2

Ap∆pλq,∇pµqq “ 0 for all λ, µ P Λ.

The poset pΛ,ĺq is called the weight poset of this highest weight category.

In the rest of this section we fix a category A which satisfies Definition 2.1. The
objects ∆pλq are called standard objects, and the objects ∇pλq are called costandard
objects. These objects satisfy

(2.1) ExtnAp∆pλq,∇pµqq “

#

k if λ “ µ and n “ 0;

0 otherwise.
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When λ “ µ and n “ 0, the only non zero morphism ∆pλq Ñ ∇pλq (up to scalar)
is the composition ∆pλq Ñ Lpλq Ñ ∇pλq.

Definition 2.2. Let X be an object of A. We say that X admits a standard
(resp. costandard) filtration if there exists a finite filtration F‚X of X such that
each FiX{Fi´1X is isomorphic to some ∆pλq (resp. ∇pλq) with λ P Λ.

If X admits a standard, resp. costandard, filtration, we denote by pX : ∆pλqq,
resp. pX : ∇pλqq, the number of times ∆pλq, resp. ∇pλq, appears in a standard,
resp. costandard, filtration of X. It is well known that this integer does not de-
pend on the choice of filtration; in fact by (2.1) it equals dimk HomApX,∇pλqq,
resp. dimk HomAp∆pλq, Xq.

The following well known lemma is proved e.g. in [AR3, Lemma 2.2]. (More
precisely, [AR3] considers graded highest weight categories, but the proof in the
ungraded setting is identical.)

Lemma 2.3. (1) Let Ω Ă Λ be an ideal. The subcategory AΩ Ă A is a highest
weight category with weight poset pΩ,ĺq and standard (resp. costandard)
objects ∆pωq (resp. ∇pωq) for ω P Ω.

(2) Let Ω Ă Λ be a coideal. The Serre quotient AΩ :“ A{AΛrΩ is a highest
weight category with weight poset pΩ,ĺq. The standard (resp. costandard)
objects are the images in the quotient of the objects ∆pωq (resp. ∇pωq) for
ω P Ω.

In the setting of Lemma 2.3(2), we will usually omit the quotient functor AÑ AΩ

from the notation. This statement has the following consequence.

Corollary 2.4. Let Ω Ă Λ be a coideal. If M P A admits a standard filtration and
N P A admits a costandard filtration, the morphism

HomApM,Nq Ñ HomAΩpM,Nq

is surjective.

Proof. Using the four-lemma, it is enough to prove the claim when M “ ∆pλq
and N “ ∇pµq for some λ, µ P Λ. In this case, it follows from Lemma 2.3(2)
and (2.1). �

2.2. Canonical ∇-flags. In the rest of the paper we will usually prefer costandard
filtrations over standard filtrations. However, very similar constructions can be
considered for standard filtrations; we leave the necessary modifications to the
reader.

Let X be an object of A which admits a costandard filtration. A canonical
∇-flag of X is the data, for any ideal Ω Ă Λ, of a subobject ΓΩX Ă X, such that:

‚
Ť

Ω ΓΩM “M and
Ş

Ω ΓΩM “ 0;
‚ Ω Ă Ω1 ñ ΓΩX Ă ΓΩ1X;
‚ for any ideal Ω and any λ P Ω maximal, setting Ω1 :“ Ωr tλu we have that

ΓΩX{ΓΩ1X is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of ∇pλq.

Lemma 2.5. Let X be an object of A which admits a costandard filtration. A
canonical ∇-flag of X exists and is unique.

Proof. Existence follows, by induction on the length of a costandard filtration, from
the property that Ext1

Ap∇pλq,∇pµqq “ 0 unless µ ă λ (which itself follows from
Property (3) in Definition 2.1).
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To prove unicity, it is enough to prove that if λ P Λ is minimal for the property
that pX : ∇pλqq ‰ 0, then there exists a unique subobject X 1 Ă X which is isomor-
phic to a direct sum of copies of ∇pλq and such that X{X 1 admits a costandard
filtration such that pX{X 1 : ∇pλqq “ 0. However we observe that

HomAp∇pλq,∇pµqq ‰ 0 ñ µ ĺ λ

(because the image of any non-zero morphism ∇pλq Ñ ∇pµq must contain the socle
Lpµq of ∇pµq), so that X 1 is characterized as the sum of the images of all morphisms
∇pλq Ñ X. �

Because of Lemma 2.5, we can consider the canonical ∇-flag of an object X
which admits a costandard filtration, and use the notation ΓΩX unambiguously
(for Ω an ideal).

2.3. Tilting objects and sections of the ∇-flag. Recall that we say that an
object X of A is tilting if it admits both a standard and a costandard filtration.
We denote by TiltpAq the additive full subcategory of A whose objects are the
tilting objects. It is well known that this category is Krull–Schmidt, and that its
isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects are parametrized by Λ. In fact,
for λ P Λ, the corresponding indecomposable object Tpλq is characterized (up to
isomorphism) by the properties that

pTpλq : ∇pµqq ‰ 0 ñ µ ĺ λ and pTpλq : ∇pλqq ‰ 0.

We also note that pTpλq : ∆pµqq ‰ 0 implies that µ ĺ λ, and that pTpλq : ∇pλqq “
pTpλq : ∆pλqq “ 1.

The following properties of tilting objects are well known.

Lemma 2.6. Let λ P Λ.

(1) We have HomAp∆pλq,Tpλqq – k, and any nonzero morphism ∆pλq Ñ Tpλq
is injective.

(2) We have HomApTpλq,∇pλqq – k, and any nonzero morphism Tpλq Ñ ∇pλq
is surjective.

(3) If ϕ : ∆pλq Ñ Tpλq and ψ : Tpλq Ñ ∇pλq are nonzero, then the composition
ψ ˝ ϕ is nonzero.

For λ P Λ we set

(2.2) Aľλ :“ AtµPΛ|µľλu “ A{AtµPΛ|µńλu.

Note that the images in Aľλ of the objects

∆pλq, ∇pλq, Lpλq, Tpλq

all coincide, and are equal to the standard object attached to λ in Aľλ.

Definition 2.7. Let X be an object of A which admits a costandard filtration. A
section of the ∇-flag of X is a triple pΠ, e, pϕXπ qπPΠq where:

‚ Π is a finite set;
‚ e : Π Ñ Λ is a map;
‚ for each π P Π, ϕXπ is an element in HomApTpepπqq, Xq

such that for any λ P Λ, the images of the morphisms

tϕXπ : Tpλq Ñ X : π P e´1pλqu
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form a basis of HomAľλpTpλq, Xq “ HomAľλp∇pλq, Xq (where, as usual, we omit
the quotient functor AÑ Aľλ from the notation).

Note that, by Lemma 2.3(2), we have

dimk HomAľλp∇pλq, Xq “ dimk HomAľλp∆pλq, Xq “ pX : ∇pλqq,
so that the number of maps ϕXπ such that epπq “ λ in a section of the ∇-flag of
X is pX : ∇pλqq. Note also that Corollary 2.4 guarantees that sections of the ∇-
flag always exist (for objects admitting a costandard filtration); they are far from
unique, however.

Remark 2.8. As was pointed out to us by H. H. Andersen, our notion of a section
of the ∇-flag is not unrelated to the constructions in [AST, §4.1]. In fact, our
condition on the morphisms ϕXπ can be equivalently stated as the requirement that
for all λ P Λ, the compositions

∆pλq Ñ Tpλq ϕXπ
ÝÝÑ X

for π P e´1pλq (where the first morphism is a fixed nonzero morphism, which is
unique up to scalar and injective) form a basis of HomAp∆pλq, Xq. From this point
of view, a section of the ∇-flag is the same as a choice of morphisms gλi for all λ,
using the notation of [AST, §4.1].

We conclude the generalities with two easy lemmas.

Lemma 2.9. Let X be an object which admits a costandard filtration, and let
pΠ, e, pϕXπ qπPΠq be a section of the ∇-flag of X. Let also Ω Ă Λ be an ideal. Then
for any π in ΠΩ :“ tπ P Π | epπq P Ωu, the map ϕXπ factors through a map
ϕΓΩX
π : Tpepπqq Ñ ΓΩX, and setting eΩ :“ e|ΠΩ

, the triple

pΠΩ, eΩ, pϕ
ΓΩX
π qπPΠΩ

q

is a section of the ∇-flag of ΓΩX.

Proof. For any λ P Ω, the exact sequence ΓΩX ãÑ X � X{ΓΩX induces an exact
sequence

HomApTpλq,ΓΩXq ãÑ HomApTpλq, Xq� HomApTpλq, X{ΓΩXq.

Now pTpλq : ∆pµqq “ 0 unless µ P Ω, hence the third term in this exact sequence
vanishes. Hence the first arrow in an isomorphism, which shows that, for any
π P ΠΩ, ϕXπ factors through a map ϕΓΩX

π : Tpepπqq Ñ ΓΩX. Similar arguments
show that for any λ P Ω the natural morphism

HomAľλpTpλq,ΓΩXq Ñ HomAľλpTpλq, Xq
is an isomorphism, which implies that indeed pΠΩ, e|ΠΩ

, pϕΓΩX
π qπPΠΩq is a section

of the ∇-flag of ΓΩX. �

The proof of the following lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.9, hence left to
the reader.

Lemma 2.10. Let X be an object which admits a costandard filtration, and let
pΠ, e, pϕXπ qπPΠq be a section of the ∇-flag of X. Let also Ω Ă Λ be an ideal. For
any π in ΠΩ :“ tπ P Π | epπq R Ωu, consider the composition

ϕX{ΓΩX
π : Tpepπqq ϕXπ

ÝÝÑ X � X{ΓΩX.
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Setting eΩ :“ e|ΠΩ , the triple

pΠΩ, eΩ, pϕX{ΓΩX
π qπPΠΩq

is a section of the ∇-flag of X{ΓΩX. �

3. Regular and subregular blocks of reductive groups

3.1. Definitions. In this section we fix an algebraically closed field k of character-
istic p and a connected reductive algebraic group G over k with simply-connected
derived subgroup. We will assume that p ě h, where h is the Coxeter number of
G (i.e. the maximum of the Coxeter numbers of all simple components of the root
system of G, see [J2, §II.6.2]).

We fix a Borel subgroup B Ă G and a maximal torus T Ă B, and denote by
X “ X˚pT q the lattice of characters of T . We denote by Φ the root system of
pG,T q, by Φ_ the corresponding coroots, and by Φ` Ă Φ the system of positive
roots consisting of the roots which do not appear in the Lie algebra of B (so that
B is the “negative” Borel subgroup). This choice determines a basis Σ of Φ, and a
subset X` Ă X of dominant weights. We denote by ρ P 1

2X the half sum of positive
roots; then we have xρ, α_y “ 1 for all α P Σ, where α_ is the coroot associated
with the root α.

We denote by Wf :“ NGpT q{T the Weyl group of pG,T q. We will also consider
the affine Weyl group W :“Wf˙ZΦ. To avoid confusions, for λ P ZΦ we denote by
tλ the corresponding element of W . The group W acts on X via the “dot-action”
defined by

wtλ rµ :“ wpµ` pλ` ρq ´ ρ.

Let S Ă W be the set of simple reflections, i.e. the reflections whose associated
hyperplane (for the dot-action) meets

C :“ tλ P XbZ R | @α P Φ`, 0 ď xλ` ρ, α_y ď pu

in a codimension 1 facet. Let also Sf “ S XWf ; this set is in a natural bijection
with Σ. The pairs pW,Sq and pWf , Sfq are Coxeter groups, and we denote by ` their
length function. We will denote by fW the subset of W consisting of the elements
w which are of minimal length in their coset Wfw.

We will denote by ReppGq the abelian category of finite dimensional (algebraic)
representations of G. It is well known that the simple objects in this category are
parametrized by X`; for any λ P X` we denote by Lpλq a choice of a corresponding
simple object.

Let us consider

CZ :“ tλ P X | @α P Φ`, 0 ă xλ` ρ, α_y ă pu.

Since p ě h, we have CZ ‰ ∅, see [J2, §II.6.2], so that we can choose some λ0 P CZ.
(A typical choice would be λ0 “ 0, but we allow an arbitrary choice.) Then we set

X`
0 :“ pW rλ0q XX`.

Recall that for w PW we have w rλ0 P X` iff w P fW , so that this set is a natural
bijection with fW . We denote by

Rep0pGq
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the Serre subcategory of ReppGq generated by the simple objects Lpλq for λ P X`
0 .

For λ PW rλ0, by our choice of λ0 there exists a unique w PW such that λ “ w rλ0.
Then for s P S we set

λs :“ ws rλ0.

For any s P S, we fix a weight µs in

CZ :“ tλ P X | @α P Φ`, 0 ď xλ` ρ, α_y ď pu

which lies on the reflection hyperplane of s and is contained in no other reflection
hyperplane; such a weight exists under our assumptions by [J2, §II.6.3]. Then we
set

X`
s :“ pW rµsq XX`,

and denote by

RepspGq

the Serre subcategory of ReppGq generated by the simple objects Lpµq for µ P X`
s .

For any λ P X` we consider the G-modules

∇pλq :“ IndGBpλq, ∆pλq :“ p∇p´w0λqq
˚,

where w0 PWf is the longest element. It is well known that for λ P X` there exists
(up to scalar) a unique non zero morphism ∆pλq Ñ ∇pλq. We fix such a morphism;
its image is isomorphic to Lpλq, so that it factors as a composition ∆pλq� Lpλq ãÑ

∇pλq. Recall the order Ò on X` defined in [J2, §II.6.4]. (We will also write λ Ó µ for
µ Ò λ.) It is well known that ReppGq, endowed with the parametrization of simple
objects by the poset pX`, Òq, and with the collections of objects ∇pλq, ∆pλq, Lpλq
and the morphisms ∆pλq Ñ Lpλq Ñ ∇pλq considered above, is a highest weight
category. Since the subsets X`

0 and X`
s are both ideals of the poset pX`, Òq, the

subcategories Rep0pGq and RepspGq also have canonical highest weight structures
(see Lemma 2.3(1)), and we can consider the corresponding tilting objects Tpλq
(see §2.3).

3.2. Translation functors. Let us fix a simple reflection s P S. Then one can
consider the translation functors

Tµsλ0
: Rep0pGq Ñ RepspGq, Tλ0

µs : RepspGq Ñ Rep0pGq,

see [J2, §II.7]. It is more reasonable to consider that these functors are defined only
up to isomorphism: they depend at least on the choice of the module by which one
tensors, see in particular [J2, Remark II.7.6(1)]. So we fix some functors

Ts : Rep0pGq Ñ RepspGq, Ts : RepspGq Ñ Rep0pGq

which are isomorphic to some translation functors Tµsλ0
and Tλ0

µs respectively. We

also fix some (arbitrary) adjunctions pTs,T
sq and pTs,Tsq; we will simply write

id
adj
ÝÝÑ TsT

s, id
adj
ÝÝÑ TsTs, TsT

s adj
ÝÝÑ id, TsTs

adj
ÝÝÑ id

for the corresponding adjunction morphisms.

Remark 3.1. If the functors Tµsλ0
and Tλ0

µs are defined using the tensor product
with a G-module and with its dual respectively, which is allowed, then there exists
natural adjunctions pTλ0

µs , T
µs
λ0
q and pTµsλ0

, Tλ0
µs q; see [J2, Lemma II.7.6]. So, at least

the adjunctions pTs,T
sq and pTs,Tsq exist. But we do not assume that our chosen

adjunctions are obtained in this way.
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It is well known (see e.g. [J2, Propositions II.7.11 & II.7.19]) that the functors Ts
and Ts send standard, resp. costandard, objects to objects which admit a standard,
resp. costandard, filtration. Hence they send objects which admit a standard,
resp. costandard, filtration to objects which admit a standard, resp. costandard,
filtration. In particular, they send tilting objects to tilting objects.

Let µ P X`
s , and let λ be the unique weight in X`

0 which belongs to an alcove
containing µ in its closure and such that λ Ò λs. Then by [J2, §II.E.11] we have

(3.1) TsTpµq – Tpλsq.
We fix such an isomorphism once and for all. Similarly, we have pTsTpλq : ∇pµqq “
1, and µ is maximal in the collection of weights ν such that pTsTpλq : ∇pνqq ‰ 0.
Therefore Tpµq is a direct summand of TsTpλq, with multiplicity 1. We fix once
and for all a split embedding and a split surjection

(3.2) Tpµq ãÑ TsTpλq� Tpµq.
In Section 5 we will need the following fact (where we use the notation introduced

in (2.2)).

Lemma 3.2. Let y P fW and s P S, and assume that ys ą y the Bruhat order and
ys P fW . Then, if λ :“ y ‚ λ0, then the morphism

HomRep0pGq
p∆pλq,TsT

s∆pλqq Ñ HomRep0pGq
Óλp∆pλq,TsT

s∆pλqq

induced by the quotient functor is an isomorphism, and both vector spaces are 1-
dimensional.

Proof. By adjunction we have

HomRep0pGq
p∆pλq,TsT

s∆pλqq – HomRep0pGq
pTs∆pλq,Ts∆pλqq,

and Ts∆pλq – ∆pµq where µ is the only weight in X`
s which belongs to the closure

of the alcove of λ (see [J2, Proposition II.7.11]). Hence the left-hand side is one-
dimensional. Similar arguments, using [J2, Proposition II.7.15], show that the
morphisms

HomRep0pGq
p∆pλq,TsT

s∆pλqq Ñ HomRep0pGq
p∆pλq,TsT

sLpλqq
Ñ HomRep0pGq

p∆pλq,TsT
s∇pλqq

induced by our fixed morphisms ∆pλq Ñ Lpλq Ñ ∇pλq are isomorphisms.
Now we observe that the morphisms TsT

s∆pλq Ñ TsT
sLpλq Ñ TsT

s∇pλq are
isomorphisms in Rep0pGq

Óλ, so that we also have a canonical isomorphism

HomRep0pGq
Óλp∆pλq,TsT

s∆pλqq – HomRep0pGq
Óλp∆pλq,TsT

s∇pλqq,
and what remains is to prove that the morphism

HomRep0pGq
p∆pλq,TsT

s∇pλqq Ñ HomRep0pGq
Óλp∆pλq,TsT

s∇pλqq
induced by the quotient functor is an isomorphism. This follows from the well-know
fact that TsT

s∇pλq admits a costandard filtration with pTsT
s∇pλq : ∇pλqq “ 1 and

from Lemma 2.3(2). �

Finally we recall the following well-known fact, which follows e.g. from [J2,
Proposition II.7.19(a)].

Lemma 3.3. For any λ P X`
0 such that λs R X` and any M P RepspGq which

admits a costandard filtration, we have pTsM : ∇pλqq “ 0.
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3.3. Sections of the ∇-flag and translation to a wall. As in §3.2, let s be a
simple reflection. In this subsection we explain how, given an object M in Rep0pGq
which admits a costandard filtration and a section of the ∇-flag of M , one can
construct a section of the ∇-flag of TsM . This construction is not canonical, but
depends on the choices of morphisms in §3.2. The basic idea of this construction is
inspired by a construction due to Libedinsky in the setting of Soergel bimodules,
see [Li].

Let M P Rep0pGq be an object which admits a costandard filtration, and let
pΠ, e, pϕMπ qπPΠq be a section of the ∇-flag of M . We set

Π1 :“ tπ P Π | epπqs P X`u,

and for π P Π1 we define e1pπq as the unique weight in X`
s which lies in the closure

of the alcove containing epπq. (Our definition of Π1 ensures that such an element
exists.) This defines a map e1 : Π1 Ñ X`

s . Now we explain how to define, for any
π P Π1, a morphism ϕTsM

π : Tpe1pπqq Ñ TsM .
First, let us consider the case where epπq Ó epπqs. In this setting we have fixed

an isomorphism TsTpe1pπqq – Tpepπqq, see (3.1). We define ϕTsM
π as the image of

ϕMπ under the composition

HomRep0pGq
pTpepπqq,Mq – HomRep0pGq

pTsTpe1pπqq,Mq
– HomRepspGq

pTpe1pπqq,TsMq,

where the second isomorphism is obtained from our chosen adjunction pTs,T
sq. In

other words, ϕTsM
π is the composition

Tpe1pπqq adj
ÝÝÑ TsTspTpe1pπqqq – TsTpepπqq TspϕMπ q

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ TsM.

Now, let us consider the case where epπq Ò epπqs. In this case, we have fixed a split
embedding Tpe1pπqq ãÑ TsTpepπqq, see (3.2). We define ϕTsM

π as the composition

Tpe1pπqq ãÑ TsTpepπqq TspϕMπ q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ TsM.

Remark 3.4. A point which will be important for us later is that in both cases the
morphism ϕTsM

π factors through the morphism TspϕMπ q : T
sTpepπqq Ñ TsM .

The main result of this subsection is the following.

Proposition 3.5. The triple pΠ1, e1, pϕTsM
π qπPΠ1q constructed above is a section of

the ∇-flag of TsM .

Before proving this result in general, we consider the special case where there
exists λ P X`

0 such that M is a direct sum of objects ∇pλq.

Lemma 3.6. Let λ P X`
0 . If M is isomorphic to a direct sum of objects ∇pλq, the

triple pΠ1, e1, pϕTsM
π qπPΠ1q constructed above is a section of the ∇-flag of TsM .

Proof. For any π P Π we denote by Mπ the image of ϕMπ . Then each Mπ is
isomorphic to ∇pλq, and we have M “

À

πPΠMπ. Hence it is sufficient to prove
the lemma in the case M “ ∇pλq.

By Lemma 2.6, a section of the ∇-flag of ∇pλq is unique up to scalar, so that we

can assume that Π “ tλu, epλq “ λ and ϕ
∇pλq
λ : Tpλq Ñ ∇pλq is a non-zero (hence

surjective) morphism. If λs R X` then Ts∇pλq “ 0, and there is nothing to prove.
Now, assume that λs P X`. Then Π1 “ tλu, and we set µ :“ e1pλq. In this case,

by [J2, Proposition II.7.11] we have Ts∇pλq – ∇pµq, so that to prove the claim
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it suffices to prove that ϕ
Ts∇pλq
λ ‰ 0. If λ Ó λs, then by construction ϕ

Ts∇pλq
λ is

non-zero, hence there is nothing to prove. If λ Ò λs, then Tpµq is the only direct
summand of TsTpλq which has Lpµq as a composition factor. Since the morphism

Tspϕ
∇pλq
λ q is non zero (in fact it is surjective, since ϕ

∇pλq
λ is surjective and Ts is

exact), its image contains the socle Lpµq of Ts∇pλq – ∇pµq, so that its restriction
to Tpµq must be non zero, proving the claim in this case also. �

Proof of Proposition 3.5. We have to prove that, for any µ P X`
s , the images of

the morphisms ϕTsM
π with e1pπq “ µ form a basis of HomRepspGq

ÓµpTpµq,TsMq.
If this Hom-space is nonzero, then there exists a unique λ in X`

0 which belongs
to an alcove containing µ in its closure and such that λ Ò λs and λs P X` (see
Lemma 3.3). Then e1pπq “ µ iff epπq P tλ, λsu. Let also Ω Ă X`

0 be an ideal such
that ΩX tλ, λsu “ tλu, and such that both

Ω1 :“ Ω r tλu and Ω2 :“ ΩY tλsu

are ideals. (For instance, Ω “ tν P X`
0 | ν Ò λ

su r tλsu satisfies these conditions.)
Then we have inclusions

ΓΩ1M ãÑ ΓΩM ãÑ ΓΩ2M ãÑM,

which induce inclusions

TspΓΩ1Mq ãÑ TspΓΩMq ãÑ TspΓΩ2Mq ãÑ TspMq.

By Lemma 2.9, every morphism ϕMπ with epπq “ λ, resp. epπq “ λs, factors

through a morphism ϕΓΩM
π : Tpλq Ñ ΓΩM , resp. ϕ

ΓΩ2M
π : Tpλsq Ñ ΓΩ2M . Then

by construction the corresponding morphisms ϕTsM
π : Tpµq Ñ TsM factor through

morphisms

ϕTspΓΩMq
π : Tpµq Ñ TspΓΩMq, resp. ϕTspΓΩ2Mq

π : Tpµq Ñ TspΓΩ2Mq.

It is clear that these morphisms coincide with the morphisms obtained by the
same procedure applied to the section of the ∇-flag pΠΩ, eΩ, pϕ

ΓΩM
π qπPΠΩq of ΓΩM ,

resp. the section of the ∇-flag pΠΩ2 , eΩ2 , pϕ
ΓΩ2M
π qπPΠΩ2

q of ΓΩ2M .
Similarly (see Lemma 2.10), if epπq “ λ, resp. epπq “ λs, considering the com-

positions

ϕΓΩM{ΓΩ1M
π : Tpλq ϕ

ΓΩM
π
ÝÝÝÝÑ ΓΩM � ΓΩM{ΓΩ1M,

resp.

ϕΓΩ2M{ΓΩM
π : Tpλsq ϕ

Γ
Ω2

M
π
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΓΩ2M � ΓΩ2M{ΓΩM,

the morphisms

ϕTspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mq
π : Tpµq ϕ

TspΓΩMq
π
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ TspΓΩMq� TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mq,

resp.

ϕTspΓΩ2M{ΓΩMq
π : Tpµq ϕ

TspΓ
Ω2

Mq
π
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ TspΓΩ2Mq� TspΓΩ2M{ΓΩMq,

coincide with the morphisms obtained by the same procedure applied to the sec-

tion of the ∇-flag pe´1pλq, e|e´1pλq, pϕ
ΓΩM{ΓΩ1M
π qπPe´1pλqq of ΓΩM{ΓΩ1M , resp. the

section of the ∇-flag pe´1pλsq, e|e´1pλsq, pϕ
ΓΩ2M{ΓΩM
π qπPe´1pλsqq of ΓΩ2M{ΓΩM .
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Finally, for π in e´1pλq, resp. e´1pλsq, we will consider the compositions

ϕΓΩ2M{ΓΩ1M
π : Tpλq ϕ

ΓΩM{ΓΩ1
M

π
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΓΩM{ΓΩ1M ãÑ ΓΩ2M{ΓΩ1M,

resp.

ϕΓΩ2M{ΓΩ1M
π : Tpλsq ϕ

Γ
Ω2

M
π
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΓΩ2M � ΓΩ2M{ΓΩ1M,

and the corresponding morphisms

ϕTspΓΩ2M{ΓΩ1Mq
π : Tpµq Ñ TspΓΩ2M{ΓΩ1Mq.

Note that by construction for π P e´1pλsq, the composition

Tpµq ϕ
TspΓ

Ω2
M{Γ

Ω1
Mq

π
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ TspΓΩ2M{ΓΩ1Mq� TspΓΩ2M{ΓΩMq

coincides with ϕ
TspΓΩ2M{ΓΩMq
π .

Consider now the exact sequence

ΓΩM{ΓΩ1M ãÑ ΓΩ2M{ΓΩ1M � ΓΩ2M{ΓΩM,

its image under Ts. and the induced exact sequence

(3.3) HomRepspGq
ÓµpTpµq,TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mqq

ãÑ HomRepspGq
ÓµpTpµq,TspΓΩ2M{ΓΩ1Mqq

� HomRepspGq
ÓµpTpµq,TspΓΩ2M{ΓΩMqq.

Since ΓΩM{ΓΩ1M , resp. ΓΩ2M{ΓΩM , is a direct sum of copies of ∇pλq, resp. of

∇pλsq, it follows from Lemma 3.6 that the images of the morphisms ϕ
TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mq
π

for π P e´1pλq, resp. ϕ
TspΓΩ2M{ΓΩMq
π for π P e´1pλsq, form a basis of the first,

resp. third, space in (3.3) Therefore, the images of the morphisms ϕ
TspΓΩ2M{ΓΩ1Mq
π

for π P e´1ptλ, λsuq “ pe1q´1pµq form a basis of the second term in the exact
sequence. Now, by definition of Ω1 and Ω2, we have

pTspΓΩ1Mq,∇pµqq “ pTspMq{TspΓΩ2Mq,∇pµqq “ 0,

so that we have canonical isomorphisms

HomRepspGq
ÓµpTpµq,TsMq – HomRepspGq

ÓµpTpµq,TspΓΩ2Mqq

– HomRepspGq
ÓµpTpµq,TspΓΩ2Mq{T

spΓΩ1Mqq.

Under these isomorphisms, for π P pe1q´1pµq the image of ϕTsM
π in the first term

correspond to the image of ϕ
TspΓΩ2M{ΓΩ1Mq
π in the third term. Therefore the image

of the collection pϕTsM
π qπPpe1q´1pµq forms a basis of HomRepspGq

ÓµpTpµq,TsMq, and
the proof is complete. �

3.4. Sections of the ∇-flag and translation from a wall. As in §3.2, let s
be a simple reflection. In this subsection we explain how, given an object M in
RepspGq which admits a costandard filtration and a section of the ∇-flag of M , one
can construct a section of the ∇-flag of TsM . Again, this construction depends on
the choices of morphisms in §3.2, and the idea goes back to [Li].

Let M P RepspGq be an object which admits a costandard filtration, and let
pΠ, e, pϕMπ qπPΠq be a section of the ∇-flag of M . We set

Π1 :“ Πˆ t0, 1u.
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We define the map e1 : Π1 Ñ X`
0 as follows. Given π P Π, the images e1pπ, 0q and

e1pπ, 1q are characterized by the following properties:

‚ epπq belongs to the closures of the alcoves containing e1pπ, 0q and e1pπ, 1q;
‚ e1pπ, 0qs “ e1pπ, 1q;
‚ e1pπ, 0q Ò e1pπ, 1q.

Finally we need to define, for any π P Π, morphisms ϕTsM
pπ,0q and ϕTsM

pπ,1q. First, recall

that we have fixed an isomorphism TsTpepπqq – Tpe1pπ, 1qq, see (3.1). Using this

isomorphism we simply define ϕTsM
pπ,1q as the composition

Tpe1pπ, 1qq „ÝÑ TsTpepπqq
Tspϕ

M
π q

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ TsM.

On the other hand, we have also fixed a projection TsTpe1pπ, 0qq � Tpepπqq,
see (3.2). We define ϕTsM

pπ,0q as the composition

Tpe1pπ, 0qq adj
ÝÝÑ TsT

sTpe1pπ, 0qq� TsTpepπqq
Tspϕ

M
π q

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ TsM.

In other words, ϕTsM
pπ,0q is the image of the composition

TsTpe1pπ, 0qq� Tpepπqq ϕMπ
ÝÝÑM

under the isomorphism

HomRepspGq
pTsTpe1pπ, 0qq,Mq – HomRep0pGq

pTpe1pπ, 0qq,TsMq

induced by our adjunction pTs,Tsq.

Remark 3.7. As in §3.3, an important point for us is that both ϕTsM
pπ,0q and ϕTsM

pπ,1q

factor through the morphism Tspϕ
M
π q : TsTpepπqq Ñ TsM .

The main result of this subsection is the following.

Proposition 3.8. The triple pΠ1, e1, pϕTsM
π qπPΠ1q constructed above is a section of

the ∇-flag of TsM .

As in §3.3, before proving this result in general, we consider the special case
where there exists µ P X`

s such that M is a direct sum of objects ∇pµq for some
µ P X`

s .

Lemma 3.9. Let µ P X`
s . If M is isomorphic to a direct sum of objects ∇pµq, the

triple pΠ1, e1, pϕTsM
π qπPΠ1q constructed above is a section of the ∇-flag of TsM .

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.6, we can assume M “ ∇pµq, and then that Π “

tµu, epµq “ µ, and ϕ
∇pµq
µ is a non-zero (hence surjective) morphism Tpµq Ñ ∇pµq.

Let λ “ e1pµ, 0q, so that λs “ e1pµ, 1q and λ Ò λs. By [J2, Proposition II.7.19],
there exists a short exact sequence

∇pλq ãÑ Ts∇pµq� ∇pλsq.

We have morphisms ϕ
Ts∇pµq
pµ,0q : Tpλq Ñ Ts∇pµq and ϕ

Ts∇pµq
pµ,1q : Tpλsq Ñ Ts∇pµq, and

to prove the lemma it suffices to prove that the compositions

∆pλq ãÑ Tpλq
ϕ

Ts∇pµq
pµ,0q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ts∇pµq and ∆pλsq ãÑ Tpλsq

ϕ
Ts∇pµq
pµ,1q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ts∇pµq

are non zero (see Remark 2.8).
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Consider first the case of ϕ
Ts∇pµq
pµ,1q . By construction and exactness of Ts, the

morphism ϕ
Ts∇pµq
pµ,1q is surjective. Hence the composition with the embedding of

∆pλsq cannot vanish, since rTpλsq{∆pλsq : Lpλsqs “ 0, so that no morphism
Tpλsq{∆pλsq Ñ Ts∇pµq can be surjective.

Consider now ϕ
Ts∇pµq
pµ,0q . By the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.9,

this morphism must factor through a morphism Tpλq Ñ ∇pλq, so that we only have

to prove that ϕ
Ts∇pµq
pµ,0q ‰ 0 (see Lemma 2.6). However, the composition

TsTpλq� Tpµq
ϕ∇pµq
µ
ÝÝÝÝÑ ∇pµq

is surjective, hence non zero. By construction, this implies that ϕ
Ts∇pµq
pµ,0q ‰ 0, and

finishes the proof. �

Proof of Proposition 3.8. This proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 3.5.
Let λ P X`

0 . If λs R X`
0 , then pTsM : ∇pλqq “ 0 and λ R e1pΠ1q, so that there

is nothing to prove for this λ. Assume now that λs P X`, and let µ P X`
s be the

unique element which belongs to the closure of the alcoves of λ and λs. Replacing λ
by λs if necessary, we can assume that λ Ò λs, so that for π P Π we have epπ, 0q “ λ
iff epπ, 1q “ λs iff epπq “ µ. We have to prove that, for such π’s, the images of the

morphisms ϕTsM
pπ,0q in HomRep0pGq

ÓλpTpλq,TsMq, resp. the images of the morphisms

ϕTsM
pπ,1q in HomRep0pGq

Óλs pTpλsq,TsMq, form a basis.

Let Ω Ă X`
s be an ideal such that µ P Ω is maximal; then Ω1 :“ Ω r tµu is also

an ideal. We have embeddings

ΓΩ1M ãÑ ΓΩM ãÑM,

and ΓΩM{ΓΩ1M is a direct sum of copies of ∇pµq. By Lemma 2.9, for π P e´1pµq
the morphism ϕMπ factors through a morphism ϕΓΩM

π : Tpµq Ñ ΓΩM , and using
also Lemma 2.10, if we consider the composition

ϕΓΩM{ΓΩ1M
π : Tpµq ϕ

ΓΩM
π
ÝÝÝÝÑ ΓΩM � ΓΩM{ΓΩ1M,

then pe´1pµq, e|e´1pµq, pϕ
ΓΩM{ΓΩ1M
π qπPe´1pµqq is a section of the ∇-flag of the object

ΓΩM{ΓΩ1M . By Lemma 3.9, the images of the corresponding morphisms

ϕ
TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mq

pπ,0q : Tpλq Ñ TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mq

form a basis of HomRep0pGq
ÓλpTpλq,TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mqq, and the images of the corre-

sponding morphisms

ϕ
TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mq

pπ,1q : Tpλsq Ñ TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mq

form a basis of HomRep0pGq
Óλs pTpλsq,TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mqq.

Now we have

pTspΓΩ1Mq : ∇pλqq “ pTspΓΩ1Mq : ∇pλsqq “ 0

and

pTspM{ΓΩMq : ∇pλqq “ pTspM{ΓΩMq : ∇pλsqq “ 0,

so that we have natural isomorphisms

HomRep0pGq
ÓλpTpλq,TsMq – HomRep0pGq

ÓλpTpλq,TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mqq
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and

HomRep0pGq
Óλs pTpλsq,TsMq – HomRep0pGq

Óλs pTpλsq,TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mqq.

Under these isomorphisms, the images of the morphisms ϕTsM
pπ,0q, resp. ϕTsM

pπ,1q, corre-

spond to the images of the morphisms ϕ
TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mq

pπ,0q , resp. ϕ
TspΓΩM{ΓΩ1Mq

pπ,1q . We

deduce the expected properties of these morphisms, which concludes the proof. �

3.5. Morphisms between “Bott–Samelson type” tilting modules. If s P S,
we will consider the “wall crossing” functor

Θs :“ TsT
s : Rep0pGq Ñ Rep0pGq.

As in [EW2], an expression is a sequence w “ ps1, s2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , smq with si P S. The
length `pwq is the number m of reflections appearing in this sequence. Omitting
the underline denotes the product s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm PW . We will often abuse notation and
write expressions as w “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm, with the underline there to remind us that we
consider an expression and not the product in W . An expression w “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm is
reduced if `pwq “ `pwq.

If w “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm is an expression, we set

Tpwq :“ Θsm ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝Θs1pTpλ0qq.

(Note the inversion in the order of the simple reflections.) This object is a tilting
module in Rep0pGq. Note also that if w is a reduced expression of an element
w P fW , then Tpwq contains Tpw rλ0q as a direct summand (with multiplicity 1).

We will now derive from the results of §§3.3–3.4 some properties of the morphism
spaces between such objects, which will play a crucial role in Section 5.

Proposition 3.10. Let x and v be expressions, and assume that x is a reduced
expression for some element x P fW . Let also λ “ x rλ0.

(1) Assume that λ Ò λs (so that xs is a reduced expression for xs P fW ). Let
pfiqiPI be a family of morphisms in HomRep0pGq

pTpxq,Tpvqq whose images
span the vector space HomRep0pGq

ÓλpTpxq,Tpvqq, and let pgjqjPJ be a fam-
ily of morphisms in HomRep0pGq

pTpxsq,Tpvqq whose images span the vec-
tor space HomRep0pGq

Óλs pTpxsq,Tpvqq. There exists morphisms f 1i : Tpxq Ñ
ΘsTpxq “ Tpxsq (for i P I) and g1j : Tpxq Ñ ΘsTpxsq “ Tpxssq (for j P J)
such that the images of the compositions

Tpxq f 1i
ÝÑ ΘsTpxq

Θspfiq
ÝÝÝÝÑ ΘsTpvq “ Tpvsq

together with the images of the compositions

Tpxq
g1j
ÝÑ ΘsTpxsq

Θspgjq
ÝÝÝÝÑ ΘsTpvq “ Tpvsq

span HomRep0pGq
ÓλpTpxq,Tpvsqq.

(2) Assume that x “ ys for some y which is a reduced expression for an ele-

ment y P fW . (Then λs “ y rλ0 P X`, and λs Ò λ.) Let pfiqiPI be a fam-
ily of morphisms in HomRep0pGq

pTpxq,Tpvqq whose images span the vector
space HomRep0pGq

ÓλpTpxq,Tpvqq, and let pgjqjPJ be a family of morphisms
in HomRep0pGq

pTpyq,Tpvqq whose images span HomRep0pGq
Óλs pTpyq,Tpvqq.
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There exists morphisms f 1i : Tpxq Ñ ΘsTpxq “ Tpxsq and g1j : Tpxq Ñ
ΘsTpyq “ Tpxq such that the images of the compositions

Tpxq f 1i
ÝÑ ΘsTpxq

Θspfiq
ÝÝÝÝÑ ΘsTpvq “ Tpvsq

together with the images of the compositions

Tpxq
g1j
ÝÑ ΘsTpyq

Θspgjq
ÝÝÝÝÑ ΘsTpvq “ Tpvsq

span HomRep0pGq
ÓλpTpxq,Tpvsqq.

Proof. (1) We have Tpxq – Tpλq in Rep0pGq
Óλ, and Tpxsq – Tpλsq in Rep0pGq

Óλs .
Hence we can fix split embeddings Tpλq ãÑ Tpxq and Tpλsq ãÑ Tpxsq and assume
that the compositions

Tpλq ãÑ Tpxq fi
ÝÑ Tpvq and Tpλsq ãÑ Tpxsq gj

ÝÑ Tpvq

are part of a section of the ∇-flag of Tpvq. Let µ P X`
s be the unique element which

belongs to the closures of the alcoves of λ and λs. Then Proposition 3.5 provides a
section of the ∇-flag of TsTpvq whose morphisms Tpµq Ñ TsTpvq are parametrized
by I \ J , in such a way that the morphism corresponding to i P I factors through
the morphism Tspfiq : T

sTpxq Ñ TsTpvq, and that the morphism corresponding to
j P J factors through the morphism Tspgjq : T

sTpxsq Ñ TsTpvq (see in particular
Remark 3.4). Applying Proposition 3.8, we then obtain a section of the ∇-flag
of Tpvsq “ ΘsTpvq whose morphisms Tpλq Ñ Tpvsq are parametrized by I \ J , in
such a way that the morphism corresponding to i P I factors through the morphism
Θspfiq : ΘsTpxq Ñ ΘsTpvq, and that the morphism corresponding to j P J factors
through the morphism Θspgjq : ΘsTpxsq Ñ ΘsTpvq (see in particular Remark 3.7).
Composing with a fixed surjection Tpxq Ñ Tpλq we deduce the desired morphisms.

(2) The proof is identical to the proof of (1), and therefore omitted. �

4. Diagrammatic Hecke category and the antispherical module

4.1. The affine Hecke algebra and the antispherical module. To the Coxeter
groups pW,Sq and pWf , Sfq one can associate the Hecke algebras H and Hf over
Zrv, v´1s. We will follow the notation of [S5] rather closely: in particular H has a
“standard” basis tHw : w P W u and a “Kazhdan–Lusztig” basis tHw : w P W u,
and Hf identifies with the Zrv, v´1s-subalgebra spanned (as a Zrv, v´1s-module) by
the element Hw for w PWf . If w “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm is an expression, we set

Hw :“ Hs1
¨ ¨ ¨Hsm

P H.

The algebra Hf has a natural “sign” right module sgn such that sgn “ Zrv, v´1s,
and Hs acts as multiplication by ´v for s P Sf . Then we can consider the “anti-
spherical” right H-module defined as

Masph :“ sgnbHf
H.

(This module is denoted N 0 in [S5, §5].) This module has a “standard” basis
tNw : w P fW u, where Nw “ 1 bHw for w P fW , and a “Kazhdan–Lusztig” basis
tNw : w P fW u, see [S5, Theorem 3.1]. Let ϕ : H Ñ Masph be the morphism
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of right H-modules sending H to 1 b H. Then it is explained in [S5, Proof of
Proposition 3.4] that

(4.1) ϕpHwq “

#

Nw if w P fW ;

0 otherwise.

Recall also that if s P S and w P fW then we have

(4.2) Nw ¨Hs “

$

’

&

’

%

Nws ` vNw if ws P fW and ws ą w,

Nws ` v
´1Nw if ws P fW and ws ă w,

0 otherwise,

see [S5, p. 86]. The third case in this formula relies on the observation that, for
w P fW and s P S,

(4.3) ws R fW ñ pDr P Sf , ws “ rwq,

see [S5].
Fix an expression w “ s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm. A subexpression, denoted e Ă w, is a sequence

e1 ¨ ¨ ¨ em with ei P t0, 1u. Its end-point is we :“ se11 ¨ ¨ ¨ s
em
m P W ; we will also say

that e expresses we. The Bruhat stroll of e is the sequence

x0 :“ 1, x1 :“ se11 , x2 :“ se11 s
e2
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , xm :“ we

of elements of W . To each index i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mu we assign a symbol:

‚ U1 if ei “ 1 and xi “ xi´1si ą xi´1;
‚ D1 if ei “ 1 and xi “ xi´1si ă xi´1;
‚ U0 if ei “ 0 and xi´1si ą xi´1;
‚ D0 if ei “ 0 and xi´1si ă xi´1.

(Here “U” stands for Up, and “D” stands for Down.) The defect dpeq P Z of e is
the difference between the number of symbols U0 and the number of symbols D0
in this list (see e.g. [EW2, §2.4]).

Given subexpressions e1, e2 Ă w, denote their Bruhat strolls by x10, x
1
1, . . . , x

1
m

and x20, x
2
1, . . . , x

2
m respectively. We say that e1 ď e2 if x1i ď x2i in the Bruhat order

for all 0 ď i ď m. This gives a partial order on the set of subexpressions of w which
we call the path dominance order (see [EW2, §2.4]).

Finally, given a subset K ĂW we will say that e avoids K if

xi´1si R K for 1 ď i ď m.

(In particular, this condition is automatically satisfied if m “ 0.)
The following easy lemma is the analogue in our antispherical setting of [EW2,

Lemma 2.10] (which is due to Deodhar).

Lemma 4.1. For any expression w, in Masph we have

N1 ¨Hw “
ÿ

eĂw

e avoids W r fW

vdpeqNwe .
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Proof. The formula is obvious if `pwq “ 0. Now, let w be an expression of length
m ě 0 and let s P S. By induction and (4.2) we have

N1 ¨Hws “ pN1 ¨Hwq ¨Hs “

¨

˚

˚

˝

ÿ

eĂw

e avoids W r fW

vdpeqNwe

˛

‹

‹

‚

¨Hs “

ÿ

eĂw,

e avoids W r fW ,

wesPfW,wesąwe

pvdpeqNwes ` v
dpeq`1Nweq `

ÿ

eĂw,

e avoids W r fW ,

wesPfW,wesăwe

pvdpeqNwes ` v
dpeq´1Nweq

“
ÿ

e1Ăws,

e1 avoids W r fW

wτpe
1qsąwτpe

1q

vdpe
1
qNpwsqe1 `

ÿ

e1Ăws,

e1 avoids W r fW

wτpe
1qsăwτpe

1q

vdpe
1
qNpwsqe1

“
ÿ

e1Ăws,

e1 avoids W r fW

vdpe
1
qNpwsqe1

where in the third line τpe1q “ e11 ¨ ¨ ¨ e
1
m is the subexpression of w obtained by

omitting the last term in e1. The lemma follows. �

4.2. Diagrammatic Soergel bimodules. From now on in this section we fix an
integral domain K. We set h :“ K bZ ZΦ, and define for any s P S elements
αs P h

˚ :“ HomKph,Kq and α_s P h as follows:

‚ if s P Sf , then αs and α_s are the images in h˚ and h of the simple coroot
and simple root associated with s respectively;

‚ if s P S r Sf , then the image of s under the natural projection W ÑWf is
a reflection sγ for some γ P Φ`; we define αs as the image in h˚ of ´γ_,
and α_s as the image in h of ´γ.

(This notation might be misleading, but it will be abandoned very soon.) We make
the following assumptions:

the natural pairing pKbZ ZΦq ˆ pKbZ ZΦ_q Ñ K is a perfect pairing;(4.4)

for any s P S, the morphisms αs : hÑ K and α_s : h˚ Ñ K are surjective.(4.5)

Assumption (4.4) is equivalent to requiring that the determinant of the Cartan
matrix of the root system Φ is invertible in K, and assumption (4.5) is clearly
always satisfied if 2 is invertible in K. Note also that if these assumptions hold for
a commutative ring K, then they hold for all commutative K-algebras.

Remark 4.2. In our main application of the results of this section, the ring K will
be the field k of Section 3. In this case, the condition p ě h ensures that (4.5)
holds, except maybe when Φ is a (non empty) direct sum of root systems of type
A1. To ensure that (4.4) holds, we will assume that p ą h.

The datum of h and the subsets tαs : s P Su Ă h˚ and tα_s : s P Su Ă h defines a
realization of pW,Sq over K in the sense of [EW2, Definition 3.1]. (In fact it is easy
to check that the technical condition in [EW2, (3.3)] is satisfied.). Moreover, this
realization is balanced in the sense of [EW2, Definition 3.6]. The representation of
W on h associated with this realization factors through the natural representation
of Wf . Finally, our assumption (4.5) precisely says that Demazure Surjectivity
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(see [EW2, Assumption 3.7]) holds for this realization. (This condition is necessary
for the category DBS to be well behaved, see [EW2, Remark 5.5].) As in [EW2], we
denote by R the symmetric algebra (over K) of h˚. Our assumption (4.4) implies
that

(4.6) R is generated, as a K-algebra, by the images of the coroots α_ for α P Σ.

Let us consider the category associated with this realization as defined in [EW2,
Definition 5.2]. In the present paper we will denote this category by DBS. (Here
“BS” stands for “Bott–Samelson”; this category is denoted D in [EW2].) We will
consider DBS as a category endowed with a “shift of the grading” autoequivalence
x1y (denoted p1q in [EW2]) rather than as a graded category; therefore this category
has objects Bwxny parametrized by pairs consisting of an expression w and an
integer n P Z, and we have pBwxnyqx1y “ Bwxn` 1y. We will write Bw instead of
Bwx0y. The category DBS is monoidal, with product defined on objects by

pBvxnyq ¨ pBwxmyq “ Bvwxn`my,

where vw is the concatenation of the expressions v and w.
As in [EW2] we will use diagrams to denote morphisms in DBS: a morphism in

HomDBS
pBvxny, Bwxmyq is a K-linear combination of certain equivalence classes of

diagrams whose bottom has strands labeled by the simple reflections appearing in
v, and whose top has strands labeled by the simple reflections appearing in w. (In
particular, diagrams should be read from bottom to top.) Diagrammatically, the
product corresponds to horizontal concatenation, and composition corresponds to
vertical concatenation. The diagrams are constructed by (horizontal and vertical)
concatenation of images under powers of x1y of 4 different types of generators:

(1) morphisms B∅ Ñ B∅xdegpfqy for any homogeneous f P R, represented
diagrammatically as the diagram

f

with empty top and bottom;
(2) the upper and lower dots Bs Ñ B∅x1y and B∅ Ñ Bsx1y (for s P S),

represented diagrammatically as

‚

s

and ‚

s

;

(3) the trivalent vertices Bs Ñ Bssx´1y and Bss Ñ Bsx´1y (again for s P S),
represented diagrammatically as

s

s s

and
s

ss

;

(4) for pairs ps, tq of distinct elements of S such that st has finite order mst in
W , the 2mst-valent vertex Bst¨¨¨ Ñ Bts¨¨¨ (where each index has mst simple
reflections appearing), represented diagrammatically as

s

s

t

t

,

s

s

st

t t

,

s s

s s

t t

tt

, or

s

s s s

s st t t

t t t
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if mst is 2, 3, 4 or 6.

(The colors used in the diagrams have no particular significance: they are here only
to make it easier to see which strands have the same label.) These generators satisfy
a number of relations described in [EW2, §5], which we will not repeat here. These
relations define the “equivalence relation” considered above; let us only recall that
isotopic diagrams are equivalent.

Remark 4.3. Let α P Σ, and let s “ sα P Sf . By [EW2, (5.1)], the morphism
associated with the image of α_ in h˚ Ă R as in (1) above is the composition

B∅ Ñ Bsx1y Ñ B∅x2y

where the first morphism is the “lower dot” morphism for s and the second one is
the shift by x1y of the “upper dot” morphism for s (see (2)). Therefore, by (4.6), the
morphisms defined in (2), (3) and (4) are sufficient to generate all the morphisms
in DBS.

For X,Y in DBS we set

Hom‚DBS
pX,Y q :“

à

nPZ
HomDBSpX,Y xnyq.

This graded K-module is a graded bimodule over R, where for f P R homogeneous
and φ P Hom‚DBS

pX,Y q, the element f ¨ φ, resp. φ ¨ f , is the composition of the
morphism

X “ B∅ ¨X Ñ pB∅xdegpfqyq ¨X “ Xxdegpfqy,

resp. X “ X ¨B∅ Ñ X ¨ pB∅xdegpfqyq “ Xxdegpfqy,

induced by the morphism in (1) above, with φxdegpfqy. (Of course, one can equiv-
alently compose with the similar morphisms for Y .) It follows from [EW2, Corol-
lary 6.13] that Hom‚DBS

pX,Y q is free of finite rank as a left R-module and as a right
R-module.

The category DBS admits an autoequivalence

ı : DBS
„
ÝÑ DBS

which sends the object Bs1¨¨¨smxny to Bsm¨¨¨s1xny, and acts on a morphism cor-
responding to a diagram by reflecting this diagram along a vertical axis. This
autoequivalence satisfies

ıpX ¨ Y q “ ıpY q ¨ ıpXq for all X,Y in DBS.

There also exists a monoidal equivalence

τ : DBS
„
ÝÑ Dop

BS

which sends Bwxny to Bwx´ny and reflects diagrams along an horizontal axis;
see [EW2, §6.3].

In the rest of this subsection we assume that K is in addition a complete local
ring. In this case, we denote by D the Karoubi envelope of the additive hull of DBS.
(This category is denoted KarpDq in [EW2].) Again this category is monoidal, and
has an autoequivalence x1y. By [EW2, Theorem 6.25], for any w P W there exists
a unique indecomposable object Bw in D which is a direct summand of Bw for
any reduced expression w for w, but is not a direct summand of any Bvxny with
`pvq ă `pwq. Moreover, any indecomposable object in D is isomorphic to Bwxny for
a unique pair pw, nq PW ˆ Z.
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We define Hom‚DpX,Y q in a similar way as for Hom‚DBS
pX,Y q. We will again

denote by ı the autoequivalence of D induced by ı, and by τ the anti-autoequivalence
of D induced by τ . We have

ıpBwq “ Bw´1 , τpBwq “ Bw for all w PW .

In §2.1 we have considered the Serre quotient of an abelian category by a Serre
subcategory. In the proof below (and in the rest of the section) we will consider
another, more naive, notion of quotient of an additive category C by a full addi-
tive subcategory C1: we denote by C{{C1 the category which has the same objects
as C, and such that for M,N in C the group HomC{{C1pM,Nq is the quotient of
HomCpM,Nq by the subgroup of morphisms which factor through an object of C1.

Lemma 4.4. Let w “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm be an expression. Any indecomposable summand
Bxxky of Bw satisfies s1x ă x.

Proof. Using the autoequivalence ı, it is equivalent to prove that any indecompos-
able summand Bxxky of Bw satisfies xsm ă x; this is the statement we will actually
prove.

Let us fix an indecomposable direct summand Bxxky appearing in Bw. Let Děx
be the quotient (in the sense explained just before the statement) of D by the full
subcategory whose objects are direct sums of object Byxjy with y ğ x in the Bruhat
order. The “shift of the grading” functor x1y induces a similar functor on Děx, and
we define Hom‚Děxp´,´q as in D. Let us fix some reduced expression x for x; then
the images in Děx of Bx and Bx coincide; in particular (the image of) Bxxky is a
direct summand of (the image of) Bw in Děx, so that we have morphisms

Bxxky
f
ÝÑ Bw

g
ÝÑ Bxxky

whose composition is idBxxky in Děx.
If

Ix Ă Hom‚DpBw, Bxq

is the submodule considered in [EW2, §7.2], then it is clear that the canonical
surjection Hom‚DpBw, Bxq� Hom‚DěxpBw, Bxq factors through a surjection

Hom‚DpBw, Bxq{Ix � Hom‚DěxpBw, Bxq.

On the other hand, by [EW2, Proposition 7.6], any choice of “light leaves mor-
phisms” Lw,e P Hom‚DpBw, Bxq (where e runs over subexpressions of w expressing
x) provides a (graded) basis of Hom‚DpBw, Bxq{Ix as a left R-module. In particular,
the images of these morphisms generate Hom‚DěxpBw, Bxq. We will fix a choice of
such morphisms.

Now assume for a contradiction that xsm ą x. Then for any subexpression
e Ă w expressing x, the symbol associated with m as in §4.1 is either D1 or U0. It
follows that, by construction, any light leaves morphism Bw Ñ Bxxjy (with j P Z)
factors as a composition

Bw Ñ BxBsmxj ´ 1y Ñ Bxxjy,

where the second morphism is induced by the “upper dot” morphism Bsm Ñ B∅x1y.
We deduce that this property holds for any morphism in Děx from Bw to some
shift of Bx, and in particular for the image of g. We fix such a factorization.

The composition

Bxxky
f
ÝÑ Bw Ñ BxBsmxk ´ 1y
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is nonzero in Děx, since its composition with the morphism BxBsmxk´1y Ñ Bxxky
induced by the upper dot is nonzero. However we have

HomDěxpBxxky, Bxsmxk ´ 1yq – HomDěxpBxsmx1´ ky, Bxx´kyq

– HomDěxpBxsm , Bxx´1yq,

where the first isomorphism is induced by τ . As above Hom‚DěxpBxsm , Bxq is
spanned by light leaves morphisms, and the only such morphism is of degree 1
(corresponding to the only subexpression of xsm expressing x). Hence

HomDěxpBxsm , Bxx´1yq “ t0u,

which provides the desired contradiction. �

4.3. Two lemmas on DBS. Let K be again an arbitrary integral domain satisfy-
ing (4.4) and (4.5).

The following result is observed in [EW2, Equation (5.14)].

Lemma 4.5. For s P S, in the additive hull of DBS we have Bs ¨ Bs – Bsx1y ‘
Bsx´1y.

Let us now recall the notion of “rex move” from [EW2, §4.2]. (Here, “rex”
stands for “reduced expression”.) Consider an element w P W , and define the
rex graph Γw as the graph with vertices the reduced expressions for w and edges
connecting reduced expressions if they differ by one application of a braid relation.
By definition, if x and y are two reduced expressions for w, a rex move x y is a
directed path in Γw from x to y. To such a path one can associate a morphism from
Bx to By in DBS, obtained by composing the 2mst-valent morphisms associated

with all the braid relations encountered in this path.
Fix now two reduced expressions x and y for the same element, and consider a

rex move x y. Let us denote by γ : Bx Ñ Bx the morphism associated with the
concatenation x  y  x, where the second portion is obtained by following the
same path as for the rex move we started with, but in the reversed order.

Lemma 4.6. There exists a finite set J and, for any j P J , a morphism φj : Bx Ñ
Bx which factors through an object of the form Bzj xkjy where zj is obtained from

x by omitting at least 2 simple reflections (so that, in particular, `pzjq ď `pxq ´ 2),
such that γ “ idBx `

ř

jPJ φj.

Proof. Using induction on the length of the original rex move x y, it suffices to
prove the claim when x is a reduced expression for the longest element x in a finite
parabolic subgroup Ws,t of W generated by two distinct simple relctions s and t,
and the rex move consists of the braid relation in Ws,t. In this case, a more precise
claim is stated as [EW2, Claim 7.1]. �

4.4. Categorified antispherical module. As in §4.3, let K be an integral do-

main satisfying (4.4) and (4.5). We define the category Dasph
BS with objects Bwxny

parametrized by pairs consisting of an expression w and an integer n, and with
morphisms

HomDasph
BS
pBwxny, Bvxmyq

defined as the quotient of HomDBSpBwxny, Bvxmyq by the subspace spanned by
the morphisms which factor through an object of the form Buxky where u is an
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expression starting with a simple reflection in Sf . There exists a natural functor

DBS Ñ Dasph
BS

sending the object Bw to Bw, and the functor x1y induces a functor denoted simi-

larly on Dasph
BS .

As for objects of DBS, for X,Y in Dasph
BS , we set

Hom‚Dasph
BS

pX,Y q :“
à

nPZ
HomDasph

BS
pX,Y xnyq.

Let X,Y be objects of DBS, and let X and Y be their images in Dasph
BS . Consider

the natural (surjective) morphism

(4.7) Hom‚DBS
pX,Y q Ñ Hom‚Dasph

BS

pX,Y q.

Using Remark 4.3 we see that for any simple root α, with associated simple re-
flection s “ sα P Sf , and any f P HomDBSpX,Y xnyq, the morphism α_ ¨ f : X Ñ

Y xn`2y (where by abuse we still denote by α_ the image of this coroot in R) factors
through the object Bs ¨Xx1y. Hence the image of this morphism in Hom‚Dasph

BS

pX,Y q

vanishes. From this remark and (4.6) we deduce that (4.7) factors through the nat-
ural surjection

Hom‚DBS
pX,Y q Ñ KbR Hom‚DBS

pX,Y q

(where K is considered as the trivial R-module). Since Hom‚DBS
pX,Y q is finitely

generated as a left R-module (see §4.2), it follows that Hom‚Dasph
BS

pX,Y q is a finitely

generated K-module.
In the case when K is (in addition) a complete local ring, we set

Dasph “ D{{DWrfW ,

where DWrfW is the additive full subcategory of D whose objects are the direct

sums of objects Bwxny where w P W r fW . If w P fW , we will denote by Bw the
image of Bw under the canonical functor D Ñ Dasph. Then the objects Bwxny with
w P fW and n P Z are precisely the indecomposable objects in Dasph. It follows

from Lemma 4.4 that Dasph is the Karoubi envelope of the additive hull of Dasph
BS .

4.5. Morphisms in the categorified antispherical module. Let K be again
an arbitrary integral domain satisfying (4.4) and (4.5). Let us consider again the
“light leaves morphisms” that we encountered (when K is complete local) in the
proof of Lemma 4.4, now in the special case of the empty expression. More pre-
cisely, let w “ ps1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , smq be any expression. Then, in this special case, the light
leaves morphisms are certain morphisms Lw,e : Bw Ñ B∅xky, parametrized by the
set of subexpressions e Ă w expressing 1, and which form a basis of the left R-
module Hom‚DBS

pBw, B∅q (see [EW2, Proposition 6.12]). The construction of these
morphisms is explained in [EW2, §6.1]; it depends on some choices. In particu-
lar, if x0, x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xm is the Bruhat stroll associated with e (as in §4.1), then the
construction depends on the choice of reduced expressions x0, x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xm for these
elements. (In our case x0 “ xm “ 1, so that we necessarily have x0 “ xm “ ∅.)

The main result of this subsection is the following counterpart of [EW2, Propo-

sition 6.12] for Dasph
BS .
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Proposition 4.7. For any expression w, the light leaves morphisms Lw,e can be

chosen in such a way that the K-module Hom‚Dasph
BS

pBw, B∅q is spanned by the im-

ages of the morphisms Lw,e where e is a subexpression of w expressing 1 and avoid-

ing W r fW .

Remark 4.8. It will follow from Theorem 11.13 below (and its proof) that the
morphisms considered in Proposition 4.7 actually form a basis of the K-module
Hom‚Dasph

BS

pBw, B∅q, see §11.6. However, we don’t know any “diagrammatic” proof

of this fact, and it will not be needed for our applications below.

Proof. Recall the path dominance order on the set of subexpressions of w defined
in §4.1. First we explain how to choose the morphisms Lw,e in such a way that

(4.8)

if e does not avoid W r fW , then the image of Lw,e in
Hom‚Dasph

BS

pBw, B∅q is a linear combination of images of morphisms

Lw,e1 for subexpressions e1 Ă w expressing 1 and satisfying e1 ă e.

We will see later that this condition is sufficient to ensure that the conclusion of
the proposition holds.

Let e Ă w be a subexpression expressing 1. If e avoids W r fW , we choose Lw,e
arbitrarily. Now, let us assume that e does not avoid W r fW . By definition, with
the notation used in §4.1, there exists i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mu such that xi´1si R

fW ; we fix
such an index once and for all.

If the symbol assigned to i is D1 or U1 (so that in particular xi “ xi´1si), then
in the construction of the light leaves morphism corresponding to e (as illustrated
in [EW2, Figure 2]), at the i-th step we choose the rex move “α” in such a way
that it passes through a reduced expression for xi´1si starting with a reflection in
Sf . (All the other choices can be arbitrary.) Then Lw,e factors through an object

of the form Bs ¨X with s P Sf , hence it vanishes in Dasph
BS ; a fortiori it satisfies the

desired property.
If the symbol assigned to i as in §4.1 is D0 (so that in particular xi´1si ă xi´1,

which implies that xi´1 R
fW , see (4.3)), then at the i-th step we choose the rex

move “β” (again with the notation of [EW2, Figure 2]) such that it passes through
a reduced expression for xi´1 starting with a reflection in Sf . Then as above Lw,e
vanishes in Dasph

BS , which proves the claim.
Finally, consider the case where the symbol assigned to i is U0. Then we choose

Lw,e arbitrarily. Using once again the notation of [EW2, Figure 2], at the i-th step
of the construction the morphism looks like

α ‚

. . .

. . .
,

where the top is a reduced expression xi for xi “ xi´1, and the bottom is of the
form xi´1si where xi´1 is a reduced expression for xi´1. Let us choose a reduced
expression y for xi´1si starting with an element in Sf and a rex move xi´1si  y.
Consider the “reversed” rex move y  xi´1si, and denote by γ : Bxi´1si

Ñ Bxi´1si

the morphism associated with the concatenation xi´1si  y  xi´1si.
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By Lemma 4.6, in DBS we have

(4.9) α ‚

. . .

. . .
“

α

γ

‚

. . .

. . .

. . .

`
ÿ

jPJ

α

Mj

. . .

. . .

. . .

where J is a finite set and for any j P J , Mj is a homogeneous element in
Hom‚DBS

pBxi´1si
, Bxi´1

q which factors through a shift of an object Bzj where zj
is an expression with `pzjq ă `pxi´1q “ `pxi´1siq ´ 1. Performing the other steps
of the construction of Lw,e, we obtain that this morphism can be written as a sum
of morphisms of the form

(4.10)

L1 ¨ idBi
I

?

w

L2

∅

where I denotes the identity on the object Bpsi`1,¨¨¨ ,smq, L
1 and L2 are homogeneous

elements in Hom‚DBS
pBps1,¨¨¨ ,si´1q, Bxi´1

q and Hom‚DBS
pBpxi,si`1,¨¨¨ ,smq, B∅q respec-

tively, and the question mark takes as values all the morphisms appearing in the
right-hand side of (4.9).

As above, the morphism involving γ vanishes in Dasph
BS , hence using Lemma 4.9

below we obtain that the image of Lw,e in Dasph
BS coincides with the image of a linear

combination of morphisms Lw,e1 with e1 ă e, and the proof of (4.8) is complete.
Now we prove that, with this choice of light leaves morphisms, the statement

of the proposition holds. For this it suffices to prove, by induction on the path
dominance order, that the image of Lw,e belongs to the span of the images of the

morphisms Lw,e1 where e1 avoids W r fW .
The path dominance order on subexpressions of w expressing 1 has a unique

minimum, namely emin :“ 00 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0. Moreover, the morphism Lw,emin
is a sequence

of upper dots. If emin avoids W r fW there is nothing to prove, and if emin does not
avoid W r fW , i.e. if si P Sf for some i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mu, then Lw,emin

factors through
Bsi (since we can “pull” the corresponding dot above all the other dots), hence

vanishes in Dasph
BS .

Now let e be arbitrary. If e avoids W r fW there is nothing to prove. And if e
does not avoid W r fW then by (4.8) the image of Lw,e is a linear combination of
images of light leaves morphisms corresponding to subexpressions which are strictly
smaller that e, and induction allows to conclude. �

Lemma 4.9. For any j P J , the morphism (4.10) (in DBS) obtained from the
diagram

α

Mj

. . .

. . .

. . .
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of (4.9) belongs to the R-span of the morphisms Lw,f with f ă e in the path

dominance order (for any choice of the latter morphisms).

Proof. We denote by Nj the morphism under consideration.
Let DQ be the Karoubi envelope of the category obtained from DBS by tensoring

all Hom spaces by Q, the fraction field of R. (This category is denoted KarpDQq
in [EW2, §5.4]). In DQ we have objects Qw for any expression w, which satisfy

HomDQpQw, Qw1q “

#

Q if w “ w1;

0 otherwise,

see [EW2, Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 5.17]. (Here, w and w1 are the elements of W
obtained by multiplying the simple reflections appearing in w and w1 respectively.)
After choosing, for any s P S, a decomposition of the image of Bs in DQ as the
direct sum Q∅ ‘ Qs (e.g. as in [EW2, Equation (5.24)]), the image of Bw splits
canonically into a direct sum of objects Qf parametrized by all subexpressions

f Ă w. (Here by abuse we denote by Qf the object Qx where x is the expression

obtained by omitting from w the indices k such that fk “ 0.) Write if : Qf Ñ Bw
for the inclusion of this summand in DQ. For any subexpression f of x expressing
1 we can write

Nj ˝ if “ qf ¨ canf

where canf is the canonical isomorphism Qf
„
ÝÑ Q∅ and qf P Q.

We claim that

(4.11) qf “ 0 unless f ă e.

In fact this follows from the same arguments as in the proof of [EW2, Proposi-
tion 6.6]. Fix some subexpression f expressing 1, and let x10, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x

1
m denote the

corresponding Bruhat stroll. For any k P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mu, by construction of the light
leaves morphisms, Nj factors through a morphism of the form Pk ¨ idBpsk`1,¨¨¨ ,smq

,

where Pk is a morphism from Bps1,¨¨¨ ,skq to Bxk . If f
ďk

:“ pf1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fkq, then Pk
vanishes on Qf

ďk
unless x1k ď xk; a fortiori, Nj vanishes on Qf unless x1k ď xk.

This implies already that qf “ 0 unless f ď e. Now in the special case k “ i, we

use the fact that Mj factors through an object Bzj with `pzjq ă `pxi´1q to factor

Nj through a morphism of the form Pi ¨ idBpsi`1,¨¨¨ ,smq
where Pi is a morphism from

Bps1,¨¨¨ ,siq to Bzj . Then Pi vanishes on Qf
ďi

unless `px1iq ď `pzjq ă `pxi´1q “ `pxiq,

which shows that qe “ 0, and the proof of (4.11) is complete.
Now we can conclude: applying [EW2, Proposition 6.12] we can write

Nj “
ÿ

ae1 ¨ Lw,e1

where the sum is over subexpressions e1 Ă x expressing 1, and ae1 P R. Comparing
the property (4.11) with the “path dominance upper-triangularity” of light leaves
morphisms, see [EW2, Proposition 6.6], we obtain that ae1 “ 0 unless e1 ă e. The
proposition follows. �

Remark 4.10. The construction of the categorified antispherical module is purely
diagrammatic, hence makes sense in the more general setting of [EW2]. More
specifically, let pW,Sq be a Coxeter system, with Hecke algebra HpW,Sq. Let also
Sf Ă S be a subset, and Wf be the (parabolic) subgroup of W it generates. Then
as in [S3] we have an associated antispherical right HpW,Sq-module N f , with a
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Zrv, v´1s-basis parametrized by the subset fW ĂW consisting of elements w which
are minimal in Wf ¨ w. Let now k be an integral domain, and let h be a balanced
realization of pW,Sq over k in the sense of [EW2, Definition 3.1]. We assume
that this realization satisfies Demazure surjectivity. Then we have a diagrammatic
category DBS associated with pW,Sq and h as in [EW2], and we can define the

graded category Dasph
BS by quotienting morphisms in DBS by the k-span of those

morphisms which either are of the form a ¨ ϕ with a P h˚, or factor through an
object of the form Bvxny with v an expression starting with a simple reflection in

Sf . It is easily seen that the split Grothendieck group of Dasph
BS identifies with N f .

Moreover, an analogue of Proposition 4.7 holds (with the same proof):
For any expression w, the light leaves morphisms Lw,e in Hom‚DBS

pBw, B∅q can

be chosen in such a way that the k-module
À

nPZ HomDasph
BS
pBw, B∅xnyq is spanned

by the images of the morphisms Lw,e where e is a subexpression of w expressing 1

and avoiding W r fW.

(Here, Bw is the image of Bw in Dasph
BS .)

5. Main conjecture and consequences

5.1. Statement of the conjecture. Now we come back to the setting of Section 3.
In particular, k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. In order to be
able to also use the results of Section 4, we assume from now on that p ą h; see
Remark 4.2.

Note that, for s P S, any choice of an adjunction pTs,Tsq defines morphisms
id Ñ TsT

s and TsTs Ñ id, hence morphisms id Ñ Θs and ΘsΘs Ñ Θs (by
composing the second morphism on the right with Ts and on the left with Ts).
Similarly, any choice of an adjunction pTs,T

sq defines morphisms Θs Ñ id and
Θs Ñ ΘsΘs.

Our conjecture roughly states that the category DBS acts on the right on the
category Rep0pGq via the wall-crossing functors Θs. More formally, this conjecture
can be stated as follows.

Conjecture 5.1. There exists, for any s P S, functors

Ts : Rep0pGq Ñ RepspGq and Ts : RepspGq Ñ Rep0pGq

isomorphic to the translations functors Tµsλ0
and Tλ0

µs respectively, together with ad-

junctions pTs,Tsq and pTs,T
sq and, for any pair ps, tq of distinct elements in S

such that st PW has finite order mst, a morphism

(5.1) ¨ ¨ ¨ΘtΘs
looomooon

mst

Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ΘsΘt
looomooon

mst

,

such that the assignment defined by Bsxny ÞÑ Θs for all n P Z and sending

‚ the upper and lower dots to the morphisms

Θs Ñ id and id Ñ Θs

defined by the adjunctions pTs,T
sq and pTs,Tsq respectively;

‚ the trivalent vertices to the morphisms

Θs Ñ ΘsΘs and ΘsΘs Ñ Θs

defined by the adjunctions pTs,T
sq and pTs,Tsq respectively;

‚ the 2mst-valent vertex to (5.1)
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defines a right action of DBS on Rep0pGq.

Remark 5.2. (1) We stated the conjecture in terms of an action on the category
Rep0pGq. But in fact this statement is equivalent to the similar statement
where the categories Rep0pGq and RepspGq are replaced by the subcate-
gories TiltpRep0pGqq and TiltpRepspGqq. For instance, if we have defined a
functor

rT s : TiltpRep0pGqq Ñ TiltpRepspGqq

isomorphic to the functor induced by Tµsλ0
, then one can consider the dia-

gram

KbTiltpRep0pGqq
Kb
p rT sq //

o ��

KbTiltpRepspGqq

o��
Db Rep0pGq // Db RepspGq

where the vertical arrows are the canonical equivalences and the lower
horizontal arrow is defined in such a way that the diagram commutes.

Here Kbp rT sq is isomorphic to KbpTµsλ0
q, hence the lower arrow is iso-

morphic to DbpTµsλ0
q; in particular it is exact, hence it induces a functor

Ts : Rep0pGq Ñ RepspGq isomorphic to Tµsλ0
. Similar remarks apply to

the functor Ts and to the morphisms between the compositions of these
functors.

(2) As explained in Remark 4.3, to define the action we do not need to specify
the image of the morphisms B∅ Ñ B∅xdegpfqy associated with homoge-
neous elements f P R; they are determined by the other morphisms.

(3) In the proof of Theorem 5.3 below, we will not use the fact that the mor-
phisms Θs Ñ id, id Ñ Θs, Θs Ñ ΘsΘs, ΘsΘs Ñ Θs are induced by
adjunction, nor that the functors Θs can be written as a composite TsT

s.
(We will only use the fact that Θs is isomorphic to a composite Tλ0

µs T
µs
λ0

.)
We added these requirements in the conjecture since it is the most natu-
ral way to construct these morphisms, and since they automatically imply
that certain relations hold (see (4) below). But removing these conditions
one can formulate a version of Conjecture 5.1 which is only in terms of the
regular block Rep0pGq.

(4) To prove the conjecture, the task is clear: one needs to choose the func-
tors Ts and Ts and the appropriate adjunctions, together with the mor-
phisms (5.1), and then check that the relations of [EW2, Definition 5.2] are
satisfied (with [EW2, (5.1)] omitted, and “f” replaced by the composition
of a lower dot and an upper dot in [EW2, (5.2)]). The relations [EW2,
(5.3) and (5.4)] follow immediately from the fact that our morphisms are
induced by some adjunctions. So, the first non-trivial relations one needs
to consider are relations [EW2, (5.2) and (5.5)].

(5) The statement of the conjecture depends on the choice of the weights λ0

and µs (s P S). It is likely that the statements for different choices are
equivalent, although we were not able to prove this fact. Anyway, at the
level of characters (see (1.5)), the statement only depends on λ0, and it is
well known that the formulas for different choices of λ0 are all equivalent.

(6) The relations defining DBS are “local” in the sense that they involve at
most 3 different simple reflections. However, the conjecture also has some
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“global” flavor since before considering the relations we first need to define
the adjunctions and the morphisms (5.1) “globally”; they cannot vary when
we change the subset of cardinality ď 3 containing the simple reflections
under consideration.

(7) It will be convenient for us (to simplify the comparison of labelings) to
require that the action of DBS is a right action. However, using the autoe-
quivalence ı of §4.2, we see that it is equivalent to construct a right or a
left action.

5.2. Tilting modules and antispherical Soergel bimodules. The rest of this
section is devoted to the study of the implications of Conjecture 5.1 on the structure
of the category TiltpRep0pGqq. More precisely, we will prove the following theorem
(already stated in a slightly different form in §1.3).

Theorem 5.3. Assume that Conjecture 5.1 holds. Then there exists an additive
functor

Ψ: Dasph Ñ TiltpRep0pGqq

and an isomorphism ζ : Ψ ˝ x1y
„
ÝÑ Ψ which satisfy the following properties:

(1) for any X,Y in Dasph, Ψ and ζ induce an isomorphism of k-vector spaces

Hom‚DasphpX,Y q
„
ÝÑ HomRep0pGq

pΨpXq,ΨpY qq;

(2) for any w P fW , ΨpBwq – Tpw rλ0q.

Theorem 5.3 can be understood as stating that the category Dasph is a “graded
version” of the category TiltpRep0pGqq; see [S2] for more details on this point of
view.

The next subsections (until §5.5) are devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.3.
In §§5.2–5.5 we assume that Conjecture 5.1 holds, in other words that we have
constructed a right action of DBS on Rep0pGq. This assumption allows to consider
the functor

rΨ: DBS Ñ TiltpRep0pGqq

defined by
rΨpBq :“ Tpλ0q ¨B.

By construction there exists a natural isomorphism rΨ ˝ x1y – rΨ. Moreover, using

the notation from §3.5, for any expression w we have Tpwq “ rΨpBwq. Finally,

since the category TiltpRep0pGqq is Karoubian, the functor rΨ extends to a functor
D Ñ TiltpRep0pGqq, which we will denote similarly.

Recall the notion of a “rex move” considered in §4.3. Later we will need the

following property of the image under rΨ of these morphisms.

Lemma 5.4. Let x and y be reduced expressions for the same element w P fW ,

and consider a rex move x  y. Let also λ :“ w rλ0. The image under rΨ of the

associated morphism Bx Ñ By is invertible in Rep0pGq
Óλ.

Proof. Denote by φx,y : Bx Ñ By the rex move morphism under consideration, and

by φy,x : By Ñ Bx the morphism associated with the “reversed” rex move as in §4.3.

Then by Lemma 4.6 we have

φy,x ˝ φx,y “ idBx ` fx,y,
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where fx,y is a sum of morphisms which factor through various objects Bx1xky

where x1 is an expression with `px1q ă `pxq. Hence the image of rΨpφy,xq ˝ rΨpφx,yq

in EndRep0pGq
ÓλpTpxqq is the identity morphism. Similarly, the image of rΨpφx,yq ˝

rΨpφy,xq in EndRep0pGq
ÓλpTpyqq is the identity morphism, which shows that the image

of rΨpφx,yq in Rep0pGq
Óλ is an isomorphism (with inverse the image of rΨpφy,xq), and

finishes the proof. �

To conclude this subsection we note the following easy fact.

Lemma 5.5. Let M P Rep0pGq, and assume that ΘspMq ‰ 0. Then the morphism
M Ñ ΘspMq obtained as the image under our action of the “lower dot” morphism
B∅ Ñ Bsx1y (applied to M) is nonzero.

Proof. If the morphism under consideration vanishes, then so does the image under
our action of the morphism

‚

‚
s

s

.

However, this morphism is equal to idBs (by the “zigzag relation”), hence its image
is idΘspMq, which does not vanish by assumption. �

Remark 5.6. Of course, if we use the fact that Θs “ TsT
s and that the image of

the lower dot morphism is induced by adjunction, then Lemma 5.5 is obvious.

5.3. Surjectivity. For two expressions x and y, we denote by

αx,y : Hom‚DBS
pBx, Byq Ñ HomRep0pGq

pTpxq,Tpyqq

the morphism induced by rΨ. If x is a reduced expression for an element x P fW ,
and if λ :“ x rλ0, we also denote by

βx,y : Hom‚DBS
pBx, Byq Ñ HomRep0pGq

ÓλpTpxq,Tpyqq
the composition of αx,y with the morphism induced by the quotient functor to

Rep0pGq
Óλ.

Proposition 5.7. Let x and y be expressions, and assume that x is a reduced

expression for some element x P fW . Then the morphism βx,y is surjective.

Before proving the proposition in general, we consider some special cases.

Lemma 5.8. Let y be a reduced expression for an element y P fW , and let s P S

be a simple reflection such that ys ą y in the Bruhat order and ys P fW . Then the
morphisms βys,ys, βys,yss, βy,ys and βy,yss are surjective.

Proof. By Lemma 4.5, in DBS we have Byss – Bysx1y ‘ Bysx´1y. We deduce a

commutative diagram

Hom‚pBx, Byssq
„ //

αx,yss

��

Hom‚´1
pBx, Bysq ‘Hom‚`1

pBx, Bysq

αx,ys‘αx,ys

��
HompTpxq,Tpyssqq „ // HompTpxq,Tpysqq ‘HompTpxq,Tpysqq
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where x is either y or ys. This remark reduces the claim to the cases of βys,ys and

βy,ys. The case of βys,ys is obvious since

HomRep0pGq
ÓλpTpysq,Tpysqq “ k ¨ id

(where here λ “ ys rλ0). So, only the surjectivity of βy,ys remains to be proved.

To simplify notation, we now set λ “ y rλ0, and we fix a non-zero morphism
f : ∆pλq Ñ Tpyq. (Such a morphism is unique up to scalar.) Then we have a
commutative diagram

∆pλq

f

��

// Θs∆pλq

Θspfq

��
Tpyq // Tpysq,

where both horizontal maps are induced by the image of the “lower dot” morphism
of DBS. The image of f in Rep0pGq

Óλ is an isomorphism, so that we have

HomRep0pGq
ÓλpTpyq,Tpysqq – HomRep0pGq

Óλp∆pλq,Tpysqq

Now since HomRep0pGq
Óλp∆pλq, cokpΘspfqqq “ 0, the morphism Θspfq induces an

isomorphism

HomRep0pGq
Óλp∆pλq,Tpysqq „ÝÑ HomRep0pGq

Óλp∆pλq,Θs∆pλqq.

Moreover, by Lemma 3.2, the vector space HomRep0pGq
Óλp∆pλq,Θs∆pλqq is one-

dimensional, and the image of the lower dot morphism in this space coincides with
the image of the lower dot morphism in HomRep0pGq

ÓλpTpyq,Tpysqq under the com-
posed isomorphism

HomRep0pGq
ÓλpTpyq,Tpysqq – HomRep0pGq

Óλp∆pλq,Θs∆pλqq.

Hence to conclude it suffices to prove that the image of the “lower dot” morphism
in HomRep0pGq

Óλp∆pλq,Θs∆pλqq does not vanish. This fact follows from Lemma 3.2
and Lemma 5.5. �

Proof of Proposition 5.7. We will prove by induction on `pyq that the statement
holds for all reduced expressions x. First, assume that `pyq “ 0. Then Tpyq “
Tp∅q “ Tpλ0q, and

HomRep0pGq
ÓλpTpxq,Tp∅qq “ 0

unless x “ ∅, in which case the claim is obvious since

HomRep0pGq
Óλ0 pTp∅q,Tp∅qq “ k ¨ id.

Now let y be an expression such that `pyq ą 0. Write y “ vs where s P S, so that
Tpyq “ ΘsTpvq, and assume that the result is known for v. As in the statement,

let also x be a reduced expression for an element x P fW , and let λ :“ x rλ0. We
distinguish three cases.

Case 1: λs R X`. In this case we have

HomRep0pGq
ÓλpTpxq,Tpyqq “ 0

since pTpyq : ∇pλqq “ pΘsTpvq : ∇pλqq “ 0 by Lemma 3.3, and there is nothing to
prove.

Case 2: λs P X` and λs Ò λ. In this case xs ă x in the Bruhat order, so that
x has a reduced expression ending with s, and xs P fW . Using Lemma 5.4, we
can assume that x “ us for some word u which is a reduced expression for xs. By
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induction, there exists a family pfiqiPI of elements in the image of αx,v whose image
spans HomRep0pGq

ÓλpTpxq,Tpvqq, and a family pgjqjPJ of elements in the image of
αu,v whose image spans HomRep0pGq

Óλs pTpuq,Tpvqq. Then by Proposition 3.10(2)

there exists morphisms f 1i : Tpxq Ñ Tpxsq and g1j : Tpxq Ñ Tpusq “ Tpxq such that
the images of the compositions

(5.2) Θspfiq ˝ f
1
i and Θspgjq ˝ g

1
j

span HomRep0pGq
ÓλpTpxq,Tpyqq. By Lemma 5.8 (applied to the reduced expression

u) the morphisms βx,x and βx,xs are surjective; hence we can assume that the
morphisms f 1i are in the image of αx,xs, and that the morphisms g1j are in the
image of αx,x. Then all the morphisms in (5.2) are in the image of αx,y, and the

proof is complete in this case.
Case 3: λ Ò λs. In this case xs ą x in the Bruhat order and xs P fW . The proof

is similar to (and slightly simpler than) the proof of Case 2. In fact, by induction
there exists a family pfiqiPI of elements in the image of αx,v whose image spans
HomRep0pGq

ÓλpTpxq,Tpvqq, and a family pgjqjPJ of elements in the image of αxs,v
whose image spans HomRep0pGq

Óλs pTpxsq,Tpvqq. Then by Proposition 3.10(1) there

exists morphisms f 1i : Tpxq Ñ Tpxsq and g1j : Tpxq Ñ Tpxssq such that the images
of the compositions

(5.3) Θspfiq ˝ f
1
i and Θspgjq ˝ g

1
j

span HomRep0pGq
ÓλpTpxq,Tpyqq. By Lemma 5.8 (applied to the reduced expression

x) the morphism βx,xs and βx,xss are surjective; hence we can assume that the
morphisms f 1i are in the image of αx,xs and that the morphisms g1j are in the image
of αx,xss. Then all the morphisms in (5.3) are in the image of αx,y, and the proof

is complete in this case also. �

5.4. Dimensions of morphism spaces. When one specializes the parameter v of
the Hecke algebra H to 1, the Hecke algebra specializes to the group algebra ZrW s,
and the antispherical module Masph specializes to the antispherical right module

Masph :“ Zε bZrWf s ZrW s

of ZrW s. (Here Zε is a the rank one free Z-module where Wf acts via the sign
character ε.) This Z-module has a natural basis parametrized by fW : for w P W
we denote by N 1w the element 1b w. For w “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sr an expression, we also set

N 1w “ 1b p1` s1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p1` srq.

Lemma 5.9. For any expression w, the integer

pTpwq : ∇pλ0qq “ dimk
`

HomRep0pGq
pTpλ0q,Tpwqq

˘

is equal to the coefficient of N 1w on N 11.

Proof. For any s P S and w P fW , using (4.3) we see that

N 1w ¨ p1` sq “

#

N 1w `N
1
ws if ws P fW ,

0 otherwise.

These formulas show that the isomorphism of Z-modules

Masph „
ÝÑ rRep0pGqs
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sending N 1w to r∇pw rλ0qs intertwines right multiplication by p1` sq with the mor-
phism rΘss. The lemma follows. �

Lemma 5.10. For any expression w, the dimension of the k-vector space

Hom‚DasphpB∅, Bwq

is at most the coefficient of N 1w on N 11.

Proof. Using the antiequivalence τ of §4.2, it is equivalent to prove the similar claim
for Hom‚DasphpBw, B∅q. By Proposition 4.7, the dimension of Hom‚DasphpBw, B∅q is

at most the cardinality of te Ă w | we “ 1 and e avoids W r fW u. By Lemma 4.1
this number is the coefficient of N 1w on N 11, and the lemma follows. �

5.5. Proof of Theorem 5.3. We can finally give the proof of Theorem 5.3. For
any s P Sf we have

rΨpBsq “ Tpλ0q ¨Bs “ ΘspTpλ0qq “ 0.

Since any object Bw with w R fW is a direct summand in a shift of an object of

the form Bs ¨X with s P Sf , it follows that rΨ factors through a functor

Ψ: Dasph Ñ TiltpRep0pGqq.

First, let us prove (1). For this it suffices to prove that for any expressions x and
w the functor Ψ induces an isomorphism

Hom‚DasphpBx, Bwq
„
ÝÑ HomRep0pGq

pTpxq,Tpwqq.

We prove this claim by induction on `pxq. If `pxq “ 0, then x “ ∅. In this case,
Proposition 5.7 implies that the morphism induced by Ψ is surjective. Comparing
the dimensions using Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10, it follows that this morphism is an
isomorphism, and the desired claim is proved.

Now assume that `pxq ą 0, and write x “ ys with s P S. Consider the morphisms

B∅ Ñ BsBs and BsBs Ñ B∅

obtained by composing the appropriate trivalent vertex with the appropriate dot
morphism, and their images

id Ñ ΘsΘs and ΘsΘs Ñ id.

These morphisms satisfy the zigzag relations, hence are adjunction morphisms for
some adjunctions pp´q ¨Bs, p´q ¨Bsq and pΘs,Θsq respectively. Using these adjunc-
tions we obtain the following commutative diagram, where vertical morphisms are
induced by Ψ:

Hom‚DasphpBys, Bwq

��

„ // Hom‚DasphpBy, Bwsq

��
HomRep0pGq

pTpysq,Tpwqq „ // HomRep0pGq
pTpyq,Tpwsqq.

By induction we know that the right vertical arrow is an isomorphism, and we
deduce that the left vertical arrow is also an isomorphism.

Now we consider (2). Clearly, it is enough to prove that ΨpBwq is indecomposable
for any w P fW . For this we observe that by (1) we have an algebra isomorphism

HomRep0pGq
pΨpBwq,ΨpBwqq – Hom‚DasphpBw, Bwq.
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Since Bw is indecomposable in Dasph, the subring

HomDasphpBw, Bwq Ă Hom‚DasphpBw, Bwq

is local. By [GG, Theorem 3.1], we deduce that the ring Hom‚DasphpBw, Bwq is

local, and then that the ring HomRep0pGq
pΨpBwq,ΨpBwqq is local. This implies

that ΨpBwq is indecomposable, and finishes the proof.

5.6. Graded form of Rep0pGq. In this section we preserve the setup of §5.1, and
explain how Conjecture 5.1 implies that the block Rep0pGq admits a grading in the
sense of [BGS, Definition 4.3.1]. In this subsection, we assume that Conjecture 5.1
holds.

From the fundamental vanishing (2.1) we deduce the vanishing

(5.4) ExtiRep0pGq
pTpλq,Tpµqq “ 0 for all i ą 0 and λ, µ P X`

0 .

Now DbpRep0pGqq is generated by TiltpRep0pGqq. These considerations and Bĕılin-
son’s lemma imply that the inclusion functor provides an equivalence

KbpTiltpRep0pGqqq
„
ÝÑ DbpRep0pGqq.

Then, combining the above equivalence with Theorem 5.3, we obtain the following
result.

Corollary 5.11. There exists a triangulated functor

Ψ: KbpDasphq Ñ DbpRep0pGqq

and an isomorphism ζ : Ψ ˝ x1y
„
ÝÑ Ψ which satisfy the following properties:

(1) for any X,Y in KbpDasphq, Ψ and ζ induce an isomorphism of k-vector
spaces
à

mPZ
HomKbpDasphqpX,Y xmyq

„
ÝÑ HomDbpRep0pGqq

pΨpXq,ΨpY qq;

(2) for any w P fW , ΨpBwq – Tpw rλ0q.

In particular, KbpDasphq gives a “graded version” ofDbpRep0pGqq. The following
proposition implies that the standard and costandard objects may be lifted to this
graded version.

Proposition 5.12. For all x P fW there exist objects r∆x, r∇x P K
bpDasphq and

maps

ix : r∆x Ñ Bx and px : Bx Ñ r∇x

such that:

(1) we have isomorphisms Ψpr∆xq – ∆px rλ0q and Ψpr∇xq – ∇px rλ0q;
(2) the map Ψpixq, resp. Ψppxq, identifies, up to a nonzero scalar, with the

unique nonzero (and injective) morphism ∆px rλ0q ãÑ Tpx rλ0q, resp. with
the unique nonzero (and surjective) morphism Tpx rλ0q� ∇px rλ0q.

Remark 5.13. It can be easily checked that the objects r∆x and r∇x as in Proposi-
tion 5.12 are unique up to isomorphism.

Before giving the proof of Proposition 5.12 we note the following fact.

Lemma 5.14. Let x P fW and s P S be such that xs P fW and x ă xs in the
Bruhat order.
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(1) The morphism ∇px rλ0q Ñ Θsp∇px ‚ λ0qq given by the image under the
action of Conjecture 5.1 of the lower dot morphism B∅ Ñ Bsx1y (applied
to ∇px rλ0q) is injective, and its cokernel is isomorphic to ∇pxs rλ0q.

(2) The morphism Θsp∆px rλ0qq Ñ ∆px ‚ λ0q given by the image under the
action of Conjecture 5.1 of the upper dot morphism Bs Ñ B∅x1y (applied
to ∆px rλ0q) is surjective, and its kernel is isomorphic to ∆pxs rλ0q.

Proof. We prove (1); the proof of (2) is similar. By Lemma 5.5, the morphism
under consideration is nonzero. And by Lemma 3.2, there exists only one such
nonzero morphism, up to scalar. Hence this morphism must coincide (up to scalar)
with the first morphism of the exact sequence of [J2, Proposition II.7.19(a)], and
the claim follows. �

Proof of Proposition 5.12. We prove the proposition by induction on `pxq. If `pxq “

0 then x “ 1, and one can take r∆1 “ r∇1 “ B1 and i1 “ p1 “ idB1
.

Now fix x P fW , and assume that we have proved the proposition for all y P fW
with `pyq ă `pxq. Certainly we can find s P S with xs ă x in the Bruhat order;

then xs P fW , see (4.3). We define r∆x and r∇x as follows:

r∆x :“ conepr∆xsBs Ñ r∆xsx1yqr´1s, r∇x :“ conepr∇xsx´1y Ñ r∇xsBsq,

where the morphisms are induced by the upper and lower dot maps respectively.

It follows from induction and Lemma 5.14 below that Ψpr∆xq – ∆px rλ0q and

Ψpr∇xq – ∇px rλ0q.
Now consider the compositions

r∆xsBs
ixsBs
ÝÝÝÝÑ BxsBs Ñ Bx and Bx Ñ BxsBs

pxsBs
ÝÝÝÝÑ r∇xsBs,

where the first (resp. second) unlabelled map is a choice of projection onto (resp. in-
clusion of) the indecomposable summand Bx of BxsBs. These maps induce maps

ix : r∆x Ñ Bx and px : Bx Ñ r∇x.

It is easily seen that Ψpixq and Ψppxq are nonzero, and the proposition follows. �

Let pDď0, Dě0q denote the standard t-structure on DbpRep0pGqq with heart
Rep0pGq. Then it is standard (and easy to check from the axioms of a highest
weight category) that we have

Dď0 “ x∆px rλ0qrns | x P
fW, n P Z, n ě 0yext,

Dě0 “ x∇px rλ0qrns | x P
fW, n P Z, n ď 0yext,

where x´yext denotes the smallest full additive subcategory of DbpRep0pGqq con-
taining the specified objects and closed under extensions.5

We now explain how to lift this t-structure to KbpDasphq. From Corollary 5.11
and the fact that Rep0pGq is a highest weight category we deduce that for x, y P fW

5Recall that B is an extension of A,C if there exists a distinguished triangle A Ñ B Ñ C
r1s

ÝÝÑ.
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and m,n P Z we have

HomKbpDasphqp
r∇x, r∇yxmyrnsq “ 0 unless y rλ0 Ò x rλ0,(5.5)

HomKbpDasphqp
r∇x, r∇xxmyrnsq “

#

k if m “ n “ 0;

0 otherwise,
(5.6)

HomKbpDasphqp
r∇x, r∇yxmyrnsq “ HomKbpDasphqp

r∆x, r∆yxmyrnsq “ 0 if n ă 0.(5.7)

Similarly, using (2.1) we obtain that

(5.8) HomKbpDasphqp
r∆x, r∇yxmyrnsq “

#

k if x “ y and m “ n “ 0;

0 otherwise.

If we choose a total order on fW which refines the order defined by y ĺ x iff
y rλ0 Ò x rλ0 and such that fW , endowed with this order, is isomorphic to Zě0

(for the standard order), then properties (5.5) and (5.6) show that the objects r∇x

form a graded exceptional sequence in KbpDasphq with respect to this order (in the

sense of [B2, §2.1.5]), and (5.8) shows that the objects r∆x form the dual graded
exceptional sequence. Hence, by [B2, Proposition 4], if we set

Kď0 :“ xr∆xxmyrns | x P
fW, m,n P Z, n ě 0yext,

Kě0 :“ xr∇xxmyrns | x P
fW, m,n P Z, n ď 0yext,

then pKď0,Kě0q is a bounded t-structure on KbpDasphq; we denote its heart by
ĄRep0pGq. The shift functor x1y obviously stabilizes this subcategory.

Property (5.7) and [B2, Proposition 4(c)] show that the objects r∆x and r∇x

belong to ĄRep0pGq. Using this, standard arguments show that the category ĄRep0pGq
is graded quasi-hereditary in the sense of [AR3, Definition 2.1] (with the obvious
replacement of condition (1) of loc. cit. by the condition of Definition 2.1), and that
the realization functor provides an equivalence of triangulated categories

Db
ĄRep0pGq

„
ÝÑ KbpDasphq.

The following theorem is a standard consequence of these remarks and Corol-
lary 5.11.

Theorem 5.15. There exists an exact functor

Ψ: ĄRep0pGq Ñ Rep0pGq

of abelian categories and an isomorphism ζ : Ψ˝x1y
„
ÝÑ Ψ which satisfy the following

properties:

(1) for any X,Y in ĄRep0pGq and n P Z, Ψ and ζ induce an isomorphism of
k-vector spaces

à

mPZ
Extn

ĆRep0pGq
pX,Y xmyq

„
ÝÑ ExtnRep0pGq

pΨpXq,ΨpY qq;
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(2) for any x P fW , there exists objects Bx, r∆x, r∇x, rLx in ĄRep0pGq such that
rLx is simple, as well as a diagram of morphisms

Bx

)) ))
r∆x

( �

55

)) ))

r∇x

rLx
( �

55

which after applying Ψ becomes the diagram:

Tpx rλ0q

++ ++
∆px rλ0q

% �
33

++ ++

∇px rλ0q.

Lpx rλ0q
% �

33

Remark 5.16. Theorem 5.15 can be rephrased as stating that ĄRep0pGq is a grading
on Rep0pGq in the sense of [BGS, Definition 4.3.1] and that the standard, costandard
and tilting modules, as well as the canonical maps between them, all lift to this
grading.

5.7. Integral form of TiltpRep0pGqq. Throughout this section we have assumed
that k is a field. In this subsection we describe how one can use an integral form
of DBS to define a graded integral form of TiltpRep0pGqq. Since we will have to

consider the categories DBS and Dasph
BS over different rings of coefficients, from now

on we indicate this ring in the notation. In particular, if k is as in §5.1, we can

consider the categories DBS,k and Dasph
BS,k over k.

Recall that the connected reductive group G may be obtained via extension of
scalars from of reductive group scheme GZ over Z. Then for any field k as in §5.1
we can consider the extension of scalars Gk of GZ to k, and all the combinatorial
data attached to the group in Sections 3 and 4, in particular the groups W and Wf

are independent of the choice of k.
We start with the following observation, which is clear from the proof of Theo-

rem 5.3 (see §5.5).

Lemma 5.17. Let k be as in §5.1, and assume that Conjecture 5.1 holds for Gk
and some choice of λ0. Then for any expression w, the elements considered in
Proposition 4.7 actually form a basis of HomDasph

BS,k
pBw, B∅q.

We denote by k10 the product of the prime numbers which divide the determinant
of the Cartan matrix of Φ, and set k0 “ k10 if condition (4.5) holds for K “ Zr 1

k10
s,

and k0 “ 2k10 otherwise. Then we set R :“ Zr 1
k0
s. This ring satisfies both (4.4)

and (4.5), so that we can consider the categories DBS,R and Dasph
BS,R over R. More-

over, for any field k as in §5.1 there exists a unique morphism R Ñ k. (Note that
unless Φ has a component of type A, we have k10 ď 3.)

Lemma 5.18. Assume that there exists infinitely many primes p ą h such that
Conjecture 5.1 holds for GFp and some choice of λ0.

For any expressions w and v and any m P Z, the R-module

HomDasph
BS,R

pBwxny, Bvxmyq
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is free of finite rank over R. Moreover, for any field k as in §5.1 such that Conjec-
ture 5.1 holds for Gk and some choice of λ0, the natural morphism

(5.9) kbR HomDasph
BS,R

pBwxny, Bvxmyq Ñ HomDasph
BS,k
pBwxny, Bvxmyq

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Using adjunction as in §5.5, we can assume that v “ ∅. In this case,
consider the “light leaves basis” considered in the proof of Proposition 4.7 for the
coefficients R. By (4.8), adding if necessary to the morphisms Lw,e where e does

not avoid W r fW some linear combinations of morphisms Lw,e1 with e1 ă e in the
path dominance order, one can construct a basis pϕe : e Ă w, we “ 1q for the left

R-module Hom‚DBS,R
pBw, B∅q such that ϕe vanishes in Dasph

BS,R if e does not avoid

W r fW and such that the images of the morphism ϕe for e avoiding W r fW

span HomDasph
BS,R

pBwxny, Bvxmyq as an R-module. Then if we choose an R-basis

pfi : i P Iq for the ideal of R generated by h, then elements ϕe and fi ¨ϕe with e as
above and i P I form an R-basis of Hom‚DBS,R

pBw, B∅q.
We claim that, under our assumption, the kernel of the morphism

(5.10) Hom‚DBS,R
pBw, B∅q Ñ Hom‚Dasph

BS,R

pBw, B∅q

is spanned by the elements ϕe where e does not avoid W r fW and the elements
fi ¨ϕe for all e and i P I. Indeed, by construction all these elements are annihilated
by (5.10). Now let g P Hom‚DBS,R

pBw, B∅q be in the kernel of (5.10). Consider the
decomposition of g on the R-basis considered above, and assume for a contradiction
that the coefficient on some ϕe where e avoids W r fW is nonzero. Choose a prime
p ą h such that p does not divide this coefficient and such that Conjecture 5.1
holds for GFp and some choice of λ0. Then if g1 is the image of g in

kbR Hom‚DBS,R
pBw, B∅q – Hom‚DBS,k

pBw, B∅q

(where the isomorphism is canonical and follows from [EW2, Theorem 6.11]), the

image of g1 in Dasph
BS,k is nonzero by Lemma 5.17; this provides the desired contra-

diction.
From this claim we deduce the properties stated in the lemma: the R-module

Hom‚Dasph
BS,R

pBw, B∅q is free and has a basis formed by the images of the elements ϕe

where e avoids W r fW . And if Conjecture 5.1 holds for some k, then (5.9) sends a
basis of the left-hand side to a basis of the right-hand side (see Lemma 5.17), hence
is an isomorphism. �

Remark 5.19. Lemma 5.18 can also be deduced from Theorem 11.13 below without
having to assume the validity of Conjecture 5.1; see §11.6 for details.

The following theorem (an easy consequence of Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 5.18)

shows that Dasph
BS,R provides a “graded integral form” of TiltpRep0pGqq.

Theorem 5.20. Assume that there exists infinitely many primes p ą h such that
Conjecture 5.1 holds for GFp and some choice of λ0.

Let k and λ0 be as in §5.1, and assume that Conjecture 5.1 holds for these data.
Then there exists an additive functor

F : Dasph
BS,R Ñ TiltpRep0pGkqq
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and an isomorphism ζ : F ˝ x1y
„
ÝÑ F such that for any X,Y in Dasph

BS,R, F and ζ
induce an isomorphism of k-vector spaces

kbR Hom‚Dasph
BS,R

pX,Y q
„
ÝÑ HomRep0pGq

pFpXq,FpY qq.

Remark 5.21. As discussed above, over any field or complete local ring [EW2,
Theorem 6.25] gives a description of the split Grothendieck group of the Karoubi
envelope of the additive hull of DBS in terms of W . We gave a similar description
of the indecomposable objects in Dasph in terms of fW in §4.4. We have no idea
if a similar classification of the indecomposable objects in the Karoubi envelope of

DBS,R or Dasph
BS,R is possible. (As R is not a complete local ring, it is not possible

to apply idempotent lifting arguments.)

5.8. Integral form of Rep0pGq. As in §5.7, in this subsection we assume that GZ
is a split connected reductive group defined over Z, with simply-connected derived
subgroup. Given any algebraically closed field k we let Gk denote the extension of
scalars of GZ to k. In this subsection we fix N ě h, and assume that for all fields
k of characteristic p ą N , there exists λ0 as in §3.1 such that Conjecture 5.1 holds
for Gk and λ0.

We set S :“ Zr 1
N ! s, and consider the graded S-linear category Dasph

BS,S and its
natural right action of the monoidal category DBS,S. We define the triangulated
category K as the bounded homotopy category of the additive hull of the category

Dasph
BS,S. For any algebraically closed field k of characteristic p ą N , we will denote

by Dasph
k the antispherical diagrammatic category of §4.4 over k, and set

Kk :“ KbpDasph
k q.

The functor KÑ Kk given by tensoring all homomorphism spaces with k gives rise
to a triangulated functor

k : KÑ Kk.

We denote the objects r∆x, r∇x, Bx, rLx P Kk of §5.6 by r∆k
x,

r∇k
x, B

k
x,
rLk
x to emphasize

their dependence on the base field k.

Remark 5.22. It might seem strange that we do not take a Karoubi envelope in
the definition of K. To make this more natural, one can remark that, for any k as
above, the natural fully-faithful functor from the bounded homotopy category of

the additive hull of Dasph
BS,k to Kk is an equivalence. In fact it is easily checked by

induction on the Bruhat order that the essential image of this functor contains all
objects Bw with w P fW , and the claim follows.

In the considerations below, the order ď we consider on W is the Bruhat order.
For any ideal I Ă W we denote by KI the full triangulated graded subcategory
generated by the objects Bx for x a reduced expression for x P I.

To state the next lemma we need to use the Hecke product (sometimes called the
Demazure product) in W as considered e.g. in [BM, §3]. In fact, recall from [BM,
Proposition 3.1] that there exists a unique associative product ˚ onW which satisfies

w ˚ s “

#

ws if ws ą w;

w otherwise

for w PW and s P S. Given an expression x “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm we set

˚x :“ s1 ˚ s2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ sm.
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Below we will use the following properties:

if w and x differ by a braid relation, then ˚w “ ˚v;(5.11)

if w is obtained from x by omitting some reflections, then ˚w ď ˚x.(5.12)

In fact, (5.11) is clear from associativity, and (5.12) follows from [BM, Proposi-
tion 3.1(c)].

Lemma 5.23. For any expression x we have Bx P Kď˚x.

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction; first on the length `p˚xq of ˚x, and then
on the length `pxq of x. If `p˚xq “ 0 then x “ ∅ and the lemma is obvious. Also,
if `pxq “ `p˚xq then x is reduced and the lemma follows from the definitions. So
we fix an expression x with `pxq ą `p˚xq and assume that the lemma is known for
all expressions y with `p˚yq ă `p˚xq and all expressions x1 with `p˚x1q “ `p˚xq and

`px1q ă `pxq.
If x contains a subexpression of the form ss then we can apply Lemma 4.5 to

deduce an isomorphism
Bx – Bx1x1y ‘Bx1x´1y

with `px1q ă `pxq and ˚x “ ˚x1, and we are done by induction. If x contains no
such subexpression then because `pxq ą `p˚xq there exists an expression y and a
sequence of braid relations which connects x and y, such that y has a subexpression

of the form ss. If we denote by f : Bx Ñ By the associated morphism (as in §4.3,

except that now we do not require that the expression is reduced) then, using the
obvious generalization of Lemma 4.6, (5.12), and induction, we conclude that f is
an isomorphism in the Verdier quotient K{Kă˚x (in the sense of [Ne, §2.1]). Since

˚x “ ˚y by (5.11), By belongs to Kď˚x by the case treated above, hence so does

Bx. The lemma follows. �

Lemma 5.24. Let I Ă W be an ideal. Choose, for any x P I X fW , a reduced
expression wpxq for x. Then KI is generated, as a graded triangulated category, by
the objects tBwpxq : x P I X fW u.

Proof. Let us write K1I for the category generated by the objects as in the lemma.

We have to show that if x if a reduced expression for x P I then Bx P K1I . We do
so by induction on `pxq “ `pxq, the case x “ 1 being obvious.

There exists a rex move x  y such that y is either wpxq (if x P fW ), or of the

form s1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm with s1 P Sf (if x R fW ). As in the proof of Lemma 5.23, using
Lemma 4.6 we see that the associated morphism Bx Ñ By is an isomorphism in

K{Kăx. On the other hand, if x P fW then By belongs to K1I , and if x R fW then

By “ 0 in K by definition. Since Kăx Ă K1I by induction, the claim follows. �

Remark 5.25. It follows in particular from Lemma 5.24 that the subcategory KI
depends only on the intersection I X fW .

Proposition 5.26. For all reduced expressions x for x P fW there exist objects
∆S
x and ∇S

x in K, and maps

ix : ∆S
x Ñ Bx and px : Bx Ñ ∇S

x ,

such that:

(1) ∆S
x and ∇S

x belong to Kďx;
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(2) conepixq and coneppxq belong to Kăx;
(3) for any algebraically closed field k of characteristic p ą N , we have isomor-

phisms

kp∆S
x q –

r∆k
x, kp∇S

x q –
r∇k
x.

Remark 5.27. We will see in Lemma 5.32 below that the objects ∆S
x do not depend

on the reduced expression x for x (up to canonical isomorphism).

Proof. The proof (an easy adaption of the proof of Proposition 5.12) is left to the
reader. �

Let us fix a reduced expression x for all x P fW and define

∆S
x :“ ∆S

x , ∇S
x :“ ∇S

x , px :“ px, ix :“ ix.

The following is immediate from Lemma 5.24 and Proposition 5.26.

Corollary 5.28. For any ideal I ĂW , the subcategory KI is generated, as a graded
triangulated category, by the objects ∆S

x for x P IX fW , and also by the objects ∇S
x

with x P I X fW .

We now “lift” the vanishing statements of §5.6 to the case of S.

Proposition 5.29. For x, y P fW and m,n P Z we have:

HomKp∇S
x ,∇S

y xmyrnsq “ 0 unless x ě y,(5.13)

HomKp∇S
x ,∇S

x xmyrnsq “

#

S if m “ n “ 0;

0 otherwise,
(5.14)

HomKp∇S
x ,∇S

y xmyrnsq “ HomKp∆
S
x ,∆

S
y xmyrnsq “ 0 if n ă 0.(5.15)

(5.16) HomKp∆
S
x ,∇S

y xmyrnsq “

#

S if x “ y and m “ n “ 0;

0 otherwise.

Remark 5.30. These results are consequences of (5.5), (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8), which
in turn are consequences of the corresponding vanishing for algebraic groups. We
do not know any diagrammatic proof for these statements.

Proof. We prove (5.13). The argument giving the other relations is essentially iden-
tical. We can compute HomKp∇S

x ,∇S
y xmyrnsq by choosing bounded complexes D

and C of objects in Dasph
BS,S representing ∇S

x and ∇S
y xmy respectively, and calculat-

ing the n-th cohomology of the complex pH‚, dq with

Hk :“
à

iPZ
HomDasph

BS,S
pDi, Ci`kq,

see [KS2, §11.7]. By Proposition 5.26, for any field k of characteristic p ą N

we have kpCq “ r∆k
x and kpDq “ r∇k

x. From (5.5) and Lemma 5.18 we deduce that
kbLSH‚ “ 0 if x ğ y. Hence H‚ is equal to 0 in the derived category of S-modules,
hence has no cohomology. �

Proposition 5.31. Let I ĂW be an ideal.

(1) The inclusion i : KI ãÑ K admits a left adjoint iL and a right adjoint iR.
(2) The quotient j : K� K{KI admits a left adjoint jL and a right adjoint jR.
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Proof. In this proof, we denote by xXy the full graded triangulated subcategory of
K generated by a set X of objects.

Let us first consider (1). We prove that i has a right adjoint; the existence of the
left adjoint follows from a dual argument. Consider KKI , the full subcategory of K
consisting of objects X with HomKpY,Xq “ 0 for all Y in KI . From Corollary 5.28
and (5.13) we one may deduce:

(1) Any object X in K is part of a distinguished triangle

XI Ñ X Ñ XI r1s
ÝÝÑ

with XI P x∇S
x : x P I X fW y and XI P x∇S

y : y P fW r pI X fW qy;

(2) KKI “ x∇S
y : y P fW r pI X fW qy.

From this and the definition of the Verdier quotient it follows that for X P KI and
Y P K the map

HomKpipXq, Y q Ñ HomK{KKI
pqipXq, qpY qq

induced by the quotient q : K Ñ K{KKI is an isomorphism. In particular qi is
fully-faithful. From (1) and (2) above one deduces easily that qi is also essentially
surjective; hence it is an equivalence. Now if we fix an inverse pqiq´1 to qi we have

HomKpipXq, Y q – HomK{KKI
pqipXq, qpY qq – HomKI pX, pqiq

´1qpY qq

and hence our adjoint is given by iR :“ pqiq´1q.
We now turn to (2). Again, we only establish the existence of jR and leave jL

to the reader. If we consider the composition

KKI “ x∇S
y | y R I X

fW y
g
ÝÑ K

j
ÝÑ K{KI

where g is the natural embedding, then as above (1) and (2) imply that jg is
an equivalence. As above, after fixing a quasi-inverse pjgq´1 we can take jR :“
gpjgq´1. �

Fix an ideal I ĂW . Then, as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, for any element x P fW
which is minimal in W r I and any two reduced expressions x1 and x2 for x, the
images of the objects Bx1 and Bx2 in K{KI are canonically isomorphic, via the
isomorphism associated with any choice of rex move x1  x2, see [EW2, §6.5]. We
denote the resulting object Sx.

Lemma 5.32. For any ideal I Ă W and any minimal element x P fW r I, there
exists canonical isomorphisms

∆S
x “ jLSx and ∇S

x “ jRSx.

(Here jL, jR are the adjoints to K Ñ K{KI constructed in Proposition 5.31.) In
particular, the objects ∆S

x and ∇S
x for all x P fW are independent of the choice of

reduced expression used to define them.

Proof. Again, we give the proof of the canonical isomorphism ∇S
x – jRSx, and

leave the dual statement ∆S
x – jLSx to the reader. Looking at the proof of

Proposition 5.31, and using the same notation, we see that, since Sx “ jgp∇S
x q,

jRSx may be calculated as the image of ∇S
x under the embedding

KKI “ x∇S
y | y R I X

fW y
g
ÝÑ K
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Hence jRSx – ∇S
x . The isomorphism is canonical because

HomKp∇S
x , j

RSxq “ HomK{KI pjp∇
S
x q,Sxq “ HomK{KI pSx,Sxq,

where the identification Sx “ jp∇S
x q is given by px. �

From the above we see that if I Ă W is an ideal and x P fW r I is a minimal
element then setting I 1 “ IYty PW | y ď xu then KI1{KI identifies with the graded
triangulated subcategory of K{KI generated by Sx, and we have an equivalence of
graded triangulated categories

φx : DbpS´grmodq
„
ÝÑ KI1{KI

sending S to Sx. (Here, S´grmod is the abelian category of finitely generated
graded S-modules.) For any n P S, we define

∆S{nS
x :“

#

∆S
x if n “ 0,

conep∆S
x

n¨p´q
ÝÝÝÑ ∆S

x q otherwise.

∇S{nS
x :“

#

∇S
x if n “ 0,

conep∇S
x

n¨p´q
ÝÝÝÑ ∇S

x q otherwise.

Then via the above equivalence φx we have

∆S{nS
x – jLpφxpS{nSqq and ∇S{nS

x – jRpφxpS{nSqq

for all x P fW .
In the following statement we use the notation x´yext introduced in §5.6.

Theorem 5.33. The full subcategories

Kď0 :“ x∆S
x xmyrks : x P fW, m P Z, k P Zě0yext,

Kě0 :“ x∇S{nS
x xmyrks : x P fW, n P S,m P Z, k P Zď0yext

define a non-degenerate bounded t-structure on K.

Proof. This follows from the glueing formalism of [BBD], as e.g. in [B1, Proposi-
tion 1] or in [AR2, §3.1], starting from the standard t-structure on DbpS´grmodq.

�

We regard the heart of the t-structure constructed in Theorem 5.33 as an “in-
tegral form” of Rep0pGq. One can deduce from (5.15) that this heart contains the
objects ∆S

x and ∇S
x . It is not difficult to check (using the same arguments as in

the proof of Proposition 5.29) that for x, y P fW the S-modules

HomKp∇S
x ,∇S

y q and HomKp∆
S
x ,∆

S
y q

are free, and to deduce that the objects ∆
S{nS
x and ∇S{nS

x also belong to this
heart.
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Part 2. The case of GLnpkq

Overview. In this part we give a proof of Conjecture 5.1 in the case of the
group G “ GLnpkq (when p ą n ě 3), using the theory of categorical Kac–Moody
actions. Before plunging into the details we give a brief overview of our approach.

For ease of exposition, let us first consider the case of integral category O for
g :“ glnpCq. That is, we consider g together with its subalgebras h Ă b of diagonal
and upper-triangular matrices and define OZ to be the category of finitely generated
g-modules which are locally finite over b, and h-diagonalisable with integral weights
(i.e. weights which are differentials of characters of the torus of diagonal matrices
in GLnpCq).

Inside OZ we can consider the block O0 of the trivial module. It is a classical
result of Soergel that TiltpO0q, the additive category of tilting modules inside O0,
has an action of the monoidal category of Soergel bimodules associated with the
Weyl group Sn and its natural action on h. Indeed, in [S1] Soergel proves via his
functor V that TiltpO0q is equivalent to a category of Soergel modules, and from
the definitions we see that this category of Soergel modules has an action of Soergel
bimodules.

Remark. Soergel’s results hold for any complex semi-simple Lie algebra and were
initially phrased in terms of projective modules rather than tilting modules. Tilting
modules were considered in this context (using different terminology) by Colling-
wood–Irving [CI]. The (mathematically easy, but conceptually important) rephras-
ing of Soergel’s results in terms of tilting modules appears to be due to [BBM].

In Soergel’s approach one deduces the existence of the action of Soergel bi-
modules after obtaining a “Hecke category description” of the category of tilting
modules. In the setting of our conjecture we would like information to flow the
other way: we would like to obtain a Hecke category description of the category
of tilting modules from the existence of a categorical action. The main reason is
the difficulty to define a functor V in the setting of reductive groups. (In fact, no
convincing definition seems to be known.)

Let us first outline how to do this in the case of OZ. Let us denote by X Ă h˚ the
weight lattice. Given any λ P X we have the Verma module ∆Cpλq :“ UpgqbUpbqCλ
and the classes of Verma modules give a basis for the complexified Grothendieck
group of OZ:

rOZsC “
à

λPX

Cr∆Cpλqs.

On OZ one has the endofunctors E :“ V b p´q and F :“ V ˚ b p´q given by
tensoring with the natural representation V “ Cn and its dual. Both functors have
a natural endomorphism X (given essentially by the action of the Casimir element),
all of whose eigenvalues belong to Z Ă C. Hence we obtain decompositions of our
functors

E “
à

aPZ
Ea and F “

à

aPZ
Fa

into generalized eigenspaces.
It is a remarkable observation that on the level of Grothendieck groups these

functors give rise to an action of the Lie algebra sl8 (whose Chevalley generators
will be denoted ei and fi for i P Z). More precisely, consider the natural module
nat8 :“

À

iPZ Cmi of “infinite column vectors” for sl8. The isomorphism of vector
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spaces

ϕ : rOZsC
„
ÝÑ natbn8

defined by

ϕ
`

r∆Cpλqs
˘

“ mλ1 bmλ2´1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bmλn´n`1

(where λ “ pλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λnq under the standard identification X “ Zn, i.e. λ sends
a diagonal matrix with coefficients x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn to

řn
i“1 λi ¨ xi) intertwines the ac-

tion of rEas and rFas on the left-hand side with the action of ea and fa on the
right-hand side. In particular, the functors Ea and Fa induce an action of sl8
on the Grothendieck group of OZ. Moreover, there exist morphisms between the
functors Ea, Fa and their compositions which allow us to upgrade this action on
the Grothendieck group to a “categorical sl8-action” in the sense of Rouquier and
Khovanov–Lauda. (The fact that the above action on the Grothendieck group of OZ

can be lifted to a categorical sl8-action is essentially due to Chuang–Rouquier [CR].)
Now, let us return to our goal of producing an action of the Hecke category on

O0 Ă OZ. Under the isomorphism ϕ above, the weight spaces for the sl8-action
correspond precisely to the blocks of OZ. Moreover, on certain regular blocks one
can express each wall-crossing functor in the form FaEa for some a P Z. The theory
of Kac–Moody actions gives us a rich supply of morphisms between the functors
Ea and Fa, and it turns out that one can produce the action of the Hecke category
by explicitly giving the images of all the generating morphisms and checking the
relations (using known relations in the categorification of sl8).

The proof of our conjecture for G “ GLnpkq over a field k of characteristic p ą n
follows a similar pattern, with one additional subtlety. Let us denote as in §3.1
by ReppGq the category of finite-dimensional rational representations of G and by
∆pλq the Weyl module with highest weight λ P X`. Then the Weyl modules give
a basis for the (complexified) Grothendieck group:

rReppGqsC “
à

λPX`

Cr∆pλqs.

Again we can consider the functors E :“ V b p´q and F :“ V ˚ b p´q given by
tensoring with the natural representation V of GLnpkq and its dual. As in the case
of glnpCq, these functors have a natural endomorphism, all of whose eigenvalues
belong to the prime subfield Z{pZ Ă k, and we have decompositions

E “
à

aPZ{pZ
Ea and F “

à

aPZ{pZ
Fa.

In this setting the functors Ea and Fa give rise to an action of the affine Lie algebra
pglp on the Grothendieck group. If this time we let natp denote the natural module

for pglp (see §6.2) then we have an isomorphism of vector spaces

ϕ : rReppGqsC
„
ÝÑ

ľ

n natp

defined by

ϕ
`

r∆pλqs
˘

“ mλ1 ^mλ2´1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^mλn´n`1.

Again the action of the functors Ea and Fa on ReppGq can be upgraded to a

categorical action of pglp (and again, this is due to Chuang–Rouquier [CR]). In this
setting each weight space is a union of blocks of ReppGq.
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Let us now concentrate (as we do below) on the block containing the Weyl module
∆
`

pn, n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nq
˘

. As in the case of OZ considered above, we can express the wall-
crossing functors corresponding to “finite” simple reflections s P Sf as compositions
FaEa for 1 ď a ď n ´ 1 (where we identify a with its image in Z{pZ). Here the
calculations verifying the defining relations in the Hecke category are essentially
identical to those for OZ. (These calculations are basically already contained in the
work of Mackaay–Stošić–Vaz [MSV].) An additional difficulty is provided by the
wall-crossing functor corresponding to the affine reflection. It is not difficult to see
that this functor can be expressed in terms of the functors Ea and Fa as

FnFn`1 . . . Fp´1F0E0Ep´1 . . . En`1En,

see §6.4.8. However, checking the relations directly using this definition of the
wall-crossing functor is very complicated. (Such calculations are performed, with
different normalizations, in [MT1, MT2].) Here we take a different approach and
argue that we can “restrict” part of the 2-representation given by ReppGq to obtain a

representation of pgln (see Section 7). After restricting we can express all translation
functors as composites FaEa for a P t0, . . . , n ´ 1u and we check the relations in

the Hecke category directly, using the relations of the categorification of pgln.

Remark. (1) It will be more convenient for us to construct a left action of DBS

on Rep0pGq rather than a right action as in Conjecture 5.1. However, from a
left action one can obtain a right action by composing with the equivalence
ı; see Remark 5.2(7).

(2) Recently, Maksimau [Ma] has given a general setup for restricting categori-

cal representations of psle`1 to obtain categorical representations of psle. Our
approach at this step is a special case of his construction.

This part consists of 3 sections, corresponding to the 3 steps of our proof. In

Section 6 we recall the construction of the categorical action of pglp on ReppGq due
to Chuang–Rouquier. In Section 7 we explain how the action on a subcategory

ReprnspGq can be restricted to pgln if p ě n ě 3. Finally, in Section 8 we prove
that from this action one can obtain an action of DBS on Rep0pGq, which proves
Conjecture 5.1 in this case.

6. Representations of GLn in characteristic p as a 2-representation

of pglp

In this section we fix an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p ą 0,

and an integer n ě 1. We recall the construction of a categorical action of pglp
on the category ReppGLnpkqq due to Chuang–Rouquier. All the proofs are copied
from [CR]. (We have tried to follow the notation and conventions of [CR] and [Ro]

as closely as possible. These authors work with the Lie algebra pslp rather than pglp,
but the extension is straightforward.)

6.1. The affine Lie algebra pglN . If N P Zě2, we denote by pglN the affine Lie
algebra associated with the Lie algebra glN pCq. More precisely, we first consider
the Lie algebra

pslN :“ slN pCrt, t´1sq ‘ CK ‘ Cd
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with the Lie bracket determined by the following rules:

rxb tm, y b tns “ rx, ys b tm`n `mδm,´npx|yqK for all x, y P slN pCq, m,n P Z;

rd, xb tms “ mxb tm for all x P slN pCq, m P Z;

rK, pslN s “ 0.

Here p´|´q : slN pCq ˆ slN pCq Ñ C denotes the bilinear form px|yq :“ Trpxyq on

slN pCq. Then pglN is the Lie algebra pslN ‘ C, where we identify p0, 1q with the
identity matrix in glN pCq.

Let pei,jqi,jPt1,¨¨¨ ,Nu denote the matrix units in glN pCq. Then we consider the
Chevalley elements

ei “ ei`1,i, fi :“ ei,i`1 if 1 ď i ď N ´ 1;

e0 :“ te1,N , f0 :“ t´1eN,1;

hi :“ rei, fis “

#

e1,1 ´ eN,N `K if i “ 0;

ei`1,i`1 ´ ei,i if 1 ď i ď N ´ 1.

in pglN .

We set h :“ hf ‘ CK ‘ Cd Ă pglN , where hf Ă glN pCq denotes the Cartan
subalgebra of diagonal matrices. We have

h˚f “
N
à

i“1

Cεi

where pεiqiPt1,¨¨¨ ,Nu is the basis dual to e1,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , eN,N . Any λ0 P h
˚
f may be viewed

as an element of h˚ by setting xλ0,Ky “ xλ0, dy “ 0. In this way we view h˚f as a
subspace of h˚. Similarly, we let K˚ and δ denote the linear forms on h defined by

xK˚, hf ‘ Cdy “ 0, xK˚,Ky “ 1;

xδ, hf ‘ CKy “ 0, xδ, dy “ 1.

This gives a decomposition

h˚ “ h˚f ‘ CK˚ ‘ Cδ.

Let P denote the weight lattice:

P :“ tλ P h˚ | xλ, hiy P Z for all 0 ď i ď N ´ 1u.

The simple roots αi P h
˚ are given by

α0 “ δ ´ pεN ´ ε1q, αi “ εi`1 ´ εi for 1 ď i ď N ´ 1.

Remark 6.1. The notation pglN is often used in the literature for the Lie algebra
L :“ glN pCrt, t´1sq‘CK‘Cd, with the obvious extension of the bracket considered

above on pslN . Our Lie algebra pglN is a “more naive” version, namely the Kac–
Moody Lie algebra associated with the affine Cartan matrix of type A, and its
realization ph, tαi, i “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1u, thi, i “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1uq. In practice we will
only consider representations on which K acts trivially, i.e. representations of the

quotient pglN{C ¨K, which is naturally a Lie subalgebra in L{C ¨K.
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6.2. The natural representation of pglN . Let A “
ÀN

i“1 Cai denote the natural
module for glN pCq. Then AbCCrt, t´1s is naturally a module for slN pCrt, t´1sq via

pxb tmq ¨ pab tnq :“ xpaq b tm`n for all x P slN pCq, a P A and m,n P Z.

We may extend this action to an action of pglN where K acts by 0, d acts via

d ¨ pab tmq :“ mab tm for all a P A and m P Z,

and the identity matrix acts as the identity. We call the resulting pglN -module the
natural module and denote it natN .

Given λ P Z write λ “ µN ` ν with 1 ď ν ď N and set

mλ :“ aν b t
µ.

Then natN “
À

λPZ Cmλ and the action of the Chevalley elements is given by

(6.1) eipmλq “

#

mλ`1 if i ” λ mod N ;

0 otherwise

and

(6.2) fipmλq “

#

mλ´1 if i ” λ´ 1 mod N ;

0 otherwise.

If we write λ “ µN ` ν as above then each mλ is a weight vector of weight εν `µδ.
In particular, all weight spaces in natN are 1-dimensional.

6.3. Realization of
Źn

natp as a Grothendieck group. We assume from now
on in this section that N “ p. We set G “ GLnpkq, and we let T Ă B Ă G be
the maximal torus of diagonal matrices and the Borel subgroup of lower triangular
matrices. With these data we use the notation of §3.1 (but we do not have to
assume that p ą h “ n at this point). We have

X “ X˚pT q “
n
à

i“1

Zχi,

where χi : T Ñ Gm is given by

diagpx1, . . . , xnq ÞÑ xi.

We will often write an element
řn
i“1 λiχi P X as the n-tuple pλ1, . . . , λnq. The

simple roots are the characters χi ´ χi`1 for i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1u, and in particular
the cone of dominant weights is

X` “ tpλ1, . . . , λnq P X | λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λnu.

We also set

ς “ p0,´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´n` 1q P X.

Note that xς, βy “ 1 for any simple root β, so that w rλ “ wpλ ` ςq ´ ς for all
w PW and λ P X.

Recall that ReppGq denotes the abelian category of finite dimensional rational
representations of G, and that given λ P X` we have the corresponding Weyl
module ∆pλq P ReppGq with highest weight λ. The classes of Weyl modules give
us a basis for the Grothendieck group:

rReppGqs “
à

λPX`

Zr∆pλqs.
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Let V “ kn denote the natural representation of G (which is isomorphic to
Lpχ1q) and let V ˚ be its dual (which is isomorphic to Lp´χnq). We have exact
endofunctors of ReppGq:

E :“ V b p´q and F :“ V ˚ b p´q.

Via the unit and counit morphisms

η : kÑ V ˚ b V and ε : V b V ˚ Ñ k

we may view pE,F q as an adjoint pair of functors. We will denote again by η : id Ñ
FE and ε : EF Ñ id the corresponding adjunction morphisms.

Remark 6.2. Below it will be important to know that F is also left adjoint to E.
However it is crucial not to fix a preferred adjunction yet.

Let g “ glnpkq denote the Lie algebra of G, equipped with its natural (adjoint)
G-module structure. Given any M P ReppGq the action map

a : gbM ÑM

is a morphism of G-modules. Using the natural isomorphism g – V ˚ b V and the
natural adjunction pV ˚ b´, V b´q we get a morphism

XM : V bM Ñ V bM

given by the composition

V bM
adjbVbM
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ V b V ˚ b V bM

Vba
ÝÝÝÑ V bM

which is functorial in M . In this way we obtain an endomorphism X P EndpEq.
Since F is right adjoint to E, X induces an endomorphism of F , which by abuse we
will also denote by X. More concretely, XM : V ˚ bM Ñ V ˚ bM is given by the
composition

V ˚bM
ηbV ˚bM
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ V ˚bVbV ˚bM

V ˚bXV˚bM
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ V ˚bVbV ˚bM

V ˚bεbM
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ V ˚bM.

We set

Ω :“
n
ÿ

i,j“1

ei,j b ej,i P gb g,

where pei,jqi,jPt1,¨¨¨ ,nu are the matrix units in g “ glnpkq. The following lemma
(taken from [CR]) can be easily checked by explicit computation.

Lemma 6.3. For any M in ReppGq:

(1) the endomorphism XM of EM “ V bM is given by the action of Ω;
(2) the endomorphism XM of FM “ V ˚ bM is given by ´n ¨ id´ Ω.

For any a P k, let Ea (resp. Faq denote the summand of E (resp. F ) given by
the generalized a-eigenspace of X acting on E (resp. F ).

Lemma 6.4. For any a P k, ε and η induce units and counits ηa : id Ñ FaEa and
εa : EaFa Ñ id making pEa, Faq into an adjoint pair of functors.

Proof. To prove the lemma it suffices to prove that η and ε factor through mor-
phisms

id Ñ
à

aPk
FaEa and

à

aPk
EaFa Ñ id.
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First, the morphism ηM : M Ñ FEM “ V ˚ b V bM is defined by

m ÞÑ

n
ÿ

i“1

v˚i b vi bm,

where pviqiPt1,¨¨¨ ,nu is the standard basis of V . Now Ω acts on F pEMq “ V ˚bpEMq
as the action of

n
ÿ

i,j“1

ei,j b ej,i b 1` ei,j b 1b ej,i P gb gb g

on V ˚ b V bM . It can be easily checked that this element acts on any vector of
the form

řn
k“1 v

˚
k b vk bm as the element

´n ¨ p1b 1b 1q ´ p1b Ωq.

Therefore, such an element can belong to FaEbM only if

´n´ a “ ´n´ b,

i.e. only if a “ b, proving the claim about η.
Now, consider the morphism εM : EFM “ V b V ˚ bM ÑM , which is defined

by

v b ξ bm ÞÑ ξpvq ¨m.

The element Ω acts on EpFMq “ V b pFMq as the action of

n
ÿ

i,j“1

ei,j b ej,i b 1` ei,j b 1b ej,i P gb gb g

on V b V ˚ bM . Now for any x P EFM we have

εM

˜

´

n
ÿ

i,j“1

ei,j b ej,i b 1` ei,j b 1b ej,i

¯

¨ x

¸

“ εM

´

p´n ¨ p1b 1b 1q ´ p1b Ωqq ¨ x
¯

.

Therefore, if x P EbFaM , then εM pxq “ 0 unless the operators

n
ÿ

i,j“1

ei,j b ej,i b 1` ei,j b 1b ej,i and ´ n ¨ p1b 1b 1q ´ p1b Ωq

have the same generalized eigenvalue on x, i.e. unless a “ ´n ´ p´n ´ bq, which
finishes the proof. �

In the following we identify Z{pZ with the prime subfield of k. We denote by
X{pW, rq the set of orbits of the “dot-action” of the affine Weyl group W on X.
For any c P X{pW, rq, we denote by

RcpGq

the Serre subcategory of ReppGq generated by the simple objects Lpλq for λ P
cXX`. By the linkage principle (see [J2, Corollary II.6.17]) we have a decomposition

(6.3) ReppGq “
à

cPX{pW, qqRcpGq.
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Proposition 6.5. (1) We have Ea “ 0 and Fa “ 0 unless a P Z{pZ; therefore
we have

E “
à

aPZ{pZ
Ea and F “

à

aPZ{pZ
Fa.

(2) The isomorphism of C-vector spaces

ϕ : CbZ rReppGqs
„
ÝÑ

ľ

n natp

given by

ϕpr∆pλqsq “ mλ1
^mλ2´1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^mλn´n`1 for λ P X`

satisfies ϕ ˝ rEas “ ea ˝ ϕ and ϕ ˝ rFas “ fa ˝ ϕ. In particular, identifying
Z{pZ with t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p´ 1u in the obvious way, the exact functors Ea, Fa are

part of an action of pglp on CbZ rReppGqs.
(3) Upon passing to Grothendieck groups the decomposition (6.3) induces the

decomposition of
Źn

natp into weight spaces (via the isomorphism ϕ of (2)).

Remark 6.6. Sometimes one considers the Lie algebra pglp without the degree oper-
ator d. However for statement (3) it is essential that we include d in our action (as
can already be seen in the case n “ 1).

Proof. For simplicity we assume that p ‰ 2; the necessary fix to treat the case
p “ 2 is discussed in [CR, §7.5.2]. If we denote by

C “
ÿ

1ďi,jďn

ej,iei,j P Upgq

the Casimir element (with respect to the trace form on the natural module) then
in Upgq b Upgq we have

Ω “
1

2

`

∆pCq ´ C b 1´ 1b C
˘

,(6.4)

where ∆: Upgq Ñ Upgq b Upgq denotes the comultiplication.
After writing

C “ 2
ÿ

1ďiăjďn

ej,iei,j `
ÿ

1ďiďn

e2
i,i `

ÿ

1ďiăjďn

pei,i ´ ej,jq

we see that C acts on ∆pλq as

bλ :“
ÿ

1ďiďn

λ2
i `

ÿ

1ďiăjďn

pλi ´ λjq.

We have

E∆pλq “ V b∆pλq “ V b
`

IndGBp´w0λq
˘˚
–
`

IndGBpV
˚ b kBp´w0λqq

˘˚
.

Now the B-module V ˚ b kBp´w0λq admits a filtration with subquotients the B-
modules kBp´w0λ ´ χiq, and each weight ´w0λ ´ χi is either dominant or has

pairing ´1 with some simple root; in any case we have R1 IndGBp´w0λ ´ χiq “ 0,
see [J2, Proposition II.4.5 and Proposition II.5.4(a)]. Hence the filtration on V ˚ b
kBp´w0λq induces a filtration on E∆pλq. Since w0 permutes the set tχ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , χnu,
the subquotients in this filtration are the G-modules ∆pλ`χiq for all i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu
such that λ ` χi P X`. From (6.4) it follows that Ω acts on the subquotient of
E∆pλq isomorphic to ∆pλ` χiq as multiplication by

1

2

`

bλ`χi ´ bχ1
´ bλ

˘

“ λi ´ i` 1.
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In particular, all the eigenvalues of X∆pλq on E∆pλq belong to Z{pZ. Because any
simple object in ReppGq is a quotient of some ∆pλq and every object in ReppGq is
of finite length, we deduce that, for any M P ReppGq, all eigenvalues of XM on EM
belong to the prime field Z{pZ. Similar arguments apply to F , and (1) is proved.

We deduce from the above calculation that

(6.5) rEas ¨ r∆pλqs “
ÿ

λÑaµ

µPX`

r∆pµqs

where we write λÑa µ if there exists an i such that

λj “ µj for i ‰ j, µi “ λi ` 1 and λi ´ i` 1 ” a mod p.

Similar considerations, using the fact that

´n´
1

2

`

bµ´χi ´ b´χn ´ bµ
˘

“ µi ´ i,

show that

(6.6) rFas ¨ r∆pµqs “
ÿ

λÑaµ

λPX`

r∆pλqs.

The relations ϕ˝rEas “ ea ˝ϕ and ϕ˝rFas “ fa ˝ϕ are now obtained by comparing
formulas (6.1)–(6.2) with (6.5)–(6.6), and (2) is proved.

It remains to check (3). The weight of a vector

mζ1 ^mζ2 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^mζn P
ľ

n natp

is kδ `
řp
i“1 niεi, where ni “ |tj | ζj ” i mod pu| and k “

řn
i“1 ζ

1
i , where ζ1

i is
uniquely defined so that ζi “ pζ1

i ` ζ0
i with 1 ď ζ0

i ď p. Now given two weights
λ, µ P X`, the corresponding vectors

mλ1 ^mλ2´1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^mλn´n`1 and mµ1 ^mµ2´1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^mµn´n`1

belong to the same weight space if and only if the n-tuples λ ` ς and µ ` ς can
be related by permutations and addition of weights of the form ppχi ´ χjq with
1 ď i, j ď n. This is precisely the condition for λ and µ to be in the same pW, rq-
orbit on X. �

Remark 6.7. As seen in the proof of Proposition 6.5(3), the set of weights of the
representation

Źn
natp is

P p
ľ

n natpq “

#

kδ `
p
ÿ

i“1

niεi : k P Z, ni P Zě0,
p
ÿ

i“1

ni “ n

+

,

and this set is in a natural bijection with X{pW, rq; we denote this bijection by

ın : P p
ľ

n natpq
„
ÝÑ X{pW, rq.

6.4. ReppGq as a 2-representation. We now describe how the above action of

the Lie algebra pglp on C bZ rReppGqs can be upgraded to a categorical action of

the Khovanov–Lauda–Rouquier 2-category Uppglpq.
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6.4.1. The degenerate affine Hecke algebra. Let F be a field, let m P Zě1, and let
FrX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xms denote a polynomial ring, acted upon naturally by the symmetric
group Sm. Let si P Sm denote the simple transposition pi, i` 1q, and let

Bipfq :“
f ´ sipfq

Xi`1 ´Xi

denote the Demazure operator. (Note that this is a slightly non-standard defini-
tion.) Recall that the degenerate affine Hecke algebra Hm is the algebra which:

(1) is isomorphic to FSm bF FrX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xms as an F-vector space;
(2) has FSm and FrX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xms as subalgebras;
(3) satisfies the relations

Ti ¨ f ´ sipfq ¨ Ti “ Bipfq

for all f P FrX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xms and 1 ď i ď m´1, where Ti denotes the element
si P Sm viewed in Hm.

Remark 6.8. (1) It is perhaps more aesthetically pleasing to define Hm by gen-
erators and relations (in Ti’s for 1 ď i ď m ´ 1 and Xi’s for 1 ď i ď m).
For instance we have Ti ¨Xi`1 “ Xi ¨ Ti ` 1.

(2) The degenerate affine Hecke algebra has a “polynomial” module

Hm bFSm F “ FrX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xms

where f acts by multiplication and Ti acts as

f ÞÑ sipfq ` Bipfq.

We can regard any Hm-module as a quasi-coherent sheaf on the affine space
SpecFrX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xms “ AmF . Given such a module M , we denote by Ma the sub-
module consisting of sections set-theoretically supported in the point a P AnF . Let

Γ Ă F denote the prime subring. We denote by CΓ the full subcategory of the
category of Hm-modules whose objects are the modules M such that

M “
à

aPΓm
Ma.

(In other words, CΓ is the category of Hm-modules which are the direct sum of
their generalized eigenspaces for each Xi, and such that all eigenvalues for all Xi

belong to Γ.)

6.4.2. Unravelling Rouquier’s notation. Recall that we have fixed a field F. We
view the prime subring Γ Ă F as a quiver with arrows iÑ i`1 for all i P Γ. (Hence

Γ is of type A8 if F is of characteristic 0, and is of type rA`´1 if F is of characteristic
` ą 0.)

Let us write i— j if iÑ j or j Ñ i, and i {— j if neither iÑ j nor j Ñ i. Then
if we specialize the notation of [Ro, §§3.2.3–3.2.4] down to our situation we have:

(1) I “ rI “ Γ and a “ id;
(2)

i ¨ j “

$

’

&

’

%

2 if i “ j;

´1 if i— j;

0 otherwise

(the Cartan matrix);
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(3)

Qijpu, vq “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

0 if i “ j;

1 if i ‰ j and i {— j;

v ´ u if iÑ j;

u´ v if j Ñ i.

We define scalars tij for i, j P Γ with i ‰ j as follows:

tij “

#

´1 if iÑ j;

1 if j Ñ i or i {— j.

6.4.3. The KLR algebra. Here we recall the definition of the quiver Hecke algebra
(or KLR algebra) associated with Γ, see [Ro, §3.2.1]. As noted in [Ro, Remark
3.6] it is most natural to view the quiver Hecke algebra as a category; this is the
approach we take here.

Let Γm denote the set of m-tuples of elements of Γ with its natural Sm-action.
Consider the F-linear category HmpΓq with objects ν P Γm and morphisms gener-
ated by morphisms

xz,ν P Endpνq for 1 ď z ď m,

τz,ν P Hompν, szνq for 1 ď z ă m,

satisfying the following relations:

(6.7) xz,νxz1,ν “ xz1,νxz,ν ;

(6.8) τz,szpνqτz,ν “

$

’

&

’

%

0 if νz “ νz`1;

1ν if νz ‰ νz`1 and νz {— νz`1;

tνz,νz`1xz,ν ` tνz`1,νzxz`1,ν if νz — νz`1;

(6.9) τz,sz1 pνqτz1,ν “ τz1,szpνqτz,ν if |z ´ z1| ą 1;

(6.10) τz`1,szsz`1pνqτz,sz`1pνqτz`1,ν ´ τz,sz`1szpνqτz`1,szpνqτz,ν

“

#

tνz,νz`1
¨ 1ν if νz “ νz`2 and νz`2 — νz`1;

0 otherwise;

(6.11) τz,νxz1,ν ´ xszpz1q,szpνqτz,ν “

$

’

&

’

%

´1ν if z “ z1 and νz “ νz`1;

1ν if z1 “ z ` 1 and νz “ νz`1;

0 otherwise.

(Here, 1ν is the identity morphism of the object ν.)

6.4.4. Brundan–Kleshchev–Rouquier equivalence. A representation of HmpΓq is by
definition an F-linear functor from HmpΓq to the category of F-vector spaces. In
more concrete terms it consists of

‚ an F-vector space Vν for each ν P Γm;
‚ endomorphisms xz,ν of Vν for all ν P Γm and 1 ď z ď m;
‚ morphisms τz,ν : Vν Ñ Vszpνq for all ν P Γm and 1 ď z ă m,
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satisfying the relations from §6.4.3.
We writeHmpΓq´Mod0 for the full subcategory of the category of representations

of HmpΓq consisting of objects on which xz,ν is locally nilpotent for all ν and

1 ď z ď m. Recall that CΓ is the category of modules over the degenerate affine
Hecke algebra Hm which are direct sums of their generalized eigenspaces for each
Xi, with eigenvalues in Γ; see §6.4.1. Given M P CΓ and ν P Γm we denote by Mν

the generalized ν-eigenspace:

Mν :“ tm PM | pXz ´ νzq
Nm “ 0 for all 1 ď z ď m and N " 0u.

The following theorem is due to Brundan-Kleshchev [BK] and Rouquier [Ro,
Theorem 3.16].

Theorem 6.9. There exists an equivalence of categories

CΓ
„
ÝÑ HmpΓq´Mod0

which associates to M P CΓ the representation V defined by

(1) Vν “Mν for all ν P Γm;
(2) xz,ν :“ Xz ´ νz for all ν P Γm and 1 ď z ď m;
(3) τz,ν given by the formulas

τz,ν :“

$

’

&

’

%

1
1`Xz´Xz`1

pTz ´ 1q if νz “ νz`1;

pXz ´Xz`1qTz ` 1 if νz`1 “ νz ` 1;
Xz´Xz`1

1`Xz´Xz`1
pTz ´ 1q ` 1 otherwise

for all ν P Γm and 1 ď z ă m.

Remark 6.10. (1) There seems to be a typo in the third formula in [Ro, The-
orem 3.16]. We follow the formulas of [Ro, Proposition 3.15].

(2) This theorem is a highly non-trivial calculation. It is not even obvious that
the formulas in (3) do indeed give morphisms τz,ν : Mν ÑMsipνq.

6.4.5. The 2-Kac–Moody algebra. From now on we come back to the setting of §6.3.

Recall in particular the affine Lie algebra pglp defined in §6.1. To the triple

ph, tαi : i P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p´ 1uu Ă h˚, thi : i P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p´ 1uu Ă hq

Rouquier [Ro] has associated a strict k-linear additive 2-category Uppglpq categorify-

ing (an idempotented form of) the enveloping algebra of pglp. The definition of this
2-category is recalled in [Br, Definition 1.1], and we will follow the (diagrammatic)
notation from [Br]. This definition depends on the choice of some additional data;
we choose them as follows:

(1) our ground field is chosen to be k;
(2) the scalars tij are given as in §6.4.2;
(3) the scalars spqij are chosen identically zero.

The category Uppglpq has objects P (the weights of pglp, as defined in §6.1), generating
1-morphisms Ei1λ : λÑ λ`αi (which we will depict as an upward arrow decorated
by λ in the right region) and Fi1λ : λÑ λ´αi (which we will depict as a downward
arrow decorated by λ in the right region), and generating 2-morphisms

λ

i

‚
,

λ

i j

, λ

i

,
λ

i

.
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These 2-morphisms are required to satisfy a number of relations described in full
in [Br, Definition 1.1]. Here we recall only the following relations.

(6.12)
i j

λ

‚ ´

i j

λ
‚

“

i j

λ
‚

´

i j

λ

‚ “

$

’

&

’

%

i j

λ if i “ j;

0 otherwise,

(6.13)

i j

λ
“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

0 if i “ j;

i j

λ if i ‰ j and i {— j;

tij
i j

λ‚
` tji

i j

λ‚ if i— j,

(6.14)

i j k

λ ´

i j k

λ “

$

’

&

’

%

tij
i j k

λ if i “ k and k— j;

0 otherwise.

Remark 6.11. (1) As usual, we will write EiEj1λ for pEi1λ`αj q ˝ pEj1λq, and
similarly for other compositions of functors Ek1µ and Fk1µ.

(2) Unless otherwise indicated, our use of colors in this context is just to re-
mind the reader that the labels of the strands might be different (but not
necessarily).

By definition, a representation of Uppglpq is a k-linear additive functor from Uppglpq
to the 2-category of k-linear additive categories. More concretely, a representation
consists of

‚ for each λ P P , a k-linear additive category Cλ;
‚ for each λ P P and each i P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p´ 1u, additive functors

Ei1λ : Cλ Ñ Cλ`αi and Fi1λ : Cλ Ñ Cλ´αi ;

‚ for each λ P P and i, j P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p´ 1u, morphisms of functors

x : Ei1λ Ñ Ei1λ, τ : EiEj1λ Ñ EjEi1λ, η : idCλ Ñ FiEi1λ, ε : EiFi1λ Ñ idCλ ;

these morphisms of functors satisfying the relations from [Br, Definition 1.1].

6.4.6. Action of the degenerate affine Hecke algebra on powers of E. The functor
EE “ V b V b p´q on ReppGq has a natural endomorphism T given by

TM :

"

EEM Ñ EEM
v b v1 bm ÞÑ v1 b v bm

.

Recall the endomorphism X P EndpEq constructed in §6.3. The following relation
in EndpEEq is fundamental (see [CR, Lemma 7.21]):

(6.15) TM ˝ pV b XM q ´ XVbM ˝ TM “ ´pV b V bMq.

Recall also the degenerate affine Hecke algebra Hm defined in §6.4.1, which we
consider here in the case F “ k.
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Lemma 6.12. For any m ě 1, the assignment

Xi ÞÑ V bm´i b XV bi´1bM for 1 ď i ď m,

Ti ÞÑ V bm´i´1 b TV bi´1bM for 1 ď i ă m

extends to an algebra morphism Hm Ñ EndpEmq.

Proof. The braid relations

TiTi`1Ti “ Ti`1TiTi`1 and TiTj “ TjTi if |i´ j| ą 1

are immediate, as are the relations T 2
i “ 1 for 1 ď i ď n and XiXj “ XjXi for

all 1 ď i, j ď n. Hence we only need to check the relation TiXi`1 “ XiTi ` 1, or
equivalently (since T 2

i “ 1) the relation Xi`1Ti ´ TiXi “ 1. This equality follows
from the definitions and (6.15). �

6.4.7. 2-Kac–Moody action on ReppGq. Let M P ReppGq. It follows from Proposi-
tion 6.5(1) that, for m ě 1, if we view (the underlying vector space of) EmM as
a module over Hm via Lemma 6.12, then EmM P CΓ. In particular we can use
Theorem 6.9 to deduce that, for any m ě 1, the assignment

pZ{pZqm Q ν “ pν1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , νmq ÞÑ EνmEνm´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Eν1M

can be upgraded to give an object in HmpΓq´Mod0. Note that, in this construction,
for any m ě 1 the action of xi,ν on EνmEνm´1

¨ ¨ ¨Eν1
M is induced by the endo-

morphism of Eνi given by the case m “ 1 and ν “ νi, and for any m ě 2 the action
of τi,ν on EνmEνm´1

¨ ¨ ¨Eν1
M is induced by the morphism Eνi`1

Eνi Ñ EνiEνi`1

given by the case m “ 2, ν “ pνi, νi`1q.
Recall the bijection ın from Remark 6.7. To each λ P P we associate a category

as follows:

λ ÞÑ

#

RınpλqpGq if λ P P p
Źn

natpq;

0 otherwise.

Then, identifying Z{pZ with t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p ´ 1u in the natural way, for i P Z{pZ and
λ P P , to Ei1λ we associate the functor

Eλi :“ Ei|RınpλqpGq : RınpλqpGq Ñ Rınpλ`αiqpGq

if λ and λ ` αi belong to P p
Źn

natpq and 0 otherwise, and to Fi1λ we associate
the functor

Fλi :“ Fi|RınpλqpGq : RınpλqpGq Ñ Rınpλ´αiqpGq

if λ and λ ´ αi belong to P p
Źn

natpq and 0 otherwise. Finally, to the generating
2-morphisms

λ

i

‚
, λ

i j

, λ
i

,
λ

i

we associate 0 if one of the regions in the diagram is labelled by a weight which
does not belong to P p

Źn
natpq, and otherwise the morphisms of functors

x1,i P EndpEλi q, τ1,pj,iq P EndpE
λ`αj
i Eλj q,

ηi P HompidRınpλqpGq
, Fλ`αii Eλi q, εi P HompEλ´αii Fλi , idRınpλqpGq

q

respectively. (Here, by abuse we denote by x1,i, resp. τ1,pj,iq, the image of this
element of H1pΓq, resp. of H2pΓq, in the corresponding morphism space obtained
by the precedure described above.)
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Theorem 6.13. The above data define a 2-representation of Uppglpq.

Proof. We have to check that our morphisms of functors satisfy the relations of [Br,
Definition 1.1]. The relations (6.12)–(6.14) (corresponding to the relations [Br,
(1.2)–(1.4)]) follow from the relations (6.7)–(6.11) in the KLR algebra. For instance,
the relation

i j

λ

‚ ´
i j

λ
‚

“

$

’

&

’

%

i j

λ if i “ j,

0 otherwise

in HompEiEj , EjEiq follows from the relation

τ1,pj,iq ¨ x2,pj,iq ´ x1,pi,jq ¨ τ1,pj,iq “

#

1ν if i “ j;

0 otherwise.

in H2pΓq. Similarly, relation (6.13) follows from the relation

τ1,pi,jqτ1,pj,iq “

$

’

&

’

%

0 if j “ i;

1pj,iq if j ‰ i and j {— i;

tji ¨ x1,pj,iq ` tij ¨ x2,pj,iq if j— i

in H2pΓq, and relation (6.14) follows from the relation

τ2,pi,k,jqτ1,pk,i,jqτ2,pk,j,iq ´ τ1,pj,i,kqτ2,pj,k,iqτ1,pk,j,iq “

#

ti,j1pk,j,iq if k “ i and i— j;

0 otherwise;

in H3pΓq.
The “right adjunction relations” [Br, (1.5)] follow from the fact that εi and

ηi are indeed adjunction morphisms, see Lemma 6.4. Finally, we need to check
that the images of the 2-morphisms depicted in [Br, (1.7)–(1.9)] are isomorphisms.
However, the datum of Ei and Fi and the appropriate morphisms defines an sl2-
categorification in the sense of [Ro, Definition 5.20], so that the images of the
2-morphisms [Br, (1.8), (1.9)] are invertible by [Ro, Theorem 5.22 and its proof].
Then the invertibility of the image of [Br, (1.7)] is guaranteed by [Ro, Theorem 5.25
and its proof]. �

6.4.8. Comparison with the setting of Section 3. Now we assume that p ě n ě 2,
and set

ω :“ ε1 ` ε2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` εn P P p
ľ

n natpq Ă P.

Then ınpωq is the pW, rq-orbit of the weight pn, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nq P X. This weight belongs to
the fundamental alcove CZ, so that following the notation of Section 3 we can denote
it λ0, and the corresponding subcategory RınpωqpGq can be denoted Rep0pGq.

Remark 6.14. The category Rep0pGq is naturally equivalent to the block of the

weight 0 P X via the functor M ÞÑ detbp´nqbM .

For any i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1u one can consider the functors

Eωi : RınpωqpGq Ñ Rınpω`αiqpGq

and

Fω`αii : Rınpω`αiqpGq Ñ RınpωqpGq.
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Here ınpω ` αiq is the orbit of the weight

pn, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n
looomooon

n´i

, n` 1, n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n
looomooon

i´1

q P X.

On the other hand, the Weyl group Wf identifies canonically with the symmetric
group Sn, and the simple reflections identify with the simple transpositions tsj , j P
t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1uu. For any j, sj is the reflection associated with the simple root

χj ´ χj`1 “ p0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0
looomooon

j´1

, 1,´1, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0
looomooon

n´j´1

q

of GLnpkq. Hence we can set

µsj “ pn, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n
looomooon

j

, n` 1, n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n
looomooon

n´j´1

q,

so that ınpω ` αiq is the W -orbit of µsn´i . Then, with the notation of Section 3,
we have

T
µsj
λ0

– Eωn´j , Tλ0
µsj

– F
ω`αn´j
n´j

Hence we can simply set

Tsj :“ Eωn´j , Tsj :“ F
ω`αn´j
n´j , Θsj :“ F

ω`αn´j
n´j Eωn´j .

Consider now the case of the affine simple reflection s8 P W . (See §7.1 below
for an explanation of why we use the notation s8 instead of s0.) We can set

µs8 “ pp` 1, n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nq.

Then there exist isomorphisms of functors

T
µs8
λ0

– E
ω`αn`¨¨¨`αp´1

0 E
ω`αn`¨¨¨`αp´2

p´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Eω`αnn`1 Eωn ,(6.16)

Tλ0
µs8

– Fω`αnn F
ω`αn`αn`1

n`1 ¨ ¨ ¨F
ω`αn`¨¨¨`αp´1

p´1 F
ω`αn`¨¨¨`αp´1`α0

0 .(6.17)

For instance, let us explain how to construct an isomorphism as in (6.16); the
construction for (6.17) is similar. By [J2, Remark II.7.6(1)], the functor T

µs8
λ0

is

isomorphic to the functor prµs8

`

M b prλ0
p´q

˘

for any M in ReppGq such that

dimpMpp`1´nqχ1
q “ 1 and Mν ‰ 0 ñ ν ĺ pp` 1´ nqχ1.

(Here, ĺ is the standard order on X associated to our choice of positive roots.) For
instance, the module M “ V bpp`1´nq satisfies these properties, so that T

µs8
λ0

is a

direct factor of the functor V bpp`1´nq b p´q. On the other hand, by construction

the functor E
ω`α0`αp´1`¨¨¨`αn`1
n ¨ ¨ ¨Eω`α0

p´1 Eω0 is also a direct factor of the functor

V bpp`1´nqbp´q. Hence using inclusion and projection we can construct a morphism
of functors

T
µs8
λ0

Ñ Eω`α0`αp´1`¨¨¨`αn`1
n ¨ ¨ ¨Eω`α0

p´1 Eω0 .

Now, using [J2, Proposition II.7.15] one can easily check that this morphism in-
duces an isomorphism on any simple object in Rep0pGq, which implies that it is an
isomorphism.

From these considerations we see that we can set

Ts8 :“ E
ω`αn`¨¨¨`αp´1

0 E
ω`αn`¨¨¨`αp´2

p´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Eω`αnn`1 Eωn ,

Ts8 :“ Fω`αnn F
ω`αn`αn`1

n`1 ¨ ¨ ¨F
ω`αn`¨¨¨`αp´1

p´1 F
ω`αn`¨¨¨`αp´1`α0

0 .
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The goal of Sections 7–8 is to show that, with these choices, if p ą n then
Conjecture 5.1 holds.

7. Restriction of the representation to pgln

From now on we assume that p ě n ě 3.6 Our goal in this section is to show

that the 2-representation of pglp considered in Section 6 can be “restricted” to a

2-representation of pgln. This technical result will simplify our computations in
Section 8.

A similar construction in a more general setting is due to Maksimau [Ma]. For
the reader’s convenience, we give a detailed proof.

7.1. Combinatorics. Since n ď p, we can view slnpCq as a Lie subalgebra of
slppCq consisting of matrices all of whose non-zero entries are in the first n rows
and columns. Since the trace form on slppCq restricts to the trace form on slnpCq,
this embedding extends in a natural way to an embedding psln Ă pslp of Lie algebras,

hence also to an embedding pgln Ă
pglp.

Consider the natural representation natn (resp. natp) of pgln (resp. pglp). The

restriction of natp to pgln via the above inclusion is isomorphic to the direct sum of
natn and infinitely many copies of the trivial representation. Hence the restriction

of
Źn

natp to pgln contains a summand
Źn

natn.

Let us describe this summand explicitly. The lattice of weights of pgln embeds in

a natural way in the lattice P of weights of pglp. Via this embedding, the pgln-weights
in natn are the weights of the form

tεi `mδ | 1 ď i ď n, m P Zu Ă P.

If we write nat
rns
p Ă natp for the sum of the weight spaces corresponding to these

weights, then this subspace is stable under the action of the Lie subalgebra pgln Ă
pglp, and we have a canonical identification natn “ nat

rns
p .

Similarly, let us consider the weights

(7.1)

#

n
ÿ

i“1

niεi `mδ : ni P Zě0,
n
ÿ

i“1

ni “ n, m P Z

+

Ă P.

Then if p
Źn

natpq
rns Ă

Źn
natp is the sum of the weight spaces corresponding to

these weights, it is easy to see that p
Źn

natpq
rns is stable under the action of pgln

and that we have a canonical identification
ľ

n natn “ p
ľ

n natpq
rns.

Of course the inclusion pgln Ă
pglp is not compatible with the Chevalley elements

associated with the affine vertex 0 unless n “ p. For this reason, to avoid confusion

the affine vertex for pgln will be denoted 8 instead of 0. The image of e8 and f8
in pglp are complicated commutators; however, one may express their action on the

summand nat
rns
p Ă natp in terms of the Chevalley elements of pglp as follows:

e8 Ø e0ep´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ en`1en, f8 Ø fnfn`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fp´1f0.

6See Remark 1.10(1) for comments on this restriction.
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(In other words, the complicated commutator expressing the image of e8 in pglp has

many terms which act by zero on nat
rns
p Ă natp, and the above expression is all

that remains.)

7.2. Categorifying the combinatorics. We now explain how the previous con-
struction can be categorified. As in §6.3 we set G “ GLnpkq, and let

ReprnspGq Ă ReppGq

denote the direct sum of the blocks corresponding to the weights in (7.1). We define

functors rEi : ReprnspGq Ñ ReprnspGq for i P t1, . . . , n´ 1,8u as follows:

rEi :“ Ei|ReprnspGq for 1 ď i ď n´ 1;

rFi :“ Fi|ReprnspGq for 1 ď i ď n´ 1;

rE8 :“ pE0Ep´1 . . . En`1Enq|ReprnspGq;

rF8 :“ pFnFn`1 . . . Fp´1F0q|ReprnspGq.

(It is immediate to check that these functors preserve the subcategory ReprnspGq.)
Using the adjunctions pEj , Fjq for all j P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p ´ 1u we obtain adjunctions

p rEi, rFiq for all i P t1, . . . , n ´ 1,8u. From Proposition 6.5 and the considerations
of §7.1 we deduce the following.

Lemma 7.1. On the Grothendieck group rReprnspGqs, the exact functors rEi and rFi
(i P t1, . . . , n´ 1,8u) induce an action of pgln. Moreover, the resulting pgln-module
is (canonically) isomorphic to

Źn
natn.

The goal of the rest of the section is to show that these functors (together with ex-

tra data to be defined below) endow ReprnspGq with a structure of 2-representation

of Uppglnq.

7.3. First relations. Some of our computations below will require an induction
on n. So, for now we consider an integer m with 3 ď m ď p. Let us consider the

following subsets of the set P of weights of pglp:

P` :“

#

p
ÿ

i“1

niεi ` kδ : ni P Zě0, k P Z

+

,

Ym :“

#

m
ÿ

i“1

niεi ` kδ : ni P Z, k P Z

+

.

We denote by U`ppglpq the quotient of Uppglpq by the objects which do not belong

to P`. In other words, 2-morphisms in U`ppglpq are obtained from the 2-morphisms

in Uppglpq by quotienting by the 2-morphisms which contain a region labelled by an
element λ P P r P` (or equivalently which factor through a 1-morphism factoring
through an object λ P P rP`). Note that in the 2-representation of Theorem 6.13,
the category attached to a weight λ P P r P` is the zero category; therefore this

2-representation of Uppglpq factors through a 2-representation of U`ppglpq.
In the lemmas below, by abuse we sometimes use the diagrams for 2-morphisms

in Uppglpq to denote their image in U`ppglpq.
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For γ P P , we now set

(7.2) E8m1γ :“ E0Ep´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Em1γ , F8m1γ :“ FmFm`1 ¨ ¨ ¨Fp´1F01γ .

The corresponding identity 2-morphisms (in Uppglpq) are denoted as follows:

8m

γ
“

0 p ´ 1 m ` 1 m

. . . γ
,

8m

γ :“

0p ´ 1m ` 1m

. . . γ .

(If m “ p, we interpret these diagrams as just an arrow labelled 0.) We define

crossing 2-morphisms in Uppglpq involving this new element and i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m ´ 1u
as follows:

i 8m

γ
:“

i

. . .

. . .

m0

γ
,

i8m

γ
:“

i

. . .

. . .

0 m

γ
,

8m 8m

γ
:“ p´1qp´m

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

m0m0

γ
.

(Note the sign in the last definition.) Finally, we set

‚

8m

γ
:“

0

‚

p ´ 1 m ` 1 m

. . . γ
.

Lemma 7.2. For any γ P P , in Uppglpq we have

8m 8m

γ
“ 0.

Proof. We prove the claim by downward induction on m. If m “ p then the relation
is an instance of (6.13). Now assume that m ă p. Then we have

8m 8m

γ
“

8m`1 m 8m`1 m

γ p˚q
“ ´

‚

mm

γ

`
‚

mm

γ

,

where in p˚q we have used relation (6.13) for all crossings between the strand la-
belled by m and the strands (labelled by 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m ` 1) in the decomposition of
the strand 8m`1. Now both terms in the right-hand side vanish, by induction and
relation (6.13) respectively. �
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Lemma 7.3. For any γ P Ym, in U`ppglpq we have

8m m ´ 1 8m

γ “

8m m ´ 1 8m

γ `

8m m ´ 1 8m

γ .

Proof. We prove the formula by downward induction on m. If m “ p, then the
relation is an instance of (6.14). Now assume that m ă p. We have

8m m ´ 1 8m

γ
“ ´

8m`1 m ´ 1 8m`1m m

γ
“ ´

m ´ 1m m

γ

“

8mm ´ 18m

γ
´

m ´ 1m m

γ
,

where the second equality uses many instances of the second case in (6.14), and the
third one uses the first case in (6.14) and the fact that tm,m´1 “ 1. Now we can
use induction (since γ ` αm ` αm´1 belongs to Ym`1) to write

´

m ´ 1m m

γ
“ ´

m ´ 1m m

γ
`

m ´ 1m m

γ
.

By (6.13), the second term on the right-hand side is the desired term in the equality

of the lemma. The first term vanishes in U`ppglpq since it contains a region labelled
by

γ`αm`αm´1`2pα0`αp´1`¨ ¨ ¨`αm`1q “ γ`pεm`1´εm´1q`2pδ`ε1´εm`1q,

which does not belong to P`. �

Lemma 7.4. For any γ P Ym, in U`ppglpq we have

8m 8m 8m

γ “

8m 8m 8m

γ .

Proof. Once again we use downward induction on m. If m “ p then the equality
is an instance of the second case in (6.14). Now we assume that m ă p. Then we
have

8m 8m 8m

γ “ ´

8m`1 8m`1 8m`1

γ ,
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where the green strands are labelled by m. Using Lemma 7.3 (which is possible
since γ ` 2αm belongs to Ym`1), then Lemma 7.2 to omit the second term in the
equality we obtain, and finally several instances of the second case in (6.14), we see
that

8m`1 8m`1 8m`1

γ “

8m`1 8m`1 8m`1

γ .

Then we can use induction (which again is possible since γ`3αm belongs to Ym`1),
and again several instances of the second case in (6.14), to see that the equality
one needs to conclude is

8m`1

γ “

8m`1

γ .

In fact this equality follows from the first case in (6.14) applied to the strands
labelled m` 1 and m, remarking that the term coming from the right-hand side in
this equality vanishes by the first case in (6.13). �

The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of relation (6.14); details
are left to the reader. (In this case we do not need any restriction on γ, and do not

have to work in U`ppglpq.)

Lemma 7.5. For any γ P P , in Uppglpq we have

1 8m 1

γ “

1 8m 1

γ `

1 8m 1

γ .

Lemma 7.6. For any γ P P , in Uppglpq we have

m ´ 1 8m m ´ 1

γ “

m ´ 1 8m m ´ 1

γ ´

m ´ 1 8m m ´ 1

γ .

Proof. If m “ p then this relation is an instance of the first case in (6.14). If
m ď p´ 1, it suffices to write the strand labelled 8m as a combination of strands
labelled by 8m`1 and m, to apply the first case in (6.14) to the strands labelled m
and m´ 1, and then to use the second cases in (6.13) and in (6.14); details are left
to the reader. �

Lemma 7.7. For any γ P Ym, in U`ppglpq we have

8m 1 8m

γ “

8m 1 8m

γ ´

8m 1 8m

γ .
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Proof. We prove the formula once again by downward induction on m. If m “ p,
then the relation is an instance of the first case in (6.14). Now assume that m ă p.
We have

8m 1 8m

γ
“ ´

8m`1 1 8m`1m m

γ

“ ´

1m m

γ
`

1m m

γ

by induction (which is applicable since γ ` 2αm P Ym`1). In the final expression,
using repeatedly the second case in (6.14) we see that the first term coincides with
the first term in the right-hand side of the equality we wish to prove. Now, consider
the second term. Using Lemma 7.6 and the second case in (6.13), we see that to
conclude it suffices to prove that

m 8m`1 m

γ “ 0

in U`ppglpq. This follows from the fact that

γ ` pα0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αm`1q “ γ ` pδ ` ε1 ´ εm`1q

does not belong to P`. �

We finish this subsection with two lemmas proving some relations involving dots.

Lemma 7.8. For any γ P Ym, in U`ppglpq we have:

‚
8m 8m

γ

´

‚

8m 8m

γ

“

‚

8m 8m

γ

´ ‚
8m 8m

γ

“

8m8m

γ

.

Proof. We prove the second equality; the proof of the first one is similar. By
definition we have

‚

8m 8m

γ

´ ‚
8m 8m

γ

“ ´

‚

8m`18m`1

γ

` ‚

8m`18m`1

γ

,

where the green strands are labelled by m. Using the second case in (6.12) to pull
the green dot through the black strand, and then the first case in (6.12), we see
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that the right-hand side is equal to

´

8m`1 8m`1

γ “

8m8m

γ

´

8m`1 8m`1

γ ,

where the equality follows from Lemma 7.3. (This result can be applied because
γ`αm belongs to Ym`1.) To conclude it suffices to remark that the rightmost term

vanishes in U`ppglpq since it contains a region labelled by

γ ` αm ` 2pαm`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` α0q “ γ ` pεm`1 ´ εmq ` 2pδ ` ε1 ´ εm`1q,

which does not belong to P`. �

The following lemma shows that, in the definition of the dotted arrow labelled
by 8m, we could have put the dot on any strand.

Lemma 7.9. For any γ P Ym, in U`ppglpq we have

0

‚

p ´ 1 m ` 1 m

. . . γ
“

0

‚

p ´ 1 m ` 1 m

. . . γ
“ ¨ ¨ ¨ “

0

‚

p ´ 1 m ` 1 m

. . . γ
.

Proof. If m “ p there is nothing to prove. So, we assume that m ď p´ 1.
Note that, for any k P tm, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p´ 1u, the weight

γ ` αm ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αk´1 ` αk`1 “

#

γ ` εk ´ εm ` εk`2 ´ εk`1 if k ď p´ 2

γ ` εp´1 ´ εm ` pδ ´ εp ` ε1q if k “ p´ 1

does not belong to P` (where αp :“ α0). Hence, using relation (6.13) we deduce

that in U rnsppglpq we have

0 “

0 m

. . . . . . γ

k

“ tk`1,k

0 m

. . . . . .‚ γ

k

` tk,k`1

0 m

. . . . . .‚ γ

k

(where tp,p´1 :“ t0,p´1 and tp´1,p :“ tp´1,0). The lemma now follows because
tij “ ´tji if i— j. �

7.4. Restriction of the 2-representation to Uppglnq. From now on we restrict to
the case m “ n, and write 8 for 8n. We define the “cup” and “cap” 2-morphisms
as follows:

γ
8

“
. . . . . .

n00n

γ ,
γ

8

“
. . . . . .

0nn0

γ
.

We will view t1, . . . , n´ 1,8u as a quiver as follows:

(7.3)

1 2 n´ 1

8

. . .
.
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We extend the definition of our scalars tij P t˘1u to i, j P t1, . . . , n ´ 1,8u as
follows:

tij “

#

´1 if iÑ j;

1 if j Ñ i or i {— j.

(This is clearly consistent with the notation from §6.4.2.)

Associated with these scalars we have the 2-category Uppglnq as in [Br] (i.e. as
in §6.4.5 with p replaced by n). Recall that our goal is to define a “restriction” of

the 2-representation of Uppglpq (or in fact, as noticed above, of U`ppglpq) considered

in Theorem 6.13 to Uppglnq. In view of this, to a weight γ for pgln we associate
the category RınpγqpGq if γ is a weight of

Źn
natn (which we view as an element

in P in the obvious way, see §7.1) or 0 otherwise. To a generator Ei1γ (with
i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1u) we associate the action on RınpγqpGq of the element denoted

similarly in Uppglpq via the action of Theorem 6.13 (or 0). When i “ 8 we proceed
similarly, using the 1-morphism E81γ defined in (7.2) (in the case m “ n). Finally,

to the various generating 2-morphisms of Uppglnq we associate the action of the

corresponding 2-morphisms in U`ppglpq via this same action of Theorem 6.13 (or 0).
The main result of the present section is the following.

Theorem 7.10. These data define a 2-representation of Uppglnq.

Proof. A large part of the work in view of proving Theorem 7.10 has been done

in §7.3. In fact, we first need to check that, in our action on ReprnspGq, the
generating 2-morphisms satisfy relations (6.12)–(6.14). Of course, it will suffice to

prove that these relations hold in U`ppglpq. To check one relation below we will use
the following notation:

γ :“

p ´ 1 p ´ 2 n ` 1 n

. . . γ
.

(We interpret the right-hand side as an empty diagram in case n “ p.)

Relation (6.12) follows directly from the corresponding relation in Uppglpq in the
case i ‰ j or i “ j ‰ 8. And the case i “ j “ 8 has been checked in Lemma 7.8.

Now we consider relation (6.13). If neither i nor j is 8 then the relation follows

directly from the corresponding relation in Uppglpq. Similarly, the relation is clear if
i or j is 8 and the other label belongs to t2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 2u. The case i “ j “ 8 has
been checked in Lemma 7.2.

The remaining cases are i “ 8, j P t1, n´ 1u and i P t1, n´ 1u, j “ 8. We do
the case i “ 1, j “ 8 and leave the (very similar) other cases to the reader:

1 8

γ
“

01

γ
“

01

γ
“ t1,0

1 8

‚ γ

` t0,1
1 8

‚γ
.

Here the second equality follows from the second case in (6.13), and the third
equality uses the third case in relation (6.13) and Lemma 7.9. We conclude using
the fact that t1,0 “ t1,8 and t0,1 “ t8,1.
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Next we consider relation (6.14). If i, j, and k all belong to t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1u, the

desired relation follows from the corresponding relation in Uppglpq. If i ‰ k, then

the relation is also a direct consequence of the corresponding relation in Uppglpq. If
i “ k {— j and j ‰ i, the relation is also easy to check. The remaining cases are as
follows:

‚ i “ j “ k “ 8: this case was checked in Lemma 7.4;
‚ i “ k “ 8 and j “ n´ 1: this case was checked in Lemma 7.3;
‚ i “ k “ 8 and j “ 1: this case was checked in Lemma 7.7;
‚ i “ k “ 1 and j “ 8: this case was checked in Lemma 7.5;
‚ i “ k “ n´ 1, j “ 8: this case was checked in Lemma 7.6.

To conclude the proof we observe that, as explained in the proof of Theorem 6.13,
once the relations (6.12)–(6.14) are established the other relations follow automat-
ically by general results due to (Chuang–)Rouquier. �

8. From categorical pgln-actions to DBS-modules

In this section we continue with the setting of Sections 6–7, and we assume that
p ą n ě 3.

8.1. Strategy. Our goal now is to finally prove that the categorical pgln-action on

ReprnspGq obtained from Theorem 7.10 induces an action of DBS on Rep0pGq, where
the weight λ0 is chosen as in §6.4.8. In particular, this will prove Conjecture 5.1 in
this case (see Remark 5.2(7)).

First, we consider a quotient of the 2-category Uppglnq defined as follows. We

denote by U rnsppglnq the 2-category obtained from Uppglnq by quotienting the 2-
morphisms by those which contain a region labelled by a weight which is not of the
form

n
ÿ

i“1

niεi `mδ with ni P Zě0,
n
ÿ

i“1

ni “ n, and m P Z.

Using conventions similar to those in Section 7, we will denote in the same way

a morphism in Uppglnq and its image in U rnsppglnq. By construction (see §7.1),

the 2-representation of Uppglnq considered in Theorem 7.10 factors through a 2-

representation of U rnsppglnq.
Recall now the category DBS defined in §4.2. We set

ω :“ ε1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` εn.

Then Rep0pGq is the category attached to ω in the 2-representation of U rnsppglnq
under consideration. Hence to conclude our proof it suffices to construct a strict
monoidal functor

σ : DBS Ñ EndUrnsp pglnq
pωq

sending, for each s P S, the object Bs to the corresponding functor TsT
s as defined

in §6.4.8.
For this we identify the set S of simple reflections in W with the set t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´

1,8u in such a way that any j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1u corresponds to the transposition
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sn´j , and that 8 corresponds to the unique simple reflection in S r Sf . Then, our
requirement on images of objects Bs forces us to define σ on objects as follows7:

Bpi1,¨¨¨ ,irqxky ÞÑ
. . .

i1 ir

ω .

On the “dot” and trivalent morphisms, σ is defined as follows:

‚

i

ÞÑ ω

i

,
‚

i

ÞÑ ω

i

,

i

ÞÑ ω

ii

,

i

ÞÑ
ω

i

i

.

For i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´1,8u with i {— j (in the quiver described in (7.3)), σ is defined
as follows:

i j
ÞÑ

i j

ω

Finally, for i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´1,8u with j Ñ i (again in the quiver described in (7.3)),
we define σ by:

i j

ÞÑ ´

ω

i j i

,

j i

ÞÑ ´ ω

j i j

.

(Here and below, all the 2-morphisms in Uppglnq we consider are as defined in [Br],
and we use the same notation.)

The main result of this section, which finishes the proof of Conjecture 5.1 in this
case is the following.

Theorem 8.1. The above assignment defines a strict monoidal functor

σ : DBS Ñ EndUrnsp pglnq
pωq.

Remark 8.2. The constructions in this section are inspired by a similar construc-
tion performed in [MT1, MT2] (following earlier work on the analogous finite case
in [MSV]). However these authors use a different choice of constants tij ; therefore we
provide a complete proof (which is slightly different from the proof in [MT1, MT2]).

To prove Theorem 8.1 the strategy is clear: we have a list of relations defining
DBS as described in [EW2], and we need to verify that these relations are satisfied
in EndUrnsp pglnq

pωq by the images of these morphisms.

7In what follows, in U rnsppglnq, an upward arrow will most of the time have a downward arrow

labelled by the same element on its left; we indicate the label only once for simplicity.
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8.2. Preliminary lemmas. For future reference, we first record the “sign rules”
from [Br, (2.2), (2.9), (5.7), (5.8)]

Lemma 8.3. For i, j P t1, . . . , n´1,8u we have the following sign rules in Uppglnq:

i j

λ
“

i j

λ
, λ

j

i

“
λ

j

i

,(8.1)

λ

ji

“ tji λ

ji

,
i

j

λ “ tji
i

j

λ ,(8.2)

ij

λ
“ tij

ij

λ
,

i

j

λ
“ tij

i

λ

j

,(8.3)

ij

λ “
ij

λ ,
i

λ

j

“
i

λ

j

.(8.4)

We also recall that we do not have to distinguish on which side of a cup or cap
a dot is put; see [Br, (2.1), (5.6)]; we will therefore sometimes write this dot in the
middle.

The following relations (in Uppglnq) for i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1,8u with i ‰ j are
equivalent to the relation in [Br, (1.19)]:

(8.5)

i

j

λ “

i

j

λ ,

i

j

λ “

i

j

λ

The following relation (again in Uppglnq), for i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1,8u with i— j,
is a special case of [Br, Corollary 3.4] (taking into account [Br, (3.9)]):

(8.6)

i

i

ω ` αi ` αj “

i

i

ω ` αi ` αj ´

i

i

ω ` αi ` αj

Lemma 8.4. For i, j, k P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u, in U rnsppglnq we have:

(8.7)

i j k

ω

“

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

´tij
i j k

ω

if i “ k and k— j,

0 otherwise.

Proof. This follows from (6.14), using the fact that the first term in the left-hand

side in this equation vanishes in U rnsppglnq since it contains a region labelled by
ω ` 2αi. �
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Lemma 8.5. For any i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u, in U rnsppglnq we have:

ω ` αi

i

i

“ ‚2

ω ` αi

i

i

`
‚

ω ` αi

i

i

` ‚
ω ` αi

i

i

Proof. By [Br, Corollary 3.4], in Uppglnq we have

ω ` αi “ ‚´2

ω ` αi

`
‚

ω ` αi ` ‚
ω ` αi ´ ω ` αi

(where all strands have color i). Then we notice that the left-hand side has a region

labelled by ω` 2αi, hence it vanishes in U rnsppglnq. Using the definition of negative
dots in [Br, (3.9), (3.3)], what remains is precisely the relation in the lemma. �

Lemma 8.6. Let i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u with iÑ j. Then in U rnsppglnq we have:

(8.8)

i i

ω ` αj
“

i i

ω ` αj
.

Proof. Using [Br, (3.17), (3.8)] we have in Uppglnq:

i i

ω ` αj
“

i i

ω ` αj
´

i i

ω ` αj
.

Then we observe that the left-hand side vanishes in U rnsppglnq since it contains a
region labelled by ω ` αj ´ αi. �

8.3. Polynomials. As explained in Remark 4.3, the elements of R, considered as
morphisms in DBS, can be expressed in terms of dot morphisms. The fact that this
indeed defines an action of R follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 8.7. For any i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u, we have

σ

¨

˝

‚

‚

‚

‚

i j

˛

‚“ σ

¨

˝

‚

‚

‚

‚

j i

˛

‚

Proof. Of course, there is noting to prove if i “ j. Hence from now on we assume

that i ‰ j. We observe that, by [Br, (1.19)] and then Lemma 8.3, in Uppglnq we
have

i

ω

j
“

i

ω

j
“ tj,i

i

ω

j

.
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By [Br, (2.7)], this last expression is equal to

(8.9)
i

j

ω

if i {— j, and to

(8.10) ´

‚

i

j

ω

`

‚

i

j

ω

if i— j.
On the other hand, for similar reasons we have

i

ω

j
“

i

ω

j
“ ti,j

i

ω

j

.

Using (6.13), this last expression is equal to (8.9) if i {— j, and to (8.10) if i— j,
which completes the proof. �

8.4. One color relations. The next relations we must consider are the one color
relations. We remark that the Frobenius relations are immediate from the zigzag

relations in Uppglnq (see [Br, (1.5) and Theorem 4.3]), or in other words from the
fact that the dot and trivalent morphisms are induced by some adjunctions, see
Remark 5.2(4). Next, the needle relation (i.e. the relation described in [EW2,
(5.5)]) follows from the relation

ω ` αi
i “ 0

in Uppglnq, which is an application of [Br, (3.6)] since xω ` αi, hiy “ 2.
The polynomial sliding relation (see [EW2, (5.2)]) follows from Lemmas 8.8, 8.9

and 8.10 below, see Remark 4.3.

Lemma 8.8. For any i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u we have

σ

¨

˝

‚

‚

`

‚

‚

˛

‚“ 2 σ

¨

˝

‚
‚

˛

‚

(where all strands have label i).

Proof. By Lemma 8.5, in U rnsppglnq we have

(8.11)

ω

“ ‚

ω

2 ` ‚

ω

`
‚

ω

“ ‚
ω

2 ` 2 ‚
ω

.
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Similarly, in U rnsppglnq we have

ω “ ‚
ω

2 ` 2 ‚
ω

.

On the other hand, again by Lemma 8.5, in U rnsppglnq we have

(8.12)
ω

“ ‚
ω

2 ` ‚
ω

` ‚
ω

.

We deduce that in U rnsppglnq we have

ω

` ω “ 2 ω ,

which is the desired equality. �

Lemma 8.9. For any i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u with i— j we have:

σ

¨

˚

˚

˝

‚

‚

j i

` ‚
‚

i

˛

‹

‹

‚

“ σ

¨

˚

˚

˝

‚

‚

i i

`

‚

‚

i j

˛

‹

‹

‚

.

Proof. Applying the relations (8.5), (8.1) and (8.3), and then (6.13) and [Br, (1.21)],
we have, since tijt

´1
ji “ ´1,

ω

i

j “ t´1
ji

i

ω

j
“

i

j

‚
ω

´
‚
ω

i

.

Similarly, using [Br, (2.7)] we have:

i

j

ω

“

i

j

‚
ω

´

i

‚
ω

.

Hence in U rnsppglnq we have

ω

i

j ´

i

j

ω

“

i

‚
ω

´
‚

i

ω

“

i

i

ω

´

i

i

ω

by (8.11) and (8.12). This is easily seen to imply the relation in the lemma. �

The proof of the following lemma is similar to (and in fact simpler than) that of
Lemma 8.9; it is therefore left to the reader.
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Lemma 8.10. For any i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u with i ‰ j and i {— j we have:

σ

¨

˚

˚

˝

‚

‚

j i

˛

‹

‹

‚

“ σ

¨

˚

˚

˝

‚

‚

i j

˛

‹

‹

‚

.

8.5. Cyclicity. Now we prove that the images under σ of the 4-valent and 6-valent
vertices are cyclic. The case of the 4-valent vertices is easy, and left to the reader.
So, we concentrate on the 6-valent vertices.

We fix i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u with j Ñ i. Then in Uppglnq we have

j i j

ω

“

j i j

ω

“
ω

j i j

where the first equality uses each of the four sign rules in Lemma 8.3 once, and the
second equality follows from (8.2) and (8.4).

Using similar computations, we have

i ij

ω

“

i ij

ω

“
ω

iji

.

These relations imply that indeed the 6-valent vertices are cyclic.

8.6. Jones–Wenzl relations. Now we turn to the Jones–Wenzl relations, i.e. the
relations described in [EW2, (5.7)]. In our specific situation, these relations are
described in the following proposition.

Proposition 8.11. Let i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u with i ‰ j.

(1) If i {— j we have:

σ

¨

˚

˝

‚

i j

˛

‹

‚

“ σ

¨

˝
‚

i j

˛

‚.

(2) If i— j we have:

σ

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

‚

i j i

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

“ σ

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

‚

i j i

`

‚

‚

i j

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

.

Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 8.3, (8.5) and (6.13); details are left to the reader.
Now we consider (2). We treat the cases iÑ j and j Ñ i separately.
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Case 1: j Ñ i. The left-hand side of the desired equality is

´

ω

i j i

(8.3)
“ ´t´1

ji

ω

i j i

(8.7)
“ tijt

´1
ji

ω

i j i

(8.6)`(8.4)`(8.5)
“ ´tijt

´1
ji

ω

i j i

` tijt
´1
ji

ω

i j i

(8.5)`(8.2)
“

ω

i j i

` tij

ω

i j i

(where in the fourth equality we also use that tijt
´1
ji “ ´1).

The first term is as expected. We simplify the second term further as follows:

tij

ω

i j i

(8.8)
“ tij

ω

i j i

(8.2)`(8.4)`(8.5)
“

ω

i j i

.

Hence we are done in this case.
Case 2: iÑ j. Using (8.3) and the third case in (6.13), we see that

´

ω

i j i

“ ´t´1
ji tji

‚ ω

i j i

.

(In fact, the second term coming from the application of (6.13) vanishes due to the
first case in (6.13).) Now, using (6.12), the same vanishing property as above, and
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the sign rule (8.2), we see that the right-hand side here is equal to

(8.13)

ω

i j i

(8.6)
“

ω

i j i

´

ω

i j i

.

We now analyze the second term in the right-hand side of (8.13). Using the sign
rules (8.1), (8.2) and (8.3) and (8.5), we see that

´

ω

i j i

“ ´t´1
ij tji

ω

i j i

“

ω

i j i

.

Finally we analyze the first term in the right-hand side of (8.13). Here we use (8.6)

(in which the left-hand side vanishes in U rnsppglnq in case i Ñ j since it contains a
region labelled by ω ` 2αi ` αj) and then the sign rule (8.1) and (8.5), to see that

ω

i j i

“

ω

i j i

“

ω

i j i

.

The proposition is proved. �

8.7. Two color associativity. We now turn to the “two color associativity” re-
lations, see [EW2, (5.6)]. As for the Jones–Wenzl relations, these relations are
associated with pairs pi, jq of elements in t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u with i ‰ j. In the case
when i {— j, these relations are easy and left to the reader. Now we assume that
i— j.

Once one has the Jones-Wenzl relations and the one colour relations, one can
check that the two color associativity relations associated with the pair pi, jq is
implied by the following relation:

j i j i

“

j i j i

(8.14)
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(see e.g. [EK, Example 3.7]). If we denote the left hand side of (8.14) by a box, it
is easy to see, using cyclicity, that this relation is equivalent to the relation:

i j i j

“

jiji

.(8.15)

In order to prove this relation we need some preparatory lemmas.

Lemma 8.12. Suppose that i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u and that j Ñ i.

(1) In U rnsppglnq we have

i i

ω ` 2αi ` αj
“

‚
‚

i

i

ω ` 2αi ` αj `R(8.16)

where R is a linear combination of terms of the form
f

i

ω ` 2αi ` αj

and
f 1

i

ω ` 2αi ` αj for some f P Hompid, EiFiq and f 1 P HompEiFi, idq.

(2) In U rnsppglnq we have

i i

ω ´ αi ` αj
“

‚
‚

i

i

ω ` 2αi ` αj `R(8.17)

where R is a linear combination of terms of the form
f

i

ω ` 2αi ` αj
and

f 1

i

ω ` 2αi ` αj for some f P Hompid, FiEiq and f 1 P HompFiEi, idq.

Proof. We remark that in U rnsppglnq we have

i i

ω ` 2αi ` αj
“ 0

since this diagram contains a region labelled by ω ` 3αi ` αj . Then (8.16) follows
from [Br, (3.16)]. (In our case we have xω ` 2αi ` αj , hiy “ 3.)

The proof of (8.17) is similar, using [Br, (3.17)] instead of [Br, (3.16)]. �
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Lemma 8.13. Suppose that i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1,8u and that j Ñ i. Then in

U rnsppglnq we have

(8.18) ω ` αj

ii

i i

“ ω ` αj

ii

i i

.

Proof. By (8.16), in U rnsppglnq we have

ω ` αj‚‚

i i

i i

“ ω ` αj

i i

i i

.

(The terms denoted R in (8.16) do not contribute by the first case in (6.13) and
its “reversed” counterpart [Br, (2.7)].) On the other hand, by the nil Hecke rela-
tions (6.12) and (6.13) and their “reversed” counterparts (see [Br, (2.6)–(2.7)]), in

Uppglnq we have:

ω ` αj‚‚

i i

i i

“ ω ` αj

ii

i i

Combining these equalities gives (8.18). �

Lemma 8.14. Suppose that i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1,8u and that j Ñ i. Then in

U rnsppglnq we have:

(8.19)

ii

ii

ω ` αj “

ii

ii

ω ` αj .

Proof. First we note that, by [Br, (3.17)], in Uppglnq we have

(8.20)

i

i

ω ` αj “

i

i

ω ` αj ´

i

i

ω ` αj .
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Using the first case in (6.13), we deduce that

ω ` αj

i i

i

(8.20)
“ ´ ω ` αj

i i

i

p˚q
“ ´ ω ` αj

i i

i

(8.6)
“ ω ` αj

i i

i

,

where p˚q follows from [Br, (2.4)]. Attaching a rightward cap to the top right strand
and a rightward cup to bottom left strand and using [Br, (1.6) & (1.13)], we also
obtain that

ω ` αi ` αj

i i

i

“ ω ` αi ` αj

i i

i

.

Using these relations (and again (6.13) and its “reversed” counterpart [Br, (2.7)])

we see that the left diagram in (8.19) (seen in U rnsppglnq) is equal to

ii

ii

ω ` αj
(8.17)
“ ‚

‚

ii

ii

ω ` αj “ ‚
‚

ii

ii

ω ` αj

“

ii

ii

ω ` αj ,

where the last equality follows from (6.12) and [Br, (2.6)]. This finishes the proof.
�

We can finally prove (8.15).

Proof of (8.15). We proceed as follows: we first simplify the picture for the box
in (8.15), and then check the relation on this simplified picture.
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Case 1: j Ñ i. The left hand side of (8.14) is:

ω

j i j i

i j i j

(8.5)
“ ω

j i j i

i j i j

p˚q
“ ω

j i j i

i j i j

(8.2)`(8.3)
“ t´1

ij tji
ω

j i j i

i j i j

(8.18)
“ t´1

ij tji
ω

j i j i

i j i j

.

Here, p˚q follows from [Br, (1.20)], which allows to omit the central bubble.
Using this description of the box in (8.15), it is a matter of bookkeeping to check

that the relation holds. For instance, using the relations (8.1)–(8.4) exactly once
on each side (and the fact that any part of a diagram involving only one color is
isotopy-invariant), one can check that both sides in (8.15) are equal to

jj

jji

i

i

i

ω ,

hence that they coincide.
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Case 2: iÑ j. The left hand side of (8.14) is

ω

j i j i

i j i j

(8.5)`(8.2)`(8.3)
“ tjit

´1
ij

ω

j i j i

i j i j

(8.19)
“ tjit

´1
ij

ω

j i j i

i j i j

.

(Here, the second equality again also uses the fact that the central part of the
diagram involving only j is isotopy-invariant.) Using this expression for the box
in (8.15), it is again bookkeeping to check that the relation holds. �

8.8. Zamolodchikov (three colour) relations. The Zamolodchikov relations
are associated with triples pi, j, kq of pairwise distinct elements of t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´1,8u,
see [EW2, (5.8)–(5.12)]. The precise form of the relation depends on the type of the
parabolic subgroup of W generated by si, sj and sk. The cases when this subgroup
is of type A1 ˆA1 ˆA1 or A2 ˆA1 are easy, and left to the reader. (In fact, in

these cases, the relation follows from the observation that in Uppglnq one can pull a
strand labelled i through any crossing of strands labelled j and k if i {— j, i ‰ j,
i {— k and i ‰ k; see Lemma 8.15 below and its proof.)

Now we consider the case when the subgroup is of type A3. To fix notation, we
assume that i— j— k and i ‰ k. In this case, using cyclicity, the relation (stated
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in [EW2, (5.10)]) can be equivalently formulated as the following equality:

j

i

k

k

i

j

j

i

k

k

i

j

“

j

i

k

k

i

j

j

i

k

k

i

j

.(8.21)

It can be easily checked that if this relation is known for a triple pi, j, kq as above,
then the relation follows for the triple pk, j, iq. Hence it suffices to consider the case

k Ñ j Ñ i. Moreover, if we denote the left hand side in (8.21) by Z , then we

can restate this relation as the following equality:

Z

j

i

k

k

i

j

j

i

k

k

i

j

“ Z

j

i

k

k

i

j

j

i

k

k

i

j

.(8.22)

This is the relation that we will check below (in the case k Ñ j Ñ i); this will finish
the proof of Theorem 8.1.

We start with some preliminary lemmas. In the first statement, i, j, k are arbi-
trary elements of t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u.
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Lemma 8.15. For i, j, k P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1,8u, in Uppglnq we have

i j k

λ
“

i j k

λ
unless i “ k and i— j;(8.23)

i j k

λ “

i j k

λ unless i “ k and i— j;(8.24)

i j

k

λ “

i j

k

λ unless j “ k and k— i;(8.25)

i

j

k

λ “ ˘

i

j

k

λ unless i “ j “ k;(8.26)

i

j

k

λ “ ˘

i

j

k

λ unless i “ j “ k;(8.27)

i

j k

λ “ ˘

i

j k

λ unless i “ j and j— k;(8.28)

i

j

k

λ “ ˘

i

j

k

λ unless i “ j and j— k;(8.29)

ij

k

λ “ ˘

ij

k

λ unless j “ k and k— i.(8.30)

Proof. Equality (8.23) is a special case of (6.14), (8.24) is a special case of [Br,
2.8] and (8.25) is a special case of [Br, (2.4)]. Equality (8.28) can be obtained
from (8.23) (applied to strands j, k an i from left to right) by adding a leftward
cup to the right and a leftward cap to the left. Equalities (8.29) and (8.30) can be
deduced from (8.24) by a similar procedure.
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To prove (8.26), we distinguish two cases. First, assume that j ‰ k. Then

i j k

λ (8.5)
“

i j k

λ
“

i j k

λ
“ ˘

i j k

λ

(8.23)
“ ˘

i j k

λ (8.5)
“ ˘

i j k

λ

Here we have used the zigzag relations [Br, (1.5),(4.8)] and the sign relations of
Lemma 8.3 multiple times.

Now, assume that j ‰ i. Then, by similar arguments, we have

kji

λ

“

kji

λ
“

kji

λ
“ ˘

kji

λ

(8.23)
“ ˘

kji

λ
“ ˘

kji

λ

Equality (8.27) can be proved similarly, starting from [Br, (2.8)] instead of (6.14);
details are left to the reader. �

Lemma 8.16. Assume that k Ñ j Ñ i. Then in Uppglnq we have

(8.31) ω ` αk ` 2αj

i

i

i

i

“ ´ ω ` αk ` 2αj

i

i

i

i
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Proof. Using [Br, (3.17)], then (6.14) (and its reversed counterpart [Br, (2.8)]) and
finally [Br, (3.16)] on both sides we see that

ω ` αk ` 2αj

i

i

i

i

“ ´ ω ` αk ` 2αj

i

i

i

i

“ ´ ω ` αk ` 2αj

i

i

i

i

“ ´ ω ` αk ` 2αj

i

i

i

i

.

�

Proof of (8.22) in the case k Ñ j Ñ i. We proceed as in the proof of the “2 color
associativity” relation: namely we first simplify the diagram for the box in (8.22),
and then check the relation with this simplified diagram.

The manipulations for this simplification are described in Figure 1. In these
manipulations we work “up to sign”, so that we do not need to be careful with the
sign relations in Lemma 8.3. More generally, this means that the diagrams become
isotopy-invariant.

Now we justify the various equalities:

‚ Equality (1) follows from 18 applications of the “Reidemester moves” of
Lemma 8.15 to move the vertical green strands to the right and the left of
the diagram.

‚ Equality (2) follows from (8.26) and (8.27), used to pull the black strands
through the crossings of red strands in the middle of the diagram.

‚ Equality (3) follows from [Br, (3.17)] (applied in the middle of the diagram,
for the weight ω ` αi ` αj ` αk and the color j).

‚ Equality (4) follows from the following manipulation together with its 180
degrees rotation (which can be checked similarly):

(8.5)
“

(8.26)
“ ˘

(8.28)
“ ˘ .

‚ To prove (5), on the right part of the diagram we use the relation

“ ` tij ,

see (6.14), and then check (using [Br, (3.16)] and then (6.13)) that the
term coming from the rightmost diagram vanishes. Then we do a similar
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˘

ikjikj

i k j i k j

p1q
“ ˘

ikjikj

i k j i k j

p2q
“ ˘

ikjikj

i k j i k j

p3q
“ ˘

ikjikj

i k j i k j

p4q
“ ˘

ikjikj

i k j i k j

p5q
“ ˘

ikjikj

i k j i k j

p6q
“ ˘

ikjikj

i k j i k j

p7q
“ ˘

ikjikj

i k j i k j

Figure 1. Manipulations for the proof of (8.22).

manipulation on the left part of the diagram using the reversed variants of
these relations, see [Br, (2.7), (2.8)].

‚ Equality (6) follows from Lemma 8.16.
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‚ In equality (7) we use the relation

(8.26)
“ ˘

(8.28)`(8.5)
“ ˘ ,

then the 180 degrees rotation of this equality (which follows from similar
manipulations), then the equalities

(8.26)
“ ˘

(8.23)
“

(8.27)
“

(8.25)`(8.5)
“

and the 180 degrees rotation of this relation (which again follows from
similar manipulations).

Finally we consider the last diagram in Figure 1 (without the sign, and not
considered “up to isotopy” anymore), and denote it Z 1. To prove (8.22), it suffices
to prove the similar relation where “Z” is replaced by “Z 1”. In this setting, if we
draw the right-hand side, we can first use the zigzag relations on the black strands
(corresponding to i), then on the green strands (corresponding to k), and finally on
the red strands (corresponding to j) to obtain the left-hand side. In this process
we use the sign relations from Lemma 8.3. In the first step, the corresponding
crossings involve colors which are either equal or distant, so no sign appears. In
the second step we use the relations

“ t´1
jk , and “ tkj .

And in the third step we use the relations

“ tjit
´1
kj , “ tjkt

´1
ij ,

“ t´1
ji , “ tij .

Hence all the signs cancel, and we obtain the desired relation. �
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Part 3. Relation to parity sheaves

Overview. This part is devoted to the proof of the relation between the dia-
grammatic Hecke category and parity complexes on flag varieties. Many proofs in
this section are similar to some proofs in Part 1. However we repeat most of the
details, for the benefit of readers interested in geometry of flag varieties but not
necessarily in representation theory of reductive groups.

In Section 9 we recall some notions related to (partial) flag varieties of a Kac–
Moody group G and to parity complexes on these varieties. In particular we intro-
duce and study the concept of “section of the !-flag”, which is an analogue for parity
complexes of the “sections of the ∇-flag” of tilting modules in Part 1. Using this
notion we prove Proposition 9.17, which explains how to “generate” morphisms
between “Bott–Samelson type” parity complexes and is the analogue for parity
complexes of Proposition 3.10.

In Section 10 we prove the main result of this part, namely an equivalence
between the diagrammatic Hecke category attached to G and the category of Borel-
equivariant parity complexes on the full flag variety of G . (This equivalence is
a generalization of Soergel’s description of the category of equivariant semisimple
complexes with complex coefficients on a flag variety in terms of Soergel bimodules.)
In particular, this provides a geometric description of the category D of Part 1.

Finally, in Section 11 we extend these constructions to some “Whittaker-type”
parity complexes, and derive a geometric description of the category Dasph of Part 1.

9. Parity complexes on flag varieties

9.1. Reminder on Kac–Moody groups and their flag varieties. Let A “

pai,jqi,jPI be a generalized Cartan matrix, with rows and columns parametrized by
a finite set I, and let pΛ, tαi : i P Iu, tα_i : i P Iuq be an associated Kac–Moody
root datum. In other words, Λ is a finitely generated free Z-module, tαi : i P Iu is
a collection of elements of Λ, tα_i : i P Iu is a collection of elements of HomZpΛ,Zq,
and we assume that

ai,j “ xα
_
i , αjy

for any i, j P I. To such a datum one can associate following Mathieu (see [Mat2,
p. 45]) a group ind-scheme GZ over Z. This group ind-scheme has a canonical Borel
subgroup BZ (which is a group subscheme) and a canonical maximal torus TZ,
whose group of characters is canonically isomorphic to Λ. For any subset J Ă I of
finite type we also have an associated parabolic subgroup PJ,Z Ă GZ, see [Mat1,
p. 61].

We let W be the Weyl group of GZ, S Ă W be the subset of simple reflections,
and ` be the corresponding length function. There exist canonical bijections I

„
ÝÑ S

and S
„
ÝÑ I, which will be denoted i ÞÑ si and s ÞÑ is. We also denote by ď the

Bruhat order on W . We will use the same terminology and notation as in Part 1
for the objects attached to the Coxeter group pW,Sq; see in particular §3.5 for the
notion of an expression.

Remark 9.1. (1) To be more precise, in [Mat2] Mathieu works under some
technical conditions on the Kac–Moody root datum; see also [Ti, §6.5]
or [Rs, Remarque 3.5] for a discussion of this condition. See [Ti, §6.8] for
a sketch of an argument explaining how to generalize this construction to
general Kac–Moody root data, and [Rs, §3.19] for more details.
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(2) As claimed in [Mat2] (and explained in more detail in [Rs, §3.8]), Math-
ieu’s construction generalizes the construction of split connected reductive
groups. In particular, the constructions in this part apply when G is a
connected reductive group.

(3) We work with Mathieu’s Kac–Moody groups and not with the version of
Tits (considered in particular in [Ku]) for two reasons. The first one is that
we need an algebro-geometric structure on the group itself (and not only
on its flag variety) in order to define convolution of parity complexes. The
second one is that we want to consider base fields of positive characteristic
also. (This case is crucial for the considerations in Section 11.)

We now fix an algebraically closed field L. We set

G :“ SpecpLqˆSpecpZqGZ, B :“ SpecpLqˆSpecpZqBZ, T :“ SpecpLqˆSpecpZqTZ.

Then G is a group ind-scheme over L, and B and T are group subschemes of G .
For any simple reflection s P S, we also set

Ps :“ SpecpLq ˆSpecpZq Ptisu,Z.

Let us briefly recall the construction of G and its flag variety X :“ G {B. By
Remark 9.1(1) one can assume that the technical conditions of [Mat2] are satisfied,
which we will do from now on. Choose λ P Λ such that xλ, α_i y ą 0 for any i P I,
and consider the corresponding integrable module Lpλq for the Lie agebra over L
associated with A (see [Mat1, p. 28] for the case charpLq “ 0, and [Mat1, p. 246]
for the general case, which is obtained by extension of scalars from an integral form
of the module in characteristic 0). Then Lpλq has a canonical B-module structure.
For w P W we denote by Lpλqwλ the weight space of Lpλq of weight wλ, and by
Ewpλq the B-submodule of Lpλq generated by Lpλqwλ. We set

Sw,λ :“ B ¨ Lpλqwλ Ă PpEwpλqq.

Then Sw,λ is a projective variety over L. Clearly S˝w,λ :“ B ¨ Lpλqwλ is an open

subvariety of Sw,λ, which can be seen to be isomorphic to the group denoted Upwq
in [Mat2, Lemme 4] (see in particular [Mat1, Lemme 133 on p. 247]), hence to an
affine space of dimension `pwq.

If v ď w there exists a natural closed embedding Sv,λ Ă Sw,λ, and we have

Sw,λ “
ğ

vďw

S˝v,λ

(see [Mat2, p. 65] for the case charpLq “ 0).
For any expression w “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sr we can consider the Bott–Samelson resolution

BSpwq :“ Ps1 ˆ
B ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆB Psr{B,

a smooth projective variety. If w is a reduced expression for w there exists a
canonical (proper, birational) morphism

νw,λ : BSpwq Ñ Sw,λ,

see [Mat1, Lemme 29 on p. 65 and p. 246].
Now for w P W we denote by Xďw the normalization of Sw,λ. Then Xďw is a

projective variety, see [Ku, Proposition A.6]. The inverse image Xw of S˝w,λ under

the normalization morphism is an open subvariety of Xďw, isomorphic to A`pwqL . If
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w is a reduced expression for w, since BSpwq is smooth, the morphism νw,λ factors
(uniquely) through a morphism

νw : BSpwq ÑXďw,

see [Ku, Proposition A.7]. Moreover, since νw,λ is birational, νw is also birational.
Hence, by Zariski’s main theorem, it satisfies pνwq˚OBSpwq – OXďw , see [Ku, The-
orem A.9]. It is proved in [Mat1, Lemme 32 on p. 69] that the normalization
morphism Xďw Ñ Sw,λ is a homeomorphism. In particular, this implies that Xďw

can be described as the ringed space
`

Sw,λ, pνw,λq˚OBSpwq

˘

.
Using this description, Mathieu checks that Xďw is independent of λ, see [Mat1,

Lemme 33 on p. 71 and §XVIII].
If v ď w, then the closed embedding Sv,λ ãÑ Sw,λ induces a scheme morphism

Xďv Ñ Xďw, which is known to be a closed embedding, see [Mat1, Théorème 2(b)
on p. 116 and Théorème 5(6) on p. 241]. In particular Xv is a locally closed
subvariety of Xďw, and we have

(9.1) Xďw “
ğ

vďw

Xv

(which justifies our notations). Finally there exists a natural B-action on Xďw,
such that (9.1) identifies with the decomposition into B-orbits.

Remark 9.2. It is proved in [Mat1, Théorème 2 on p. 116] that the normalization
morphism Xďw Ñ Sw,λ is an isomorphism if λ is “sufficiently large,” and in [Mat2,
Corollaire 1] that this is in fact the case for any λ as above.

The varieties Xďw play the role of Schubert varieties in the flag variety. Next
one defines what will play the role of their inverse image in G . For this we observe
that given a B-module M one can define a vector bundle LwpMq on Xďw by taking
the direct image under νw of the vector bundle on BSpwq naturally associated with
M . (Here w is a reduced expression for w.) When M “ LrBs is the regular
representation of B, this vector bundle has a natural structure of sheaf of algebras.
Therefore there exists a scheme Bpwq and an affine morphism µw : Bpwq Ñ Xďw

such that LwpLrBsq – pµwq˚OBpwq. One next proves that Bpwq is an affine
scheme, and is the affinization of the variety

Ps1 ˆ
B ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆB Psr

if ps1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , srq is a reduced expression for w; see [Mat1, p. 129, Lemme 70 on p. 133,
and Proposition 26 on p. 256]. By [Mat2, Lemme 7], one also knows that the natural
B-action on Bpwq on the right is locally free, and that µw is the quotient morphism
for this action. If v ď w, then the closed embedding Xďv ãÑ Xďw induces a closed
embedding Bpvq ãÑ Bpwq.

Finally, one defines G as the ind-scheme associated with the varieties tBpwq :
w P W u and the closed embeddings Bpvq ãÑ Bpwq for v ď w. This ind-scheme
has a natural group structure where the multiplication and inverse morphisms are
induced by the natural operations on the schemes Ps1 ˆ

B ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆB Psr , see [Mat2,
p. 45] for details. Then it makes sense to consider the quotient X “ G {B, which
is the ind-variety associated with the varieties tXďw : w P W u and the closed
embeddings Xďv ãÑ Xďw for v ď w.

By construction we have a Bruhat decomposition

X “
ğ

wPW

Xw,
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and each Xw is a locally-closed subvariety of X isomorphic to an affine space of di-
mension `pwq. We denote by iw : Xw Ñ X the corresponding inclusion morphism.
For any w PW , we will also consider the open ind-subvariety

Xěw “
ğ

yěw

Xy.

Note that Xw is closed in Xěw.

9.2. Partial flag varieties. Let J Ă I be a subset of finite type. We denote by
WJ the (finite) subgroup of W generated by tsj : j P Ju, and by W J the subset of
W consisting of elements w which are minimal in wWJ . We also denote by wJ0 the
longest element of WJ , so that twwJ0 : w P W Ju is the subset of W consisting of
elements v which are maximal in vWJ . We set

PJ :“ SpecpLq ˆSpecpZq PJ,Z.

Let w P W J . In [Mat1], Mathieu also considers some varieties Sw,µ defined as
above, but now under the assumption that xµ, α_j y “ 0 if j P J and xµ, α_i y ą 0 if
i P IrJ . The open subvariety S˝w,µ Ă Sw,µ is also defined as above, and isomorphic
to an affine space of dimension `pwq. If w is a reduced expression for w, we also
have a “Demazure resolution” νw,µ : BSpwq Ñ Sw,µ, which is proper and birational.

As in the case J “ ∅, it is proved in [Mat1] that the normalization X J
ďw of Sw,µ

does not depend on the choice of µ. If v ď w are in W J there exists a canonical
closed embedding X J

ďv ãÑ X J
ďw; hence we can define the partial flag variety X J

as the ind-scheme associated with the varieties tX J
ďw : w P W Ju and the closed

embeddings X J
ďv ãÑ X J

ďw for v ď w. For w P W J we denote by X J
w the inverse

image of S˝w,µ in X J
ďw; then each X J

w is an affine space of dimension `pwq, and we
have a Bruhat decomposition

X J “
ğ

wPWJ

X J
w .

For w PW J , we will denote by iJw : X J
w ãÑ X J the embedding.

Now, let us explain how to construct a B-equivariant ind-scheme morphism
qJ : X Ñ X J , following a construction in [Ku]. In fact it suffices to construct
compatible morphisms qJw : XďwwJ0

Ñ X J
ďw for any w PW J . Consider the natural

morphism fλ,µ : Lpλ ` µq Ñ Lpλq b Lpµq, see e.g. [Mat2, Corollaire 2]. This map
identifies the line Lpλ ` µqwwJ0 pλ`µq “ Lpλ ` µqwwJ0 pλq`wpµq with LpλqwwJ0 pλq b

Lpµqwpµq, hence maps EwwJ0 pλ`µq into EwwJ0 pλq bEwpµq. It is clear also that the

embedding SwwJ0 ,λ`µ ãÑ PpEwwJ0 pλ` µqq factors through an embedding

SwwJ0 ,λ`µ ãÑ P
`

EwwJ0 pλ` µq{ kerpfλ,µq X EwwJ0 pλ` µq
˘

.

Consider now the Segre embedding

PpEwwJ0 pλqq ˆ PpEwpµqq ãÑ PpEwwJ0 pλq b Ewpµqq,

see e.g. [Ku, Lemma 7.1.14]. This morphism is clearly B-equivariant (for the di-
agonal action on the left-hand side), and its image contains the image of Lpλ `
µqwwJ0 pλ`µq. Hence the composition

SwwJ0 ,λ`µ ãÑ P
`

EwwJ0 pλ` µq{ kerpfλ,µq X EwwJ0 pλ` µq
˘

ãÑ PpEwwJ0 pλq b Ewpµqq
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factors through a closed embedding SwwJ0 ,λ`µ ãÑ PpEwwJ0 pλqq ˆ PpEwpµqq, which

itself defines a closed embedding

SwwJ0 ,λ`µ ãÑ SwwJ0 pλq ˆ Swpµq.

Composing with the projection on the second component, and passing to normal-
izations (using again [Ku, Proposition A.7]), we deduce the wished-for morphism
qJw : XďwwJ0

Ñ X J
ďw.

Since the varieties XďwwJ0
and X J

ďw are projective, the morphism qJ is ind-

proper. It is also clear that if w PW J , the set-theoretic inverse image of X J
w under

qJ is
Ů

vPWJ
Xwv, and that the restriction of qJ to the stratum Xwv is isomorphic

to the standard projection A`pwq``pvqL Ñ A`pwqL .

Remark 9.3. In view of the familiar case of reductive groups, we would expect
the morphism qJ to be smooth (and in fact a locally trivial PJ{B-bundle). This
property would follow e.g. if we knew that the natural PJ -action on BpwwJ0 q on
the right (for w P W J) is locally free. However, we were not able to prove this
fact in the case when charpLq ‰ 0. (The case charpkq “ 0 can e.g. be treated
using [Ku, Corollary 7.4.15 and Exercise 7.4.E.5].) This is the source of some
technical difficulties encountered below.

Below we will mainly consider the special case J “ tisu for some s P S. In this
case we will replace the superscript tisu by s. In particular, we have the partial
flag variety X s, the Schubert cells X s

w for any w P W s, and the embeddings
isw : X s

w Ñ X s. Below we will sometimes identify W s with W {Ws. For w P W s,
we also set

X s
ěw :“

ğ

yPW s

yěw

X s
y .

Here again, X s
ěw is an open ind-subvariety in X s, and X s

w is closed in X s
ěw.

9.3. Derived categories of sheaves on X and X s. We will consider some
categories of sheaves of K-modules on X and X J , where K is a commutative ring.
We will assume that we are in one of the following two contexts:

(1) L “ C, K is Noetherian of finite global dimension, and we consider sheaves
for the analytic topology on our varieties;

(2) L is arbitrary, K is either an algebraic closure of Qp, or a finite extension
of Qp, or the ring of integers in such an extension, or a finite field of
characteristic p (where p is a prime number different from charpLq), and we
work with étale K-sheaves.

The first context will be referred to as the “classical context,” and the second one
as the “étale context.”

We denote by Db
BpX ,Kq, resp. Db

BpX
J ,Kq, the B-equivariant derived category

of X , resp. X J . (See [We, §2.7] for the construction of the equivariant derived
category in the étale context.) We also denote by Db

pBqpX ,Kq, resp. Db
pBqpX

J ,Kq,
the corresponding derived category of complexes which are constructible with re-
spect to the stratification given by the Bruhat decomposition. (The technical de-
tails of the definition of such categories are discussed in [Na, §2.2], and will not be
repeated here. Let us only note that, by definition, any object of Db

BpX ,Kq or
Db
pBqpX ,Kq is supported on a finite union of Bruhat cells.) There exists a natural
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forgetful functor Db
BpX ,Kq Ñ Db

pBqpX ,Kq, which will usually be omitted from

the notation.
For F ,G in Db

BpX ,Kq or in Db
pBqpX ,Kq, we set

Hom‚Db
BpX ,KqpF ,Gq “

à

nPZ
HomDb

BpX ,KqpF ,Grnsq,

Hom‚Db
pBq
pX ,KqpF ,Gq “

à

nPZ
HomDb

pBq
pX ,KqpF ,Grnsq

respectively. We use a similar notation for X J .
The morphism qJ induces functors

pqJq˚, pq
Jq! : D

b
BpX ,Kq Ñ Db

BpX
s,Kq,

pqJq˚, pqJq! : Db
BpX

s,Kq Ñ Db
BpX ,Kq

and similarly functors

pqJq˚, pq
Jq! : D

b
pBqpX ,Kq Ñ Db

pBqpX
s,Kq,

pqJq˚, pqJq! : Db
pBqpX

s,Kq Ñ Db
pBqpX ,Kq,

these functors being compatible with the forgetful functor in the obvious sense.
Since qJ is proper, we have a canonical isomorphism pqJq!

„
ÝÑ pqJq˚.

For w PW , we set

∇w :“ piwq˚KXw
r`pwqs P Db

BpX ,Kq, ∆w :“ piwq!KXw
r`pwqs P Db

BpX ,Kq.

If w PW J , we also set

∇J
w :“ piJwq˚KX J

w
r`pwqs P Db

BpX
J ,Kq, ∆J

w :“ piJwq!KX J
w
r`pwqs P Db

BpX
J ,Kq.

The category Db
BpX ,Kq can be endowed with a natural convolution product

p´q ‹B p´q : Db
BpX ,Kq ˆDb

BpX ,Kq Ñ Db
BpX ,Kq

defined as follows. Let µ : G Ñ X be the projection, and m : G ˆB X Ñ X be
the morphism induced by the G -action on X . Then, given E and F in Db

BpX ,Kq,
there exists a unique object E rbF in Db

BpG ˆ
B X ,Kq whose pullback to G ˆX

is isomorphic to µ˚E b F ; by definition we have

E ‹B F “ m˚pE rbFq.

This convolution product, together with the natural associativity constraint and
the natural identity object, make Db

BpX ,Kq into a monoidal category.
The same construction also defines bifunctors

Db
pBqpX ,Kq ˆDb

BpX ,Kq Ñ Db
pBqpX ,Kq,

Db
BpX ,Kq ˆDb

BpX
J ,Kq Ñ Db

BpX
J ,Kq

which we will denote similarly, and which define a right action of the monoidal
category Db

BpX ,Kq on Db
pBqpX ,Kq, and a left action on Db

BpX
J ,Kq.

Remark 9.4. As above, in the description of ‹B we have ignored the subtleties
related to the fact that G is an ind-variety and not an honest variety.
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9.4. Parity complexes on flag varieties. We continue with the setting of §9.3.
Recall from [JMW] the notion of even objects, odd objects, and parity complexes
in Db

BpX ,Kq, Db
pBqpX ,Kq, Db

BpX
J ,Kq or Db

pBqpX
J ,Kq. (In [JMW], only cer-

tain rings of coefficients are considered; but the definitions have obvious analogues
in our more general setting; see [MR, §2.1].) We will denote by ParityBpX ,Kq,
ParitypBqpX ,Kq, ParityBpX

J ,Kq, ParitypBqpX
J ,Kq the corresponding full sub-

categories of parity complexes. Then by definition the forgetful functors send
ParityBpX ,Kq into ParitypBqpX ,Kq and ParityBpX

J ,Kq into ParitypBqpX
J ,Kq.

Lemma 9.5. The functor pqJq˚ sends even objects, resp. odd objects, resp. parity
complexes on X to even objects, resp. odd objects, resp. parity complexes on X J

(in both the B-equivariant and the B-constructible settings).

Proof. In the classical context, this follows from the facts that qJ is an even mor-
phism (with respect to the Bruhat stratifications of X and X J) in the sense
of [JMW, Definition 2.33], and that such morphisms preserve parity objects when
they are proper; see [JMW, Proposition 2.34]. Similar arguments apply in the étale
context. (Note that the fibers of the morphisms qJw might a priori not be reduced;
however this does not play any role in cohomology, see [Mi, Remark II.3.17].) �

We set
EwJ0 :“ KPJ {Br`pw

J
0 qs.

Since PJ{B “ XďwJ0
is smooth, it is easy to see that EwJ0 is a parity complex on

X . It is also clear that

(9.2) pqJq˚KX J
ď1
– EwJ0 r´`pw

J
0 qs,

where here 1 is the unit element in W . (Here again, some non-reducedness ques-
tions might arise; but this can be ignored when considering sheaves by [Mi, Re-
mark II.3.17].)

Consider the variety GˆBpPJ{Bq (which is well defined since the right B-action
on G is locally trivial). There are natural proper morphisms

a1
J , a

2
J : G ˆB pPJ{Bq ÑX

induced by projection on the first factor and the G -action on X respectively. More-
over, the morphism a1

J is smooth (more precisely, a locally trivial PJ{B-fibration).
These morphisms fit in the following commutative diagram:

G ˆB pPJ{Bq
a2
J //

a1
J

��

X

qJ

��
X

qJ // X J .

It is clear also that there exists a canonical isomorphism

(9.3) p´q ‹B EwJ0 r´`pw
J
0 qs – pa

2
Jq˚pa

1
Jq
˚p´q

of endofunctors of Db
BpX ,Kq and of Db

pBqpX ,Kq.

Lemma 9.6. (1) There exist isomorphisms

pqJq˚pqJq˚ – pa
2
Jq˚pa

1
Jq
˚, pqJq!pqJq˚ – pa

2
Jq˚pa

1
Jq
˚r2`pwJ0 qs

of endofunctors of Db
BpX ,Kq and of Db

pBqpX ,Kq.
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(2) The functors pqJq˚pqJq˚ and pqJq!pqJq˚ send parity complexes to parity
complexes (in both the B-equivariant and the B-constructible settings).

Proof. (1) Let us start with the first isomorphism. For a general algebraic group K
and subgroup H, given a K-variety X there exists a natural “convolution” bifunctor

‹H : Db
c pK{H,Kq ˆDb

HpX,Kq Ñ Db
c pX,Kq,

where Db
c p´q means the constructible derived category. If Y is another K-variety

and f : X Ñ Y is a K-equivariant morphism, it is easy to see that the functor f˚

commutes with these operations on X and Y in the obvious sense. Applying this
to the morphism qJ we obtain, for any F in Db

c pX ,Kq and G in Db
BpX

J ,Kq, a
canonical isomorphism

pqJq˚pF ‹B Gq – F ‹B pqJq˚G.
In particular, when G “ KX J

ď1
, the functor p´q ‹B G identifies with the functor

pqJq˚. Using isomorphisms (9.2) and (9.3), we deduce the desired isomorphism of
functors in the constructible setting. The equivariant setting is similar.

The second isomorphism is obtained by conjugating the first one with Verdier
duality, using the facts that qJ and a2

J are proper, while a1
J is smooth.

(2) We treat the case of pqJq˚pqJq˚; the case of pqJq!pqJq˚ is similar.
By Lemma 9.5, the functor pqJq˚ sends even objects to even objects. On the

other hand, it is clear that the functor pqJq˚ sends ˚-even complexes to ˚-even
complexes. Hence our functor sends even complexes to ˚-even complexes. Since
this functor is Verdier self-dual up to shift by 2`pwJ0 q by (1), it in fact sends even
complexes to even complexes. The claim follows. �

In particular, for any s P S, choosing J “ tisu we obtain the object

Es :“ KPs{Br1s.

For any expression w “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sr, we set

Ew :“ Es1 ‹B ¨ ¨ ¨ ‹B Esr .
It follows from (9.3) and Lemma 9.6 that this object belongs to ParityBpX ,Kq.

There exists a canonical graded algebra isomorphism

(9.4) H‚Bppt;Kq – SympΛbZ Kq,

where Λ bZ K is placed in degree 2. Moreover, if F ,G P Db
BpX ,Kq are parity

complexes, the H‚Bppt;Kq-module Hom‚Db
BpX ,KqpF ,Gq is free of finite rank, and the

forgetful functor induces an isomorphism

(9.5) KbH‚Bppt;Kq Hom‚Db
BpX ,KqpF ,Gq

„
ÝÑ Hom‚Db

pBq
pX ,KqpF ,Gq,

see [MR, Lemma 2.2].
Assume from now on that K is a field, or more generally a complete local ring.

By [JMW, Theorem 2.12 & §4.1], for any w P W there exists (up to isomorphism)
a unique indecomposable parity complex

Ew P ParityBpX ,Kq

which is characterized (among indecomposable parity complexes) by the properties

that Ew is supported on Xw and that

i˚wpEwq – KXw
r`pwqs.
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By [MR, Lemma 2.4], the image of Ew in ParitypBqpX ,Kq is still indecomposable,

hence it is isomorphic to the parity complex in Db
pBqpX ,Kq characterized by the

similar conditions (which will therefore also be denoted Ew). In particular, if J Ă I
is of finite type, EwJ0 is the object considered above. (This object is canonical,

whereas in general Ew is defined only up to isomorphism.)
Similarly, given s P S, for any w P W s there exists a unique indecomposable

parity complex

Esw P ParityBpX
s,Kq

which is characterized by the properties that Esw is supported on X s
w and that

piswq
˚pEswq – KX s

w
r`pwqs.

As above the image of Esw in ParitypBqpX
s,Kq is indecomposable, and will still be

denoted Esw.
If w P W s, then X s

w is open in the support of pqsq˚Ew, and the restriction of
this complex to X s

w is KX s
w
r`pwqs. Therefore, Esw is a direct summand of pqsq˚Ew;

we fix split embeddings and projections

(9.6) Esw Ñ pqsq˚Ew Ñ Esw.

Lemma 9.7. Assume that K is a complete local ring. The functors pqsq˚ and
pqsq! send parity complexes to parity complexes (in both the B-equivariant and the
B-constructible settings).

Proof. It follows from the comments before the statement that any parity complex
on X s is isomorphic to a direct summand of an object of the form pqsq˚E where E
is a parity complex on X . Hence the claim follows from Lemma 9.6(2). �

As in the case of pqsq˚, it follows from Lemma 9.7 that for any w P W s, Ews is
a direct summand of pqsq!Eswr´1s and of pqsq˚Eswr1s. We fix a split embedding and
projection respectively

(9.7) Ews Ñ pqsq!Eswr´1s, pqsq˚Eswr1s Ñ Ews.

Remark 9.8. Using the arguments in [W1, Proposition 3.5], one can prove that
both morphisms in (9.7) are in fact isomorphisms.

9.5. Sections of the !-flag. In the rest of this section we assume that K is a field,
and we denote it by F. Recall that an object F P Db

pBqpX ,Fq is !-even if for any

w PW we have

Hkpi!wFq “ 0 unless k is even.

F is called !-odd if Fr1s is !-even. Finally, we will say that F is !-parity if it is the
direct sum of a !-even and a !-odd object. (Note that this terminology is slightly
different from the one used in [JMW].)

Definition 9.9. Let F P Db
pBqpX ,Fq be !-parity. A section of the !-flag of F is a

quadruple pΠ, e, d, pϕF
π qπPΠq where

‚ Π is a finite set;
‚ e : Π ÑW and d : Π Ñ Z are maps;
‚ for each π P Π, ϕF

π is an element in HomDb
pBq
pX ,FqpEepπq,Frdpπqsq
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such that for any w PW the images of the morphisms in

tϕF
π : Ew Ñ Frdpπqs : π P e´1pwqu

form a basis of Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěw,FqpEw,Fq (where we omit the functor of restriction

from X to Xěw from the notation).

Remark 9.10. (1) We have an isomorphism

Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěw,FqpEw,Fq – H‚´`pwqpXw, i

!
wFq.

In particular, |e´1pwq| “ dimF H
‚pXw, i

!
wFq.

(2) It follows from arguments similar to those in the proof of [JMW, Corol-
lary 2.9] that sections of the !-flag always exist for !-parity objects.

Of course, we have similar concepts for the ind-varieties X s instead of X (re-
placing the objects Ew by the objects Esw), where now e takes values in W s (or
equivalently in W {Ws); we will not repeat the definition.

9.6. Sections of the !-flag and pushforward to X s. We fix a simple reflection
s P S. Let F P Db

pBqpX ,Fq be !-parity, and let pΠ, e, d, pϕF
π qπPΠq be a section of the

!-flag of F . The proof of Lemma 9.5 shows that the object G :“ pqsq˚F is !-parity,
and the goal of this subsection is to explain how one can define a section of the
!-flag for this object out of pΠ, e, d, pϕF

π qπPΠq.
We set Π1 :“ Π, and define e1 : Π1 Ñ W {Ws as the composition of e with the

surjection W ÑW {Ws. Now let π P Π1. First, we assume that epπq ą epπqs. Then
we set d1pπq :“ dpπq ´ 1, and we define ϕG

π as the composition

Ese1pπq
adj
ÝÝÑ pqsq˚pq

sq˚Ese1pπq Ñ pqsq˚Eepπqr´1s

pqsq˚pϕ
F
π qr´1s

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pqsq˚Frdpπq ´ 1s “ Grd1pπqs,
where the second morphism is induced by the second map in (9.7). In other words,
ϕG
π is the image of the composition of ϕF

π r´1s with the projection pqsq˚Ese1pπq Ñ
Eepπqr´1s under the isomorphism

HomDb
pBq
pX ,Fqppq

sq˚Ese1pπq,Frdpπq ´ 1sq – HomDb
pBq
pX s,FqpEse1pπq,Grd

1pπqsq

induced by adjunction.
Now, assume that epπq ă epπqs, or in other words that epπq PW s. Then we set

d1pπq :“ dpπq, and we define ϕG
π as the composition

Ese1pπq Ñ pqsq˚Eepπq
pqsq˚pϕ

F
π q

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pqsq˚Frdpπqs “ Grd1pπqs,

where the first map is the first morphism in (9.6).

Remark 9.11. An important point for us is that in both cases the morphism ϕG
π

factors through a shift of pqsq˚pϕ
F
π q : pq

sq˚Eepπq Ñ Grdpπqs.

Proposition 9.12. The quadruple pΠ1, e1, d1, pϕG
πqπPΠ1q constructed above is a sec-

tion of the !-flag of G “ pqsq˚F .

Before proving Proposition 9.12 in general we consider a special case.

Lemma 9.13. Let w P W , and assume that F is isomorphic to a direct sum of
shifts of ∇w. Then the quadruple pΠ1, e1, d1, pϕG

πqπPΠ1q constructed above is a section
of the !-flag of G.
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Proof. Let us fix a non-zero morphism fw : Ew Ñ ∇w (which is unique up to scalar);
then the morphism

à

πPΠ

ϕπr´dpπqs :
à

πPΠ

Ewr´dpπqs Ñ F

factors through
À

πPΠ fwr´dpπqs, and induces an isomorphism
à

πPΠ

∇wr´dpπqs
„
ÝÑ F ;

therefore we can assume that F “ ∇w, Π “ twu, epwq “ w, dpwq “ 0 and ϕF
w “ fw.

In this setting G is isomorphic to ∇s
w or ∇s

wr1s, so that to conclude it suffices to
prove that ϕG

w ‰ 0.
If w ą ws, then the fact that ϕG

w ‰ 0 follows from the facts that the composition
of ϕF

w r´1s with the projection pqsq˚Ese1pπq Ñ Eepπqr´1s is nonzero, and that ϕG
w is

obtained from the latter morphism by adjunction. If w ă ws, it is easy to see that
piswq

˚pϕG
wq is an isomorphism, hence is non-zero; it follows that ϕG

w ‰ 0 also in this
case. �

Proof of Proposition 9.12. We have to prove that for any w PW s the images of the
morphisms ϕG

π with e1pπq “ w form a basis of Hom‚Db
pBq
pX s

ěw,Fq
pEsw,Gq. For this we

fix w and choose some closed subvariety Y Ă X such that

Y Ą Xw, Y Č Xws,

and such that both

Y 1 :“ Y r Xw and Y 2 :“ Y YXws

are closed subvarieties of X . We denote by

i : Y Ñ X , i1 : Y 1 Ñ X , i2 : Y 2 Ñ X

the embeddings, so that we have natural morphisms

pi1q!pi
1q!F Ñ i!i

!F Ñ pi2q!pi
2q!F Ñ F

induced by adjunction. Note that all of these objects are !-parity.
One can easily check, using the standard triangle

i!i
!F Ñ F Ñ j˚j

˚F r1s
ÝÝÑ

where j : X r Y Ñ X is the (open) embedding, resp. the similar triangle for
i2, that every morphism ϕF

π where epπq “ w, resp. epπq “ ws, factors (uniquely)
through a morphism

ϕi!i
!F

π : Ew Ñ i!i
!Frdpπqs, resp. ϕpi

2
q!pi

2
q
!F

π : Ews Ñ pi2q!pi
2q!Frdpπqs.

Then by construction the corresponding morphism ϕG
π factors through a morphism

ϕpq
s
q˚i!i

!F
π : Esw Ñ pqsq˚i!i

!Frd1pπqs,

resp. ϕpq
s
q˚pi

2
q!pi

2
q
!F

π : Esw Ñ pqsq˚pi
2q!pi

2q!Frd1pπqs.

It is clear also that the morphisms obtained in this way coincide with the mor-
phisms obtained by the above procedure from the section of the !-flag of i!i

!F ,
resp. pi2q!pi

2q!F , obtained (in the obvious way) from pΠ, e, d, pϕF
π qπPΠq by restric-

tion to Y , resp. to Y 2.
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Now if epπq “ w, resp. epπq “ ws, we can consider the composition

ϕpiwq˚piwq
!F

π : Ew
ϕ
i!i

!F
π
ÝÝÝÝÑ i!i

!Frdpπqs Ñ piwq˚piwq
!Frdpπqs

where the second morphism is induced by the adjunction
`

piwq
˚, piwq˚

˘

, resp. the
composition

ϕpiwsq˚piwsq
!F

π : Ews
ϕ
pi2q!pi

2q!F
π
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pi2q!pi

2q!Frdpπqs Ñ piwsq˚piwsq
!Frdpπqs

where the second morphism is induced by the adjunction
`

piwsq
˚, piwsq˚

˘

, and the

corresponding morphisms ϕ
pqsq˚piwq˚piwq

!F
π , resp. ϕ

pqsq˚piwsq˚piwsq
!F

π , obtained by
the procedure above, which can also be described as the compositions

Esw
ϕ
pqsq˚i!i

!F
π
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pqsq˚i!i

!Frd1pπqs Ñ pqsq˚piwq˚piwq
!Frd1pπqs,

resp.

Esw
ϕ
pqsq˚pi

2q!pi
2q!F

π
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pqsq˚pi

2q!pi
2q!Frd1pπqs Ñ pqsq˚piwsq˚piwsq

!Frd1pπqs.

Finally, let us denote by i1w : Xw \Xws Ñ X the inclusion. Then if epπq “ w,
resp. epπq “ ws, we can consider the composition

ϕ
pi1wq˚pi

1
wq

!F
π : Ew

ϕ
piwq˚piwq

!F
π
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ piwq˚piwq

!Frdpπqs Ñ pi1wq˚pi
1
wq

!Frdpπqs,

resp. the composition

ϕ
pi1wq˚pi

1
wq

!F
π : Ews

ϕ
pi2q!pi

2q!F
π
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pi2q!pi

2q!Frdpπqs Ñ pi1wq˚pi
1
wq

!Frdpπqs,

where in both cases the second morphism is again induced by adjunction, and the
corresponding morphisms

ϕ
pqsq˚pi

1
wq˚pi

1
wq

!F
π : Esw Ñ pqsq˚pi

1
wq˚pi

1
wq

!Frd1pπqs.

Now, consider the natural distinguished triangle

piwq˚piwq
!F Ñ pi1wq˚pi

1
wq

!F Ñ piwsq˚piwsq
!F r1s
ÝÝÑ

and its image

pqsq˚piwq˚piwq
!F Ñ pqsq˚pi

1
wq˚pi

1
wq

!F Ñ pqsq˚piwsq˚piwsq
!F r1s
ÝÝÑ

under the functor pqsq˚. Since the image under pqsq˚ of any morphism ∇ws Ñ

∇wrks is zero, this triangle is split. Hence, taking the image under the functor
HomDb

pBq
pX s

ěw,FqpE
s
w,´q we obtain an exact sequence of F-vector spaces

0 Ñ Hom‚Db
pBq
pX s

ěw,Fq
pEsw, pqsq˚piwq˚piwq!Fq

Ñ Hom‚Db
pBq
pX s

ěw,Fq
pEsw, pqsq˚pi1wq˚pi1wq!Fq

Ñ Hom‚Db
pBq
pX s

ěw,Fq
pEsw, pqsq˚piwsq˚piwsq!Fq Ñ 0.

It follows from Lemma 9.13 that the images of the morphisms ϕ
pqsq˚piwq˚piwq

!F
π ,

resp. ϕ
pqsq˚piwsq˚piwsq

!F
π , with epπq “ w, resp. epπq “ ws, form a basis of the first, re-

spectively third, term in this exact sequence. Hence the morphisms ϕ
pqsq˚pi

1
wq˚pi

1
wq

!F
π
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with epπq P tw,wsu form a basis of the middle term. Now we remark that the nat-
ural morphisms

pi2q!pi
2q!F Ñ F and pi2q!pi

2q!F Ñ pi1wq˚pi
1
wq

!F
induce isomorphisms

Hom‚Db
pBq
pX s

ěw,Fq
pEsw, pqsq˚Fq

„
ÝÑ Hom‚Db

pBq
pX s

ěw,Fq
pEsw, pqsq˚pi2q!pi2q!Fq

„
ÝÑ Hom‚Db

pBq
pX s

ěw,Fq
pEsw, pqsq˚pi1wq˚pi1wq!Fq,

and we deduce the desired claim. �

9.7. Sections of the !-flag and pullback from X s. As in §9.6 we fix a simple
reflection s P S. Let F P Db

pBqpX
s,Fq be an object which is !-parity, and let

pΠ, e, d, pϕF
π qπPΠq be a section of the !-flag of F . It is clear that the object H :“

pqsq!F is !-parity, and the goal of this subsection is to explain how one can define
a section of the !-flag for this object out of pΠ, e, d, pϕF

π qπPΠq.
We set Π1 :“ Πˆ t0, 1u. We define a map e1 : Π1 Ñ W as follows. Given π P Π,

the elements e1pπ, 0q and e1pπ, 1q are characterized by the following properties:

‚ the images in W {Ws of both e1pπ, 0q and e1pπ, 1q are equal to epπq;
‚ e1pπ, 1q “ e1pπ, 0qs;
‚ e1pπ, 0q ă e1pπ, 1q in the Bruhat order.

Then we define a map d1 : Π1 Ñ Z and morphisms ϕH
pπ,0q and ϕH

pπ,1q for π P Π as

follows. First, we set d1pπ, 1q “ dpπq ´ 1, and ϕH
pπ,1q is defined as the composition

Ee1pπ,1q Ñ pqsq!Esepπqr´1s
pqsq!pϕF

π qr´1s
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pqsq!Frdpπq ´ 1s “ Hrd1pπ, 1qs,

where the first morphism is the first map in (9.7). On the other hand, we set
d1pπ, 0q “ dpπq and we define ϕH

pπ,0q as the composition

Ee1pπ,0q
adj
ÝÝÑ pqsq!pqsq!Ee1pπ,0q “ pqsq!pqsq˚Ee1pπ,0q Ñ

pqsq!Esepπq
pqsq!pϕF

π q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pqsq!Frdpπqs “ Hrd1pπ, 0qs.

Here the the third morphism is induced by the second map in (9.6).

Remark 9.14. As in Remark 9.11, an important point for us is that both ϕH
pπ,0q and

ϕH
pπ,1q factor through a shift of the morphism pqsq!pϕF

π q : pq
sq!Esepπq Ñ Hrdpπqs.

Proposition 9.15. The quadruple pΠ1, e1, d1, pϕH
π qπPΠ1q constructed above is a sec-

tion of the !-flag of H “ pqsq!F .

Before proving Proposition 9.15 in general we consider a special case.

Lemma 9.16. Let w P W s, and assume that F is isomorphic to a direct sum of
shifts of ∇s

w. Then the quadruple pΠ1, e1, d1, pϕH
π qπPΠ1q constructed above is a section

of the !-flag of H.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 9.13, we can assume that F “ ∇s
w, Π “ twu,

epwq “ w, dpwq “ 0. In this case, since pqsq´1pX s
wq is the disjoint union of

the closed subset Xw and the open subset Xws, adjunction provides a canonical
distinguished triangle

∇wr´2s Ñ HÑ ∇wsr´1s
r1s
ÝÝÑ .
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Moreover, the morphisms in this triangle induce isomorphisms

Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěw,FqpEw,Hq – Hom‚´2

Db
pBq
pXěw,Fq

pEw,∇wq,

Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěws,FqpEws,Hq – Hom‚´1

Db
pBq
pXěws,Fq

pEws,∇wsq,

and all of these spaces are 1-dimensional. Hence to conclude it suffices to prove that
the restriction of ϕH

pπ,0q to Xw and the restriction of ϕH
pπ,1q to Xws are non-zero; in

both cases this is clear from construction. �

Proof of Proposition 9.15. The proof is very similar to, and in fact simpler than,
that of Proposition 9.12; details are therefore left to the reader. �

9.8. Morphisms between “Bott–Samelson type” parity complexes. We set

Υs :“ pqsq!pqsq˚r´1s : Db
pBqpX ,Fq Ñ Db

pBqpX ,Fq.

By Lemma 9.6(1) and (9.3), we have a canonical isomorphism

(9.8) Υs – p´q ‹
B Es.

Recall the parity complexes Ew (where w is an expression) defined in §9.4.

Proposition 9.17. Let x and v be expressions, and assume that x is a reduced
expression for some element x PW .

(1) Assume that x P W s, so that xs is a reduced expression for xs P W . Let
pfiqiPI be a family of homogeneous elements in Hom‚Db

pBq
pX ,FqpEx, Evq whose

images span the vector space Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěx,FqpEx, Evq, and let pgjqjPJ be a

family of homogeneous elements in Hom‚Db
pBq
pX ,FqpExs, Evq whose images

span the vector space Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěxs,FqpExs, Evq. Then there exist integers ni

and morphisms f 1i : Ex Ñ Exsrnis (for i P I) and integers mj and morphisms
g1j : Ex Ñ Exssrmjs (for j P J) such that the images of the compositions

Ex
f 1i
ÝÑ Exsrnis

fi‹
BEsrnis

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Evsrni ` degpfiqs

together with the images of the compositions

Ex
g1j
ÝÑ Exssrmjs

gj‹
BEsrmjs

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Evsrmj ` degpgjqs

span the vector space Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěx,FqpEx, Evsq.

(2) Assume that x “ ys for some expression y (which is automatically a re-
duced expression for xs). Let pfiqiPI be a family of homogeneous elements
in Hom‚Db

pBq
pX ,FqpEx, Evq whose images span Hom‚Db

pBq
pXěx,FqpEx, Evq, and

let pgjqjPJ be a family of homogeneous elements in Hom‚Db
pBq
pX ,FqpEy, Evq

whose images span Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěxs,FqpEy, Evq. Then there exist integers ni

and morphisms f 1i : Ex Ñ Exsrnis (for i P I) and integers mj and morphisms
g1j : Ex Ñ Exrmjs (for j P J) such that the images of the compositions

Ex
f 1i
ÝÑ Exsrnis

fi‹
BEsrnis

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Evsrni ` degpfiqs

together with the images of the compositions

Ex
g1j
ÝÑ Exrmjs

gj‹
BEsrmjs

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Evsrmj ` degpgjqs
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span the vector space Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěx,FqpEx, Evsq.

Proof. (1) We have Ex – Ex in Db
pBqpXěx,Fq, and Exs – Exs in Db

pBqpXěxs,Fq.
Hence we can fix split embeddings Ex Ñ Ex and Exs Ñ Exs, and assume that the
compositions

Ex Ñ Ex
fi
ÝÑ Evrdegpfiqs and Exs Ñ Exs

gj
ÝÑ Evrdegpgjqs

are part of a section of the !-flag of Ev. Then Proposition 9.12 provides a section
of the !-flag of pqsq˚Ev whose morphisms in Hom‚pEsx, pqsq˚Evq are parametrized by
I \ J, in such a way that the morphism associated with i P I factors through a
shift of pqsq˚pfiq : pq

sq˚Ex Ñ pqsq˚Evrdegpfiqs, and the morphism associated with
j P J factors through a shift of pqsq˚pgjq : pq

sq˚Exs Ñ pqsq˚Evrdegpgjqs (see in
particular Remark 9.11). Applying Proposition 9.15, we then obtain a section of
the !-flag of ΥsEv whose morphisms in Hom‚pEx,ΥsEvq are parametrized by I\ J,
in such a way that the morphism associated with i P I factors through a shift of
Υspfiq : ΥsEx Ñ ΥsEvrdegpfiqs, and the morphism associated with j P J factors
through a shift of Υspgjq : ΥsExs Ñ ΥsEvrdegpgjqs (see in particular Remark 9.14).
Composing with an arbitrarily chosen split projection Ex Ñ Ex and using (9.8), we
deduce the desired claim.

(2) The proof is identical to the proof of (1), and is therefore omitted. �

10. Parity complexes and the Hecke category

10.1. Diagrammatic category associated with G . We now define a realization
of pW,Sq over Z (in the sense of [EW2, Definition 3.1]) as follows:

‚ the underlying Z-module is hZG :“ HomZpΛ,Zq;
‚ for any s P S, the elements “αs” and “α_s ” are the simple root and coroot

attached to s respectively.

This realization is balanced in the sense of [EW2, Definition 3.6].
For any integral domain K one can consider the realization hKG :“ hZG bZ K over

K. If the “Demazure surjectivity” condition [EW2, Assumption 3.7] holds for hZG ,
we set Z1 :“ Z; otherwise we set Z1 :“ Zr 12 s. Then Demazure surjectivity holds for

hZ
1

G , hence for hKG for any integral domain K such that there exists a ring morphism
Z1 Ñ K. For such a ring, we denote by DK

BSpG q the diagrammatic category of [EW2,
Definition 5.2] associated with this realization. (The definition of this category is
similar to the definition of the category DBS in §4.2. In particular, the morphisms
are generated by the same diagrams as in §4.2, with now S and W defined as in §9.1,
and h replaced by hKG .)

By construction, for K as above and any M,N in DK
BSpG q, the morphism space

Hom‚DK
BSpG q

pM,Nq :“
à

iPZ
HomDK

BSpG q
pM,Nxiyq

is a graded bimodule over

(10.1) OphKG q “ Sym
`

KbZ Λ
˘

.

Note also that if KÑ K1 is a ring morphism (where again K1 is an integral domain),

then there exists a natural functor DK
BSpG q Ñ DK1

BSpG q which is the identity on
objects. Moreover, this functor induces an isomorphism

(10.2) K1 bK HomDK
BSpG q

pM,Nq
„
ÝÑ HomDK1

BSpG q
pM,Nq
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for anyM,N in DK
BSpG q. (In fact, this follows from the double leaves theorem [EW2,

Theorem 6.11].)
If K is in addition a complete local ring, we denote by DKpG q the Karoubi

envelope of the additive hull of DK
BSpG q. We define Hom‚DKpG qpM,Nq in the obvious

way.

Remark 10.1. In this case, contrary to the situation in §4.2, in general the roots do
not generate K bZ Λ. Hence we need to consider the “polynomial” morphisms in
DK

BSpG q; they cannot be expressed in terms of the other generators in general.

10.2. More on Bott–Samelson parity complexes. Let us come back to the
setting of §9.3. Below we will also use an analogue of the construction of ‹B in the
case of 3 variables: given F1,F2,F3 in Db

BpX ,Kq, we set

Conv3pF1,F2,F3q :“ m3˚pF1 rbF2 rbF3q,

where m3 : G ˆB G ˆB X Ñ X is the morphism induced by multiplication in G ,
and F1 rbF2 rbF3 is the unique object in Db

BpG ˆ
B G ˆB X ,Kq whose pullback

to G ˆG ˆX is µ˚F1 bµ˚F2 bF3. Of course, there exist canonical isomorphisms

pF1 ‹
B F2q ‹

B F3
„
ÝÑ Conv3pF1,F2,F3q

„
ÝÑ F1 ‹

B pF2 ‹
B F3q

whose composition is the associativity constraint for the product ‹B.
The “Bott–Samelson parity complex” Ew defined in §9.4 is defined only up to

(canonical) isomorphism, since one needs to choose the order in which the con-
volution products are taken. To remedy this we introduce a canonical object
EKpwq as follows. For this, recall the Demazure (or Bott–Samelson) resolution
νw : BSpwq ÑX defined in §9.1. Then we set

EKpwq :“ pνwq˚KBSpwqr`pwqs.

Lemma 10.2. For any expressions w and v, there exists a canonical isomorphism

EKpwq ‹B EKpvq – EKpwvq,
where wv is the concatenation of w and v.

Proof. Write w “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sr. It can be easily checked that the complex EKpwq rb EKpvq
is canonically isomorphic to (the extension by 0 of) the direct image of the constant
sheaf on

`

Ps1 ˆ
B ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆB Psr

˘

ˆB BSpvq “ BSpwvq

under the natural projection to G ˆB X . The composition of this projection with
the morphism induced by m identifies with νwv, and the claim follows. �

We will consider the category

ParityBS
B pX ,Kq

whose objects are the pairs pw, nq where w is an expression and n P Z, and whose
morphisms are defined as follows:

HomParityBS
B pX ,Kq

`

pw, nq, pv,mq
˘

:“ HomDb
BpX ,Kq

`

EKpwqrns, EKpvqrms
˘

.

We endow this category with a monoidal product ‹ by declaring that

pw, nq ‹ pv,mq :“ pwv, n`mq

and using the canonical isomorphism in Lemma 10.2 to define the product of mor-
phisms.
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If K and K1 are Noetherian commutative rings of finite global dimension, and
if we are given a ring morphism K Ñ K1, then we have an “extension of scalars”
functor

K1 :“ K1
L
bK p´q : D

b
BpX ,Kq Ñ Db

BpX ,K1q.
Standard compatibility properties of extension of scalars with !-pushforward func-
tors (see e.g. [KS1, Proposition 2.6.6] in the classical context) show that for any
expression w there exists a canonical isomorphism K1pEKpwqq – EK1pwq. In particu-
lar, it follows that the functor K1 defines in a natural way a monoidal functor from
ParityBS

B pX ,Kq to ParityBS
B pX ,K1q, which we will denote by the same symbol. The

following result is standard, see e.g. [MR, Lemma 2.2(2)].

Lemma 10.3. For any expressions w and v and any n,m P Z, the K-module

HomParityBS
B pX ,Kq

`

pw, nq, pv,mq
˘

is free, and the functor K1 induces an isomorphism

K1 bK HomParityBS
B pX ,Kq

`

pw, nq, pv,mq
˘ „
ÝÑ HomParityBS

B pX ,K1q
`

pw, nq, pv,mq
˘

.

Assume now in addition that K is a complete local ring, and recall the category
ParityBpX ,Kq defined in §9.4. We can define a natural fully-faithful monoidal
functor

(10.3) ParityBS
B pX ,Kq Ñ ParityBpX ,Kq

sending pw, nq to EKpwqrns. In this case any indecomposable object in the category
ParityBpX ,Kq is isomorphic to a direct summand of an object EKpwqrns, see [JMW].
We deduce the following lemma.

Lemma 10.4. Assume that K is a Noetherian commutative complete local ring.
The functor (10.3) realizes ParityBpX ,Kq, as a monoidal category, as the Karoubi

envelope of the additive hull of the monoidal category ParityBS
B pX ,Kq.

10.3. Statement of the equivalences. We continue with the setting of §9.3
and §10.2, and assume in addition that K is an integral domain. The main re-
sult of this subsection is the following.

Theorem 10.5. Assume that K is a complete local ring and that there exists a ring
morphism Z1 Ñ K. Then there exists an equivalence of additive monoidal categories

∆: DKpG q
„
ÝÑ ParityBpX ,Kq.

In view of Lemma 10.4 and the construction of the category DKpG q, Theo-
rem 10.5 will follow from the following result, which applies to more general coeffi-
cients.

Theorem 10.6. Assume that there exists a ring morphism Z1 Ñ K. Then there
exists an equivalence of monoidal categories

∆BS : DK
BSpG q

„
ÝÑ ParityBS

B pX ,Kq.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 10.6: in §§10.4–
10.5 we construct a monoidal functor ∆BS : DK

BSpG q Ñ ParityBS
B pX ,Kq which is

obviously essentially surjective. Then in §10.6 we show that this functor is fully-
faithful, which completes the proof of Theorem 10.6, hence also of Theorem 10.5.

To fix notation we assume that we work in the classical setting. The étale setting
can be treated in a similar way, replacing Z1 by a ring of p-adic integers.
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10.4. Construction of the functor ∆BS.

10.4.1. Principle of the construction. In this subsection we assume that K is a
Noetherian integral domain of finite global dimension, and that there exists a ring
morphism Z1 Ñ K. Our goal is to construct a monoidal functor

∆BS : DK
BSpG q Ñ ParityBS

B pX ,Kq.
The definition on objects is obvious: we simply set ∆BSpBwxnyq “ pw, nq. To
define ∆BS on morphisms, we will explain how to define the image of a morphism
φ : Bwxny Ñ Bw1xny where w1 is either equal to w or obtained from w by one of
the substitutions

(10.4) s 99K ∅, ∅ 99K s, ss 99K s, s 99K ss, st ¨ ¨ ¨ 99K ts ¨ ¨ ¨

(where s, t P S, s ‰ t, and st has finite order mst, the number of terms on each
side of the last substitution being mst), and φ is induced by the corresponding
“elementary” morphism (polynomial, upper dot, lower dot, trivalent morphism or
2mst-valent morphism). Then we will check that these images satisfy the relations
from [EW2]. In fact we will only consider the case when K “ Z1. Then using
Lemma 10.3 one can deduce the definition of the morphisms in the case of any K,
and the fact that the relations hold over Z1 implies that they also hold over K.

We only need to define the images of the morphisms associated with the poly-
nomials and the substitutions in (10.4). For instance, if one knows the definition of
the image ψ : Epsq Ñ Ep∅qr1s of the “upper dot morphism” Bs Ñ B∅x1y, for any
expressions u and v one defines the image of the induced morphism Busv Ñ Buvx1y
as the composition

Epusvq „ÝÑ Conv3pEpuq, Epsq, Epvqq
Conv3pEpuq,ψ,Epvqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Conv3pEpuq, Ep∅q, Epvqqr1s

„
ÝÑ Epuvqr1s

where the first and third morphisms are the canonical isomorphisms (given by the
obvious analogue of Lemma 10.2).

The definition of these images occupies the rest of this subsection. Then in §10.5
we prove that these morphisms satisfy the required relations.

10.4.2. Polynomials. As noted in (9.4), for m P Zě0 the Borel isomorphism gives
us a canonical identification

HomDb
BpX ,Z1qpEZ1p∅q, EZ1p∅qr2msq – H2m

B ppt;Z1q “ Symm
Z1
`

Z1 bZ Λ
˘

.

We send the morphismB∅ Ñ B∅x2my given a region labelled by f P Symm
Z1
`

Z1bZΛ
˘

to the corresponding map EZ1p∅q Ñ EZ1p∅qr2ms under this identification:

∆BS

´

f
¯

:“ EZ1p∅q
f
ÝÑ EZ1p∅qr2ms.

10.4.3. Dot morphisms. Recall the inclusion i1 : Xď1 “ B{B ãÑ G {B. We define
the image of the upper dot morphism attached to a simple reflection s P S to be
the adjunction morphism:

∆BS

ˆ

‚

s

˙

:“ a˚ : EZ1psq Ñ pi1q˚pi1q
˚EZ1psq “ EZ1p∅qr1s.

(Because pf ˝ gq˚ – g˚f˚ for two maps f and g, we have canonically pi1q
˚EZ1psq “

pi1q
˚ppsq

˚Z1ptr1s “ Z1B{Br1s where ps : Ps{B Ñ pt denotes the projection.)
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We define the image of the lower dot morphism attached to s P S to be the
adjunction morphism:

∆BS

ˆ

‚

s
˙

:“ a! : EZ1p∅q “ pi1q!pi1q!EZ1psqr1s Ñ EZ1psqr1s.

(Because pf ˝ gq! – g!f ! for two maps f and g, we have canonically pi1q
!EZ1psqr1s “

pi1q
!DZ1

Ps{B “ pi1q
!ppsq

!Z1pt “ Z1B{B, where as above ps : Ps{B Ñ pt denotes the

projection. Here the identification EZ1psq “ Z1Ps{Br1s “ DZ1
Ps{Br´1s is canonical

because Ps{B is smooth of complex dimension 1 and we have chosen once and for
all
?
´1 P C.)

10.4.4. Trivalent vectices. We fix a simple reflection s P S.

Lemma 10.7. There exists an isomorphism EZ1pssq – EZ1psqr1s ‘ EZ1psqr´1s.

Proof. There exist isomorphisms

BSpssq –Ps{B ˆPs{B – P1 ˆ P1

such that the morphism νss identifies with the second projection P1 ˆ P1 Ñ P1.
Then the decomposition follows e.g. from the projection formula together with the
known description of the cohomology of P1. �

In particular, from Lemma 10.7 we deduce the following isomorphisms:

HompEZ1psq, EZ1pssqr´1sq “ HompEZ1psq, EZ1psqq “ H0
BpPs{B;Z1q “ Z1,

HompEZ1pssq, EZ1psqr´1sq “ HompEZ1psqr´1s, EZ1psqr´1sq “ H0
BpPs{B;Z1q “ Z1.

Lemma 10.8. (1) Composition with the morphism

EZ1pssqr´1s
„
ÝÑ EZ1psq ‹B EZ1psqr´1s

EZ1 psq‹
Ba˚r´1s

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ EZ1psq ‹B EZ1p∅q
„
ÝÑ EZ1psq

induces an isomorphism

HomDb
BpX ,Z1qpEZ1psq, EZ1pssqr´1sq

„
ÝÑ HomDb

BpX ,Z1qpEZ1psq, EZ1psqq.

(2) Composition with the morphism

EZ1psqr´1s
„
ÝÑ EZ1psq ‹B EZ1p∅qr´1s

EZ1 psq‹
Ba!r´1s

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ EZ1psq ‹B EZ1psq
„
ÝÑ EZ1pssq

induces an isomorphism

HomDb
BpX ,Z1qpEZ1pssq, EZ1psqr´1sq

„
ÝÑ HomDb

BpX ,Z1qpEZ1psqr´1s, EZ1psqr´1sq.

Proof. Statement (1) follows from the observation that one can choose the decom-
position EZ1pssq – EZ1psqr1s ‘ EZ1psqr´1s of Lemma 10.7 so that our morphism
identifies with the shift by r´1s of the projection on the first factor. The proof
of (2) is similar. �

We now define

b1 P HomDb
BpX ,Z1qpEZ1psq, EZ1pssqr´1sq and b2 P HomDb

BpX ,Z1qpEZ1pssq, EZ1psqr´1sq
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to be the unique elements which map to the identity in HomDb
BpX ,Z1qpEZ1psq, EZ1psqq

and HomDb
BpX ,Z1qpEZ1psqr´1s, EZ1psqr´1sq respectively under the isomorphisms of

Lemma 10.8. We set:

∆BS

¨

˝

s

s s
˛

‚:“ b1 and ∆BS

¨

˝

s

ss

˛

‚:“ b2.

10.4.5. 2mst-valent vectices. Fix s, t P S and define

mst :“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

2 if xα_is , αity “ xα
_
it
, αisy “ 0;

3 if xα_is , αityxα
_
it
, αisy “ 1;

4 if xα_is , αityxα
_
it
, αisy “ 2;

6 if xα_is , αityxα
_
it
, αisy “ 3;

8 if xα_is , αityxα
_
it
, αisy ą 3.

Then mst is the order of st PW .
From now on we fix a pair s, t P S with mst ă 8 and abbreviate m :“ mst. Set

wI :“ sts ¨ ¨ ¨ (with m terms)

and let WI :“ xs, ty. To simplify notation we also set

Fs :“ EZ1pst ¨ ¨ ¨ q (m terms),

Ft :“ EZ1pts ¨ ¨ ¨ q (m terms).

Lemma 10.9. The Z1-module HomDb
BpX ,Z1qpFs,Ftq is free of rank 1.

Proof. By Lemma 10.3, the Z1-module under consideration is free, and we have

QbZ1 HomDb
BpX ,Z1qpFs,Ftq – HomDb

BpX ,QqpQpFsq,QpFtqq.

By Kazhdan–Lusztig theory and a calculation in the Hecke algebra we have iso-
morphisms:

QpFsq – ICwI ‘
à

xPWI ,
x‰wI ,sxăx

IC‘mxx , QpFtq – ICwI ‘
à

xPWI ,
x‰wI ,txăx

IC‘mxx

for some integers mx, where ICy is the intersection cohomology complex associated
with the constant rank-1 Q-local system on Xy. In particular, QpFsq and QpFtq are
semi-simple perverse sheaves and only have one simple factor in common. Hence
HompQpFsq,QpFtqq “ Q, and the claim follows. �

Lemma 10.10. We have decompositions

Fs “ Z1XwI
rms ‘ Cs and Ft “ Z1XwI

rms ‘ Ct

where Cs, Ct are complexes supported on XwI r XwI .

Proof. By symmetry it is enough to show one decomposition. Set w :“ st ¨ ¨ ¨ (with
m terms); then by definition we have Fs “ νw˚Z1BSpwqrms. The morphism νw is

birational and has connected fibers, see [Mat1, Lemme 32 on p. 69]. Hence if τď´m
denotes the truncation for the standard t-structure, we have a map

α : Z1XwI
rms – τď´mFs Ñ Fs
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which is an isomorphism over the Schubert cell XwI Ă X . Dualizing α we get a
map (by the self-duality of both sheaves)

β : Fs Ñ Z1XwI
rms

which is again an isomorphism over XwI Ă X . Hence the composition

Z1XwI
rms Ñ Fs Ñ Z1XwI

rms

is an isomorphism, since the morphism

HompZ1XwI
rms,Z1XwI

rmsq Ñ HompZ1XwI
rms,Z1XwI

rmsq – Z1

induced by restriction is an isomorphism. Hence Z1XwI
rms is a summand of Fs as

claimed. Then we can write

Fs “ Z1XwI
rms ‘ Cs,

and the above considerations imply that i˚wICs “ 0. �

Since both νst¨¨¨ and νts¨¨¨ (with m terms in both expressions once again) are
isomorphisms over XwI , we have canonical isomorphisms

(10.5) H´mppFsqwIB{Bq “ H0ppt,Z1q “ H´mppFtqwIB{Bq.

We let

fs,t : Fs Ñ Ft
be the unique morphism which restricts to the identity on the stalk at wIB{B under
the identification (10.5). (The uniqueness of such a map follows from Lemma 10.9,
and the existence follows from Lemma 10.10.) Then we define the image of the
2mst-valent vertex to be fs,t:

∆BS

¨

˚

˚

˝

s

s

¨ ¨ ¨t

t ¨ ¨ ¨

˛

‹

‹

‚

:“ fs,t.

10.5. Verification of the relations. Now we prove that the morphisms defined
in §10.4 satisfy the relations of the definition of DZ1

BSpG q. In fact, using Lemma 10.3
once again, we see that it is enough to check that the similar morphisms for co-
efficients Q satisfy the desired relations. For simplicity, we will use the same no-
tation as in §10.4, but now our ring of coefficients is Q instead of Z1. Also, we
set R :“ OphQG q – H‚Bppt;Qq (see (9.4)), we denote by R ´ BimZ the category of
Z-graded R-bimodules, and we denote by x1y the functor of shift of the grading,
normalized8 by pMx1yqn “Mn`1.

The total cohomology functor H‚BpX ,´q induces a functor

(10.6) ParityBS
B pX ,Qq Ñ H‚BpX ;Qq ´ModZ,

where the right-hand side denotes the category of graded H‚BpX ;Qq-modules.
Composition with the “restriction of scalars” functor associated with the natural
morphism

RbQ RÑ H‚BpX ;Qq

8Note that this normalization is opposite to the choice in [MR] or [AR4].
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induced by (9.4) (for the two actions of B on G ), we obtain a functor

H : ParityBS
B pX ,Qq Ñ R´ BimZ.

The following facts are known about H:

(H1) H is monoidal, i.e. there exists canonical isomorphisms

HpF ‹ Gq – HpFq bR HpGq

for F ,G in ParityBS
B pX ,Qq;

(H2) we have H
`

ps, 0q
˘

“ R bRs Rx1y and H
`

p∅, nqq “ Rxny for any s P S and
n P Z.

(H3) H is faithful.

(To prove (H3), we remark that the functor (10.6) is fully-faithful by standard
arguments, see [BY, §3.3] or [MR, §3.9], and that a “restriction of scalars” functor
is always faithful.)

We now calculate the image of our morphisms under H. For simplicity we ab-
breviate BBs :“ H

`

ps, 0qq “ RbRs Rx1y.

(1) Polynomials: Hp∆BSpfqq for f P Symm
pQbZ Λq is given by multiplication

by f on R (as is immediate from the definitions).
(2) The upper dot: Because BBs and R are both cyclic as R-bimodules any

morphism

BBs Ñ Rx1y

is a scalar multiple of the morphism m : BBs Ñ Rx1y : fbg ÞÑ fg. From the
definitions Hpa˚q must induce the identity in degree ´1. Hence Hpa˚q “ m.

(3) The lower dot: It is easy to see that the space of graded R-bimodule ho-
momorphisms

RÑ BBs x1y

is of dimension 1, with generator δ, where δ is given by δp1q “ 1
2 pαs b 1`

1b αsq. In particular, we have Hpa!q “ x ¨ δ for some x P Q.
However, the composition

pi1q!pi1q
!EQpsq Ñ EQpsq Ñ pi1q˚pi1q

˚EQpsq P HompEQp∅qr´1s, EQp∅qr1sq
“ H2

Bppt,Qq

is given by the B-weight on the tangent space of Ps{B at B{B, which is
αs. We conclude that x “ 1, or in other words that Hpa!q “ δ.

(4) The trivalent vertices. Any choice of isomorphism R “ Rs ‘ Rsx´2y of
Rs-bimodules gives a decomposition

BBs bR B
B
s “ BBs x1y ‘B

B
s x´1y.

In particular, we have

HompBBs , B
B
s bR B

B
s x´1yq “ Q,

HompBBs bR B
B
s , B

B
s x´1yq “ Q.

Moreover, these spaces are generated by the maps

t1 : f b g ÞÑ f b 1b g P HompBBs , B
B
s bR B

B
s x´1yq

t2 : f b g b h ÞÑ fpBsgq b h P HompBBs bR B
B
s , B

B
s x´1yq
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where in both cases we identify BBs bR B
B
s “ R bRs R bRs Rx2y. (In the

formula for t2, Bs is the Demazure operator associated with s; see [EW2,
§3.3].) In particular, Hpbiq is a scalar multiple of ti for i P t1, 2u.

However one checks easily that one has

pt2x1yq ˝ pδ bR idBBs q “ idBBs ,

pmx´1y bR idBBs q ˝ t1 “ idBBs .

Hence

Hpb1q “ t1 and Hpb2q “ t2

as follows from applying H to the defining properties of b1, b2.
(5) 2mst-valent vertices. Let x “ ps, t, ¨ ¨ ¨ q and y “ pt, s, ¨ ¨ ¨ q, where both

sequences have mst elements. Then by (H1) and (H2) we have

Hpxq “ BBs bR B
B
t bR . . . (mst terms),

Hpyq “ BBt bR B
B
s bR . . . (mst terms).

Analogously to the definition of the image of the 2mst-valent vertex one
can use the theory of Soergel bimodules to see that the space of graded R-
bimodule homomorphisms Hpxq Ñ Hpyq is of dimension 1 over Q, see [Li,
Proposition 4.3]. It follows from the definition of fs,t that Hpfs,tq is the
unique morphism

BBs bR B
B
t bR ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ BBt bR B

B
s bR . . .

which induces the identity in degree ´mst.

To conclude the proof, by faithfulness of H we only have to check that the
morphisms of R-bimodules considered above satisfy the relations of [EW2]. Each
of these relations involves a subset S1 of S (of cardinality at most 3) which generates
a finite subgroup W 1 of W . Let us fix some relation, and the corresponding subset
S1. Let kS1 Ă hQG be the intersection of the kernels of the images of the roots αs
for s P S1, and let lS1 Ă hQG be the subspace generated by the images of the coroots
α_s for s P S1. Then since W 1 is finite the matrix pxα_s , αtyqs,tPS1 is invertible,

which implies that dimplS1q “ #S1 and that hQG “ kS1 ‘ lS1 . This decomposition
reduces the verification of the relation to the similar relation in the case of the
realization of pW 1, S1q given by lS1 , i.e. by the standard Cartan realization. In
this case the relations can be (and have been) checked by computer, using the
localization method described in [EW2, §5.5].

Remark 10.11. As explained above, the relations in the definition of DK
BSpG q only

involve subsets of S which generate a finite parabolic subgroup of W . Hence in the
proof above one only needs the fully-faithfulness of (10.6) in the case when G is an
ordinary complex connected reductive group. In this generality this result was first
proved by Soergel, see [S6, Proposition 2].

10.6. Fully-faithfulness of ∆BS. To conclude the proof of Theorem 10.6, it re-
mains to prove that our functor ∆BS is fully-faithful. Using (10.2) and Lemma 10.3,
one sees that it is enough to prove fully-faithfulness over Z1.

Lemma 10.12. Let w and v be expressions. The graded OphZ1G q-modules

Hom‚DZ1
BSpG q

pBw, Bvq and
à

nPZ
HomParityBS

B pX ,Z1qppw, 0q, pv, nqq
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are free of finite rank, and they have the same graded rank.

Sketch of proof. For DZ1
BSpG q, the freeness follows from [EW2, Theorem 6.11]. For

the category ParityBS
B pX ,Z1q this follows from [MR, Lemma 2.2(2)], see §9.4.

To prove that the graded ranks coincide, using adjunction it suffices to con-
sider the case v “ ∅ (see e.g. the arguments in §5.5). In this case, using [EW2,
Lemma 2.10 & Proposition 6.12], if w “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sr one sees that the graded rank of
the left-hand side is the coefficient of Hid in the product of the Kazhdan–Lusztig
elements Hsi

in the Hecke algebra of pW,Sq. On the other hand, the left-hand side
is the dual of

H‚B
`

pi1q
!EZ1pwq

˘

.

The graded rank of the latter module can also be expressed in terms of the Hecke
algebra of pW,Sq using the methods of [MR, §3.10] (which go back at least to [Sp]).
The formula for the graded rank of

À

nPZ HomParityBS
B pX ,Z1qppw, 0q, pv, nqq obtained

in this way is the same as for DZ1
BSpG q, and the lemma follows. �

It is easy to see that a graded morphism φ between two graded free OphZ1G q-
modules is an isomorphism iff F bZ1 φ is an isomorphism for any field F such
that there exists a ring morphism Z1 Ñ F. This remark, together with (10.2),
Lemma 10.3 and Lemma 10.12, reduce the proof of fully-faithfulness to the case of
coefficients in a field F (which admits a ring morphism Z1 Ñ F). Finally, it is easy
to see that a morphism φ : M Ñ N between two graded free OphFG q-modules with
the same graded rank is an isomorphism iff the composition

M
φ
ÝÑ N Ñ FbOphF

G q
N

is surjective (where here F is considered as the trivial OphFG q-module). Hence,
using (9.5), we have finally reduced the proof of the fact that ∆BS is fully-faithful
to proving the following claim.

Proposition 10.13. For any field F such that there exists a morphism Z1 Ñ F,
and any expressions w and v, the morphism

γw,v : Hom‚DF
BSpG q

pBw, Bvq Ñ Hom‚Db
pBq
pX ,FqpEFpwq, EFpvqq

induced by the composition of ∆BS with the forgetful functor is surjective.

As in the proof of Theorem 5.3 (see §5.5), using adjunction one can reduce the
proof of Proposition 10.13 to the case when w “ ∅. This special case follows from
the following more general claim.

Proposition 10.14. For F as in Proposition 10.13, any reduced expression w for
an element w PW and any expression v, the composition

δw,v : Hom‚DF
BSpG q

pBw, Bvq
γw,v
ÝÝÝÑ Hom‚Db

pBq
pX ,FqpEFpwq, EFpvqq

Ñ Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěw,FqpEFpwq, EFpvqq

(where the second arrow is induced by restriction to Xěw) is surjective.

Before proving Proposition 10.14 in full generality, we begin with some special
cases.
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Lemma 10.15. Let y be a reduced expression for an element y PW , and let s P S
be a simple reflection such that ys ą y in the Bruhat order. Then the morphisms
δys,ys, δys,yss, δy,ys and δy,yss are surjective.

Proof. Using Lemma 4.5 (but in DF
BSpG q now), as in the proof of Lemma 5.8 one

reduces the case of δys,yss to that of δys,ys, and the case of δy,yss to that of δy,ys.

The case of δys,ys is obvious since
à

nPZ
HomDb

pBq
pXěys,FqpEFpysq, EFpysqrnsq “ F ¨ id,

hence only the case of δy,ys remains. In this case, recall the inclusion i1y : Xy \

Xys ãÑ X . Since the Bott–Samelson resolution νys is an isomorphism over the

open subset Xy \Xys Ă Xys, we have

pi1yq
˚EFpysq – FXy\Xys

r`pyq ` 1s.

Similarly we have

pi1yq
˚EFpyq – FXy

r`pyqs

(where we omit the direct image functor associated with the closed embedding
Xy ãÑ Xy \Xys), and the functor pi1yq

˚ induces an isomorphism

Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěy,FqpEFpyq, EFpysqq

„
ÝÑ

Hom‚Db
pBq
pXy\Xys,FqpFXy

r`pyqs,FXy\Xys
r`pyq ` 1sq.

It is easily checked that the right-hand side is concentrated in degree 1, and 1-
dimensional. It is also easy to see that the image of the morphism EFpyq Ñ EFpysqr1s
induced by the lower dot morphism is non-zero, and the claim follows. �

Proof of Proposition 10.14. We prove by induction on `pvq that the statement holds
for all reduced expressions w. If `pvq “ 0, i.e. v “ ∅, then the codomain of δw,v
vanishes unless w “ ∅, in which case it is spanned by the identity morphism; hence
there is nothing to prove in this case.

Now, let v be an expression such that `pvq ą 0. Write v “ us where s P S, and
assume the result is known for u. We distinguish two cases.

Case 1: ws ă w. In this case, w has a reduced expression w1 ending with
s. It is clear from definitions that the restriction to Xw of the image under ∆BS

of the morphism EFpwq Ñ EFpw1q induced by a rex move w  w1 (see §4.3) is
invertible. Hence it is enough to prove the surjectivity of δw1,v; in other words we
can assume (replacing w by w1 if necessary) that w “ xs for some reduced expression
x (expressing ws). By induction, there exists a family pfiqiPI of homogeneous
elements in the image of γw,u whose image spans the vector space

Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěw,FqpEFpwq, EFpuqq,

and a family pgjqjPJ of homogeneous elements in the image of γx,u whose image
spans the vector space

Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěws,FqpEFpxq, EFpuqq.

By Proposition 9.17(2), there exist morphisms

f 1i : EFpwq Ñ EFpwsqrnis, g1j : EFpwq Ñ EFpwqrmjs
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such that the images of the compositions

pfi ‹
B EFpsqrnisq ˝ f 1i and pgj ‹

B EFpsqrmjsq ˝ g
1
j

span the vector space

(10.7) Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěw,FqpEFpwq, EFpvqq.

By Lemma 10.15 we can assume that the morphisms f 1i are in the image of γw,ws,
and that the morphisms g1j are in the image of γw,w; then we obtain that (10.7) is
spanned by images of vectors in the image of γw,v, and the claim follows.

Case 2: ws ą w. By induction, there exists a family pfiqiPI of homogeneous
elements in the image of γw,u whose image spans the vector space

Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěw,FqpEFpwq, EFpuqq,

and a family pgjqjPJ of homogeneous elements in the image of γws,u whose image
spans the vector space

Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěws,FqpEFpwsq, EFpuqrnsq.

By Proposition 9.17(1), there exist morphisms

f 1i : EFpwq Ñ EFpwsqrnis, g1j : EFpwq Ñ EFpwssqrmjs

such that the compositions

pfi ‹
B EFpsqrnisq ˝ f 1i and pgj ‹

B EFpsqrmjsq ˝ g
1
j

span the vector space

(10.8) Hom‚Db
pBq
pXěw,FqpEFpwq, EFpvqq.

By Lemma 10.15 we can assume that the morphisms f 1i are in the image of γw,ws,
and that the morphisms g1j are in the image of γw,wss; then we obtain that (10.8)
is spanned by images of vectors in the image of γw,v, and the claim follows. �

10.7. The case of the affine flag variety. We now explain the relation between
the results stated in §10.3 and the setting considered in Sections 3–4. We consider
a connected reductive algebraic group G over an algebraically closed field F of
characteristic p, and use the same notation as in §3.1 (but do not assume that
p ě h). We denote by G_ the connected reductive group over L which is Langlands
dual to G. That is to say, G_ has a fixed maximal torus T_ Ă G_ endowed with
a fixed isomorphism X˚pT_q – X˚pT q, such that the root datum of pG_, T_q
identifies with the dual of the root datum of pG,T q. We also denote by B_ Ă G_

the Borel subgroup whose roots are the negative coroots of G. Next, we denote by
G^ the simply connected cover of the derived subgroup of G_. In particular, we
have a natural group morphism G^ Ñ G_, and we denote by T^, resp. B^, the
inverse image of T_, resp. B_, under this morphism.

Let K :“ Lppzqq and O :“ Lrrzss. Then we can consider the ind-group scheme
G^pK q over L and its group subscheme G^pOq. We define the Iwahori subgroup
I^ Ă G^pOq as the inverse image of B^ under the evaluation morphism G^pOq Ñ
G^ (at z “ 0). We can similarly define G_pK q, G_pOq and I_, and consider the
affine flag varieties

Fl_ :“ G_pK q{I_, Fl^ :“ G^pK q{I^
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and their natural ind-variety structure. The morphism G^ Ñ G_ induces a closed
embedding

Fl^ Ñ Fl_

which identifies Fl^ with the connected component of the base point I_{I_ in Fl_.
For a detailed account of these constructions, see e.g. [Gö].

Both in the classical or étale setting of §9.3, we can consider the equivariant
derived category Db

I^pFl
^,Kq. It is well known that we have a “Bruhat decompo-

sition”
Fl^ “

ğ

wPW

Fl^w

where Fl^w is the I^-orbit of the point of Fl^ associated naturally with w, and that
moreover Fl^w is isomorphic to an affine space of dimension `pwq; see [Gö, Theo-
rem 2.18]. We also have “Bott–Samelson varieties” BSpwq, hence we can consider

the corresponding objects EKpwq in Db
I^pFl

^,Kq, and the category ParityBS
I^ pFl

^,Kq
of I^-equivariant Bott–Samelson parity complexes on Fl^. This category has a nat-
ural convolution product ‹I

^

, which makes it a monoidal category. Finally for any
s P S we have a corresponding partial affine flag variety Fl^,s and a morphism
Fl^ Ñ Fl^,s; see e.g. [PR].

In case K is complete local, one can also consider the monoidal category of all
I^-equivariant parity complexes on Fl^, denoted ParityI^pFl

^,Kq, which identifies

with the Karoubi envelope of the additive hull of ParityBS
I^ pFl

^,Kq.
The proof of the following theorem, which provides a geometric description of

the category D used in Sections 4–5, is identical to the proof of Theorem 10.5 and
Theorem 10.6. Here we set Z1 “ Z if the morphisms α : ZΦ_ Ñ Z and α_ : ZΦ Ñ Z
are surjective for any simple root α, and Z1 “ Zr 12 s otherwise. (In this statement,
since we only consider the categories D and DBS, we do not need to assume that (4.4)
is satisfied.)

Theorem 10.16. Assume that there exists a ring morphism Z1 Ñ K. Then there
exists a canonical equivalence of monoidal categories

DBS
„
ÝÑ ParityBS

I^ pFl
^,Kq.

If K is furthermore a complete local ring, this equivalence induces an equivalence
of additive monoidal categories

D „
ÝÑ ParityI^pFl

^,Kq.

Remark 10.17. (1) Assume for simplicity that G is quasi-simple. Let Σ_ be
the set of simple coroots of G, which constitute a basis of the root system
of pG^, T^q. To avoid confusion, for α P Φ_ we will denote by rα P Φ the
corresponding coroot of G^. Let θ be the highest root of G^, and let A
be the generalized Cartan matrix with rows and columns parametrized by
Σ_ Y t0u and coefficients

aα,β “

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

xβ, rαy if α, β P Σ_;

2 if α “ β “ 0;

´xβ, rθy if β P Σ_ and α “ 0;

´xθ, rαy if α P Σ_ and β “ 0.

There exists a natural Kac–Moody root datum for A with underlying Z-
module HomZpZΦ,Zq, and with the simple roots and coroots defined in a
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way similar to the construction in §4.2. It is likely that the Kac–Moody
group over L associated with this root datum is the group ind-scheme
G^pK q considered above. This fact would make Theorem 10.16 an ac-
tual special case of Theorem 10.5 and Theorem 10.6. However, such a
statement does not seem to be known. (See [PR, §9.h] for a comparison of
the corresponding flag varieties.)

(2) Assume again that G is quasi-simple. Instead of the “degenerate” Kac–
Moody root datum of (1), one can consider the more traditional Kac–
Moody root datum consisting of Λ “ HomZpZΦ ‘ Zc ‘ Zd,Zq, the simple
roots Σ_ Y tδ ´ θu (where δpdq “ 1 and δ|ZΦ‘Zc “ 0, and where Σ_ is
considered as a subset of Λ in the obvious way) and the simple coroots

Σ Y tc ´ rθu. In §1.4 we recalled the definition of the p-canonical basis
of H using the category D. It might be more natural to define this p-
canonical basis using the category DkpG q, where G is the Kac–Moody group
associated with Λ and the above roots and coroots. But in fact the two
definitions coincide. Indeed, we have natural W -invariant morphisms

ZΦ‘ Zc‘ Zd� ZΦ‘ Zd and ZΦ ãÑ ZΦ‘ Zd,
which allow to construct monoidal functors

η1 : D1 Ñ DkpG q and η2 : D1 Ñ D,
where D1 is the category from [EW2] associated with the natural realiza-
tion of W with underlying k-module k bZ pZΦ ‘ Zdq. Hence to prove our
claim it suffices to prove that η1 and η2 send indecomposable objects to
indecomposable objects. However, if we define the category D with the
same objects as D and morphisms from M to N given by the degree-0 part
of

kbOpkbZZΦq Hom‚DpM,Nq,

then D is a Krull–Schmidt category, and an object in D is indecomposable
if and only if its image in D is indecomposable. Similar remarks apply
to D1 and DkpG q. This suffices to conclude since, by the double leaves
theorem [EW2, Theorem 6.11], for any M,N in D1 the morphisms

kbOpkbZpZΦ‘Zdqq Hom‚D1pM,Nq Ñ kbOpkbZpZΦ‘Zc‘Zdqq Hom‚DkpG qpη1pMq, η1pNqq

induced by η1 and

kbOpkbZpZΦ‘Zdqq Hom‚D1pM,Nq Ñ kbOpkbZZΦq Hom‚Dpη2pMq, η2pNqq

induced by η2 are isomorphisms.

11. Whittaker sheaves and antispherical diagrammatic categories

11.1. Definition of Whittaker sheaves. Let us come back to the general setting
of Sections 9–10. In §10.3 we have obtained a description of the category DKpG q
in terms of parity complexes on a flag variety. The goal of this section is to obtain
a similar description for the antispherical quotient defined in Remark 4.10. This
relies on the consideration of some “Whittaker sheaves,” which exist only in the
étale context.

So, from now on we restrict to the étale context of §9.3, assuming in addition
that charpLq ą 0, and that there exists a nontrivial (additive) character ψ from the
prime subfield of L to Kˆ (which we fix once and for all). Then we can consider
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the corresponding Artin–Schreier local system Lψ on Ga,L, see [AB, BY, AR1],
i.e. the rank-1 local system defined as the ψ-isotypic component in the direct image
of the constant sheaf under the Artin–Schreier map Ga,L Ñ Ga,L defined by x ÞÑ

xcharpLq ´ x.
Let J Ă I be a subset of finite type. We will denote by JW Ă W the subset

of elements v which are minimal in WJv (i.e. the image of W J under w ÞÑ w´1).
To J we have associated the parabolic subgroup PJ of G . We denote by U J the
pro-unipotent radical of PJ (i.e. the base change to L of the group scheme denoted
Uma`
J in [Rs]), and by LJ its Levi factor (i.e. the base change to L of the group

scheme denoted GpJq in [Rs]), which is a connected reductive L-group. Finally,
let U ´

J be the unipotent radical of the Borel subgroup of LJ which is opposite to
B XLJ . Then the U ´

J U J -orbits on X are parametrized by W (in the obvious
way). For w PW , we will denote by Xw,J the orbit corresponding to w, and by dJw
its dimension.

For any s P tsj : j P Ju we have a root subgroup U ´
s Ă U ´

J . Moreover, the
natural embedding induces an isomorphism of algebraic groups

ź

sPJ

U ´
s

„
ÝÑ U ´

J {rU
´
J ,U

´
J s.

If we choose once and for all, for any s P J , an isomorphism Ga,L
„
ÝÑ U ´

s , we
deduce a morphism of algebraic groups

U ´
J U J Ñ U ´

J Ñ U ´
J {rU

´
J ,U

´
J s

„
ÝÑ

ź

sPJ

U ´
s

„
ÝÑ pGa,Lq

J `
ÝÑ Ga,L

which we will denote χJ .
The local system Lψ is multiplicative in the sense of [AR1, Appendix A], hence

so is pχJq
˚Lψ. We will denote by

Db
Whit,JpX ,Kq

the triangulated category of pU ´
J U J , pχJq

˚Lψq-equivariant complexes on the va-
riety X (see [AR1, Definition A.1]). Note that if w P W , then the U ´

J U J -
orbit parametrized by w supports a pU ´

J U J , pχJq
˚Lψq-equivariant local system

iff w P JW . In this case there exists a unique such local system of rank one (up
to isomorphism), which we will denote LJw, and we have dJw “ `pwq ` `pwJ0 q. We
denote by iJw,˝ : Xw,J ãÑ X the embedding, and set

∆J
w,˝ :“ piJw,˝q!LJwr`pwq ` `pwJ0 qs, ∇J

w,˝ :“ piJw,˝q˚LJwr`pwq ` `pwJ0 qs.

By minimality, when w “ 1 is the neutral element we have ∆J
1,˝ – ∇J

1,˝, see [BY,
Corollary 4.2.2]. These objects satisfy

Homn
Db

Whit,J pX ,Kqp∆
J
w,˝,∇J

v,˝q “

#

K if w “ v and n “ 0;

0 otherwise.

There exists a natural convolution functor

p´q ‹B p´q : Db
Whit,JpX ,Kq ˆDb

BpX ,Kq Ñ Db
Whit,JpX ,Kq,

defined in a way similar to the convolution on Db
BpX ,Kq. Then we can define the

“averaging functor”

AvJ : Db
BpX ,Kq Ñ Db

Whit,JpX ,Kq,
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as the functor F ÞÑ ∆J
1,˝ ‹

B F . (Alternatively, this functor can be described as the
composition of the forgetful functor to the constructible derived category, followed
by any choice of the functors defined as in [AR1, §A.2]; see [BY, Lemma 4.4.3].)
By construction, for F ,G in Db

BpX ,Kq there exists a canonical and functorial
isomorphism

(11.1) AvJpF ‹B Gq – AvJpFq ‹B G.

For s P S, we can consider in a similar way the category

Db
Whit,JpX

s,Kq.

The U ´
J U J -orbits on X s are parametrized in a natural way by W s; those which

support a pU ´
J U J , pχJq

˚Lψq-equivariant local system correspond to the elements
in

JW s
˝ :“ tw PW s | w P JW and ws P JW u;

we denote the corresponding standard and costandard sheaves ∆s,J
w,˝ and ∇s,J

w,˝ re-
spectively.

We also have functors pqsq! “ pq
sq˚, pqsq˚, pqsq! between the pU ´

J U J , pχJq
˚Lψq-

equivariant categories.

Lemma 11.1. Let w P JW .

(1) If w PW s and ws R JW , then

pqsq!∆
J
w,˝ “ pq

sq!∇J
w,˝ “ 0.

(2) If w PW s and ws P JW , then

pqsq!∆
J
w,˝ – ∆s,J

w,˝ and pqsq!∇J
w,˝ – ∇s,J

w,˝.

(3) If ws ă w (which implies that ws P JW ), then

pqsq!∆
J
w,˝ – ∆s,J

ws,˝r´1s and pqsq!∇J
w,˝ – ∇s,J

ws,˝r1s.

Proof. Consider the restriction of qs to Xw,J . If w P W s and ws R JW , then this
restriction is an A1-fibration, and the restriction of LJw to the fibers are isomorphic
to Lψ, so that pqsq!∆

J
w,˝ “ pq

sq!∇J
w,˝ “ 0.

If w P W s and ws P JW , then the restriction of qs is an isomorphism, so that

pqsq!∆
J
w,˝ – ∆s,J

w,˝ and pqsq!∇J
w,˝ – ∇s,J

w,˝.

Finally, if w RW s, then the restriction of qs to Xw,J is an A1-fibration, and the

restriction of LJw to the fibers are constant; it follows that pqsq!∆
J
w,˝ – ∆s,J

ws,˝r´1s

and pqsq!∇J
w,˝ – ∇s,J

ws,˝r1s. �

Lemma 11.2. Let w P JW s
˝ . There exists distinguished triangles

∆J
ws,˝r´1s Ñ pqsq˚∆s,J

w,˝ Ñ ∆J
w,˝

r1s
ÝÝÑ and ∇J

w,˝ Ñ pqsq!∇s,J
w Ñ ∇J

ws,˝r1s
r1s
ÝÝÑ .

Proof. These distinguished triangles are obtained by using the base change theo-
rem and applying the standard distinguished triangles of functors attached to the
decomposition of the inverse image under qs of the orbit corresponding to w as the
disjoint union of the closed piece Xw,J and the open piece Xws,J . �
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11.2. Whittaker parity complexes. The general theory of parity complexes de-
veloped in [JMW] applies verbatim in the setting of Whittaker sheaves. In partic-
ular, a complex F in Db

Whit,JpX ,Kq is said to be ˚-even, resp. !-even, if for any
w PW we have

Hodd
`

piJw,˝q
˚F

˘

“ 0, resp. Hodd
`

piJw,˝q
!F

˘

“ 0,

and if moreover for w PW and k even the local system

Hk
`

piJw,˝q
˚F

˘

, resp. Hk
`

piJw,˝q
!F

˘

,

is projective (equivalently, free) over K. (These conditions are automatic if w R JW
since in this case piJw,˝q

˚F “ piJw,˝q
!F “ 0 for any F in Db

Whit,JpX ,Kq.) Then an

object F is called a parity complex if F – F0‘F1 where the objects F0 and F1r1s
are both ˚-even and !-even. We will denote by

ParityWhit,JpX ,Kq

the additive category of parity complexes in Db
Whit,JpX ,Kq. For any s P S, we can

similarly consider the category

ParityWhit,JpX
s,Kq

of parity complexes in Db
Whit,JpX

s,Kq.

Lemma 11.3. Let F P Db
Whit,JpX ,Kq and s P S.

(1) If F is ˚-even, then pqsq˚F is ˚-even.
(2) If F is !-even, then pqsq˚F is !-even.
(3) If F is a parity complex, then pqsq˚F is a parity complex.

Proof. Clearly, (3) follows from (1) and (2). We explain the proof of (1); the proof
of (2) is similar.

So, let us assume that F is ˚-even. We proceed by induction on the support of
F ; so we assume that F is supported on a closed union Y Ă X of U ´

J U J -orbits,
and that w PW is such that Xw,J is open in Y and piJw,˝q

˚F ‰ 0. Necessarily we

have w P JW . Let k : Y r Xw,J ãÑ Y be the closed embedding, and consider the
canonical distinguished triangle

piJw,˝q!pi
J
w,˝q

!F Ñ F Ñ k˚k
˚F r1s

ÝÝÑ .

The object k˚k
˚F is ˚-even and supported on Y r Xw,J , hence by induction we

know that pqsq˚k˚k
˚F is ˚-even. On the other hand, we have an isomorphism

piJw,˝q!pi
J
w,˝q

!F –
à

iPZ

`

∆J
w,˝ris

˘‘ni
,

where ni P Zě0 and ni “ 0 unless dimpXw,Jq ` i is even. Now it follows from
Lemma 11.1 that under this condition the object pqsq˚p∆

J
w,˝risq is ˚-even, and the

claim follows. �

Using arguments similar to those for Lemma 9.6, one can check that the functors
pqsq!pqsq˚ and pqsq˚pqsq˚ are isomorphic up to cohomological shift by 2. (In our
present setting Verdier duality exchanges the Whittaker categories defined in terms
of ψ and ψ´1; but this does not cause any trouble.) We deduce the following.

Lemma 11.4. If F P Db
Whit,JpX ,Kq is parity, then so are pqsq˚pqsq˚F and

pqsq!pqsq˚F .
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Corollary 11.5. For any E in ParityBpX ,Kq the object AvJpEq is a parity complex.

Proof. Since the functor pqsq˚pqsq˚ commutes with AvJ (see (11.1)) and since any
object in ParityBpX ,Kq is isomorphic to a direct sum of shifts of direct summands
of objects obtained from ∆1 by repeated application of functors pqsq˚pqsq˚ for
various s, the corollary follows from the observation that AvJp∆1q “ ∆J

1,˝ is parity

(since ∆J
1,˝ – ∇J

1,˝) and Lemma 11.4. �

Remark 11.6. For any w P JW , the general theory of parity complexes of [JMW]
guarantees the uniqueness (up to isomorphism) of an indecomposable parity com-

plex supported on Xw,J and whose restriction to Xw,J is LJwrdimpXw,Jqs, but not
its existence. This existence follows from Corollary 11.5: in fact AvJpEwq is a par-

ity complex supported on Xw,J and whose restriction to Xw,J is LJwrdimpXw,Jqs;
hence it admits an indecomposable direct summand whose restriction to Xw,J is
LJwrdimpXw,Jqs. Similar comments apply to the variety X s. Using this, as in
Lemma 9.7 one can check that the functors pqsq˚ and pqsq! send parity complexes
to parity complexes.

Lemma 11.7. If w PW r JW , then AvJpEwq “ 0.

Proof. Let w be a reduced expression for w starting with a simple reflection sj for
some j P J . Then Ew is isomorphic to a direct summand of Ew. On the other

hand Ew is the image in Db
BpX ,Kq of an object in the equivariant derived category

of the parabolic subgroup Psj . Therefore we have AvJpEwq “ 0 (see e.g. [BY,
Lemma 4.4.6 and its proof]), which implies that AvJpEwq “ 0. �

11.3. Sections of the !-flag for Whittaker parity complexes. In this subsec-
tion we assume that K is a field. Our goal is to explain how to develop a theory of
“sections of the !-flag” for Whittaker parity complexes. Since the constructions are
close to those performed in Section 9, we leave most of the details to the reader.

We will denote by pEJw,˝ : w P JW q the (normalized) indecomposable objects

in the category ParityWhit,JpX ,Kq and by pEs,Jw,˝ : w P JW s
˝ q the similar objects

in ParityWhit,JpX
s,Kq. Then one can define the sections of the !-flag for !-parity

objects in Db
Whit,JpX ,Kq and Db

Whit,JpX
s,Kq in the obvious way. (In this case,

one replaces the Bruhat order which appears in the condition for the morphisms
ϕF
π by the order on W induced by inclusions of orbit closures in X or in X s; the

corresponding open ind-subvarieties of X will be denoted Xěw,J .)
Next, we fix some split embeddings and projections

Es,Jw,˝ Ñ pqsq˚EJw,˝ Ñ Es,Jw,˝
for w P JW s

˝ , and a split embedding and split projection

EJws,˝ Ñ pqsq!Es,Jw,˝r´1s, pqsq˚Es,Jw,˝r1s Ñ EJws,˝
for w P JW s

˝ respectively. This allows to obtain analogues of Proposition 9.12
and Proposition 9.15. Namely, if pΠ, e, d, pϕF

π qπPΠq is a section of the !-flag of
F P Db

Whit,JpX ,Kq, then one can define a section of the !-flag of pqsq˚F as follows.

We set Π1 :“ tπ P Π | epπqs P JW u, and define e1 : Π1 Ñ JW s
˝ as sending π to the

shortest element among epπq and epπqs. Then we can define d1 and pϕ
pqsq˚F
π qπPΠ1

by the same procedure as in §9.6. (The proof that this indeed defines a section
of the !-flag of pqsq˚F is similar to the proof of Proposition 9.12; details are left
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to the reader.) On the other hand, if pΠ, e, d, pϕF
π qπPΠq is a section of the !-flag of

F P Db
Whit,JpX

s,Kq, then one can define a section of the !-flag of pqsq!F by exactly
the same procedure as in §9.7.

Using these constructions one can prove the following analogue of Proposi-
tion 9.17.

Proposition 11.8. Let x and v be expressions, and assume that x is a reduced
expression for some element x P JW . Let also s P S, and assume that xs P JW .

(1) Assume that x P W s, so that xs is a reduced expression for xs P JW . Let
pfiqiPI be a family of homogeneous elements in

Hom‚Db
Whit,J pX ,KqpAvJpExq,AvJpEvqq

whose images span

Hom‚Db
Whit,J pXěx,J ,KqpAvJpExq,AvJpEvqq,

and let pgjqjPJ be a family of homogeneous elements in

Hom‚Db
Whit,J pX ,KqpAvJpExsq,AvJpEvqq

whose images span the vector space

Hom‚Db
Whit,J pXěxs,J ,KqpAvJpExsq,AvJpEvqq.

Then there exist integers ni and morphisms f 1i : AvJpExq Ñ AvJpExsqrnis
(for i P I) and integers mj and morphisms g1j : AvJpExq Ñ AvJpExssqrmjs

(for j P J) such that the images of the compositions

AvJpExq
f 1i
ÝÑ AvJpExsqrnis

fi‹
BEsrnis

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ AvJpEvsqrni ` degpfiqs

together with the images of the compositions

AvJpExq
g1j
ÝÑ AvJpExssqrmjs

gj‹
BEsrmjs

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ AvJpEvsqrmj ` degpgjqs

span the vector space Hom‚Db
Whit,J pXěx,J ,KqpAvJpExq,AvJpEvsqq.

(2) Assume that x “ ys for some expression y (which is automatically a reduced
expression for xs). Let pfiqiPI be a family of homogeneous elements in

Hom‚Db
Whit,J pX ,KqpAvJpExq,AvJpEvqq

whose images span

Hom‚Db
Whit,J pXěx,J ,KqpAvJpExq,AvJpEvqq,

and let pgjqjPJ be a family of homogeneous elements in

Hom‚Db
Whit,J pX ,KqpAvJpEyq,AvJpEvqq

whose images span

Hom‚Db
Whit,J pXěxs,J ,KqpAvJpEyq,AvJpEvqq.

Then there exist integers ni and morphisms f 1i : AvJpExq Ñ AvJpExsqrnis
(for i P I) and integers mj and morphisms g1j : AvJpExq Ñ AvJpExqrmjs

(for j P J) such that the images of the compositions

AvJpExq
f 1i
ÝÑ AvJpExsqrnis

fi‹
BEsrnis

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ AvJpEvsqrni ` degpfiqs
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together with the images of the compositions

AvJpExq
g1j
ÝÑ AvJpExqrmjs

gj‹
BEsrmjs

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ AvJpEvsqrmj ` degpgjqs

span the vector space Hom‚Db
Whit,J pXěx,J ,KqpAvJpExq,AvJpEvsqq.

11.4. Surjectivity. We drop the assumption that K is a field. Corollary 11.5 shows
that the functor AvJ restricts to a functor

ParityBpX ,Kq Ñ ParityWhit,JpX ,Kq;

we will denote this restriction also by AvJ .

Proposition 11.9. For any E ,F in ParityBpX ,Kq, the morphism

Hom‚ParityBpX ,KqpE ,Fq Ñ Hom‚ParityWhit,J pX ,KqpAvJpEq,AvJpFqq

induced by the functor AvJ is surjective.

Sketch of proof. Using the Nakayama lemma and the appropriate analogue of Lem-
ma 10.3, it suffices to consider the case when K is a field, to which we restrict from
now on.

In this setting, the surjectivity can be proved by using once again the technique
of the proof of §5.5 and §10.6. Namely, one can assume that E and F are of Bott–
Samelson type, and then using adjunction that E “ EKp∅q and F “ EKpvq for some
expression v. To treat this case we prove more generally that if w is a reduced
expression for w P JW and v is any expression, the composition

δJw,v : Hom‚ParityBpX ,KqpEKpwq, EKpvqq
AvJ
ÝÝÑ

Hom‚ParityWhit,J pX ,KqpAvJpEKpwqq,AvJpEKpvqqq Ñ
Hom‚ParityWhit,J pXěw,J ,KqpAvJpEKpwqq,AvJpEKpvqqq

(where the second map is induced by restriction) is surjective. For this we first
consider as in Lemma 10.15 the case of morphisms δJys,ys, δ

J
ys,yss, δ

J
y,ys, δ

J
y,yss where

y is a reduced expression for an element y P JW s
˝ . Then we treat the general case

by induction on `pvq as follows.
If `pvq “ 0 the claim is obvious. If `pvq ą 0, we write v “ us. If ws ă w,

then ws P JW , and it suffices to treat the case when w “ xs for some reduced
expression x for ws. In this case we invoke Proposition 11.8(2) as in the proof of
Proposition 10.14. If ws ą w and ws P JW , then we can invoke Proposition 11.8(1).

Finally, it remains to consider the case when ws ą w and ws R JW . In this
case, since AvJpEKpvqq is the image under pqsq! of an object in Db

Whit,JpX
s,Kq,

its co-restriction to a stratum Xx,J can be nonzero only if x and xs are both in
JW . In particular, its co-restriction to Xw,J vanishes, so that the codomain of δJw,v
vanishes. Hence there is nothing to prove in this case. �

Corollary 11.10. If w P JW , then AvJpEwq is a nonzero indecomposable parity
complex.

Proof. If w P JW , then AvJpEwq is supported on Xw,J , and its restriction to the
orbit Xw,J is LJwrdimpXw,Jqs, see Remark 11.6. It is indecomposable by Proposi-
tion 11.9 and the fact that a quotient of a local ring is local. �
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11.5. Description of the antispherical diagrammatic category in terms of
Whittaker sheaves. By Corollary 11.5, we can define ParityBS

Whit,JpX ,Kq as the
full (but not strictly full) subcategory of ParityWhit,JpX ,Kq whose objects are the
parity complexes

AvJpEKpwqqrns
for w an expression and n P Z. Using (11.1), we see that this category admits a

natural action of the monoidal category ParityBS
B pX ,Kq on the right. Moreover,

using Remark 11.6, one can easily check that the Karoubi envelope of the additive
hull of ParityBS

Whit,JpX ,Kq is ParityWhit,JpX ,Kq.
On the other hand, consider the antispherical category Dasph,K

BS,J pG q defined as

in Remark 4.10, for the Coxeter group pW,Sq, its realization hKG , and the subset

tsj : j P Ju Ă S. We also denote by Dasph,K
J pG q the Karoubi envelope of the

additive hull of Dasph,K
BS,J pG q.

Theorem 11.11. Assume that there exists a ring morphism Z1 Ñ K. Then there
exists a canonical equivalence of categories

∆J
BS : Dasph,K

BS,J pG q
„
ÝÑ ParityBS

Whit,JpX ,Kq

which is compatible with the right actions of DK
BSpG q and ParityBS

B pX ,Kq through
the equivalence of Theorem 10.6. As a consequence, we obtain an equivalence of
categories

∆J : Dasph,K
J pG q

„
ÝÑ ParityWhit,JpX ,Kq

compatible with the right actions of DKpG q and ParityBpX ,Kq through the equiva-
lence of Theorem 10.5.

Proof. We consider the diagram

DK
BSpG q

∆BS

„
//

��

ParityBS
B pX ,Kq

AvJ��
Dasph,K

BS,J pG q ParityBS
Whit,JpX ,Kq,

where the left vertical arrow is the natural quotient functor, and the horizontal
arrow is the equivalence of Theorem 10.6. Since AvχpEKpwqq “ 0 for any expression
w starting with a simple reflection in tsj : j P Ju (see the proof of Lemma 11.7), and
AvJp∆BSpfqq “ 0 for any f P phKG q

˚ (because HomParityBS
Whit,J pX ,Kqp∆

J
1,˝,∆

J
1,˝r2sq “

0), the composition AvJ ˝∆BS factors through a functor

(11.2) ∆J
BS : Dasph,K

BS,J pG q
„
ÝÑ ParityBS

Whit,JpX ,Kq
which is the natural bijection on objects. It follows from Theorem 10.6 and Propo-
sition 11.9 that this functor induces surjections on morphisms, and what remains
is to prove that these surjections are in fact isomorphisms.

To prove this property, using adjunction (as e.g. in §5.5), it suffices to consider
morphisms (of any degree) from Bw to B∅ where w is any expression. In this case,
the version of Proposition 4.7 in our present setting (see Remark 4.10) provides
a finite generating family for the K-module Hom‚Dasph,K

BS,J pG q
pBw, B∅q. Now, as in

Lemma 10.12, one can prove that the K-module
à

nPZ
HompAvJpEKpwqq,AvJpEKp∅qqrnsq
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is free, and compute its rank in terms of the antispherical module for the Hecke
algebra of pW,Sq associated with J (based on Lemma 11.1 and Lemma 11.2). The
rank one obtains in this way is precisely the cardinality of the generating family
of Hom‚Dasph,K

BS,J pG q
pBw, B∅q considered above (by the appropriate generalization of

Lemma 4.1). Since any surjective morphism from a K-module generated by m
elements to Km must be an isomorphism, we deduce the desired claim, and the
first equivalence of the theorem. The second equivalence follows by taking the
Karoubi envelope of the additive hull of each of these categories. �

11.6. Application to the light leaves basis in the antispherical category.
As noticed in the course of the proof of Theorem 11.11, it follows from the con-
structions of the present section that the generating family for the K-module
Hom‚Dasph,K

BS,J pG q
pBw, B∅q considered in Proposition 4.7 actually forms a basis of this

K-module, when the étale derived category with coefficients in K makes sense. In
particular, this implies that for any expressions w and v, the graded K-module
Hom‚Dasph,K

BS,J pG q
pBw, Bvq is free. We conclude the paper with the following lemma,

which allows to deduce that the same property holds for more general rings of
coefficients.

Lemma 11.12. Let K and K1 be integral domains such that there exists a ring
morphism Z1 Ñ K, and consider a ring morphism ϕ : KÑ K1.

(1) Assume that ϕ is injective, and that the family of Proposition 4.7 forms a
basis of Hom‚

Dasph,K1
BS,J pG q

pBw, B∅q for coefficients K1. Then the same property

holds for K.
(2) Assume that K1 is free over K, and that the family of Proposition 4.7 forms a

basis of Hom‚Dasph,K
BS,J pG q

pBw, B∅q for coefficients K. Then the same property

holds for K1.

Proof. Consider the following diagram:

K1 bK Hom‚DK
BSpG q

pBw, B∅q
„ //

����

Hom‚DK1
BSpG q

pBw, B∅q

����
K1 bK Hom‚Dasph,K

BS,J pG q
pBw, B∅q Hom‚

Dasph,K1
BS,J pG q

pBw, B∅q.

Here the upper horizontal morphism is as in (10.2), and the vertical arrows are
induced by the respective quotient functors. From this diagram we deduce a natural
surjective morphism

(11.3) K1 bK Hom‚Dasph,K
BS,J pG q

pBw, B∅q� Hom‚
Dasph,K1

BS,J pG q
pBw, B∅q.

Now we can prove (1). In fact if the property is known for K1 then the surjection
in (11.3) must be an isomorphism. Hence the image of our family is free (over K1)
in K1 bK Hom‚Dasph,K

BS,J pG q
pBw, B∅q, which implies that the family is free (over K) in

Hom‚Dasph,K
BS,J pG q

pBw, B∅q since ϕ is injective.

Finally, we prove (2). Consider the K-basis of Hom‚DK
BSpG q

pBw, B∅q constructed

as in the proof of Lemma 5.18. The image of this basis in Hom‚DK1
BSpG q

pBw, B∅q is a

K1-basis of this K1-module. As in the proof of Lemma 5.18, what we have to prove
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is that any homogeneous element in Hom‚DK1
BSpG q

pBw, B∅q which factors through

an object Bxxky where x starts with a simple reflection sj with j P J is a linear

combination of the elements ϕe where e does not avoid W r JW and the elements
fi ¨ϕe. Choosing a basis for K1 over K, from the knowledge of this property over K
one easily deduces the property over K1, and the proof is complete. �

Using Lemma 11.12(2) one obtains that the property holds over any field admit-
ting a ring morphism from Z1, and then using (1) one deduces that it holds over
any integral domain satisfying this condition.

11.7. Iwahori–Whittaker sheaves on the affine flag variety. Let us consider
the setting of §10.7 (in the étale context), and let us assume in addition that
charpLq ą 0, that K satisfies (4.4), that there exists a ring morphism Z1 Ñ K (so
that (4.5) is satisfied), and that there exists a nontrivial (additive) character ψ
from the prime subfield of L to Kˆ (which we fix once and for all). Then we can

consider the categories Dasph
BS and Dasph of §4.4, with our present choice of ring of

coefficients K.
Let I^˝ Ă G^pOq be the inverse image under the evaluation map G^pOq Ñ G^

of the unipotent radical of the Borel subgroup which is opposite to B^ (with re-
spect to T^). Then after choosing isomorphisms between Ga,L and the appropriate
root subgroups, we obtain a morphism χ : I^˝ Ñ Ga,L, and we can consider the
corresponding category ParitypI^˝ ,χqpFl

^,Kq of Whittaker parity complexes. (Of
course, in this setting we can also consider more general parahoric subgroups, but
we restrict to this special case for simplicity and concreteness.)

The proof of the following result is very similar to the proof of Theorem 11.11;
see the remarks in §10.7.

Theorem 11.13. Assume that there exists a ring morphism Z1 Ñ K. Then there
exists a canonical equivalence of categories

Dasph
BS

„
ÝÑ ParityBS

pI^˝ ,χq
pFl^,Kq

which is compatible with the right actions of DBS and ParityBS
I^ pFl

^,Kq through the
first equivalence in Theorem 10.16. As a consequence, we obtain an equivalence of
categories

Dasph „
ÝÑ ParitypI^˝ ,χqpFl

^,Kq
compatible with the right actions of D and ParityI^pFl

^,Kq through the second
equivalence in Theorem 10.16.
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List of notations

Section 2

Notation § Description
AΩ 2.1 Subcategory of A generated by simples with label in Ω
AΩ 2.1 Quotient A{AΛrΩ

TiltpAq 2.3 Category of tilting objects in A

Section 3

Notation § Description
k 3.1 Algebraically closed field of characteristic p
G 3.1 Reductive group with simply-connected derived subgroup
T Ă B 3.1 Maximal torus and Borel subgroup
h 3.1 Coxeter number
X, X` 3.1 Weight lattice and dominant weights
Φ, Φ_ 3.1 Roots and coroots
Σ Ă Φ` 3.1 Simple and positive roots
ρ 3.1 half sum of positive roots
Sf ĂWf 3.1 (Finite) Weyl group and simple reflections
S ĂW 3.1 Affine Weyl group and simple reflections
CZ 3.1 Intersection of X with fundamental alcove
λ0 3.1 Fixed weight in CZ
µs 3.1 Fixed weight on the s-wall
X`

0 3.1 Intersection of X` and W rλ0

X`
s 3.1 Intersection of X` and W rµs

ReppGq 3.1 Category of finite-dimensional algebraic G-modules
∆pλq, ∇pλq 3.1 Standard and costandard modules in ReppGq
Lpλq, Tpλq 3.1 Simple and tilting modules in ReppGq
Rep0pGq 3.1 Serre subcategory generated by the Lpλq’s with λ P X`

0

RepspGq 3.1 Serre subcategory generated by the Lpλq’s with λ P X`
s

Ts, Ts 3.2 Fixed functors isomorphic to translation functors
Θs 3.5 Wall-crossing functor TsT

s

Tpwq 3.5 Bott–Samelson-type tilting module

Section 4

Notation § Description
H, Hf 4.1 Hecke algebras of pW,Sq and pWf , Sfq

Hw, Hw 4.1 Standard and Kazhdan–Lusztig basis elements in H
Hw 4.1 Bott–Samelson-type element in H
Masph 4.1 Antispherical H-module
Nw, Nw 4.1 Standard and Kazhdan–Lusztig basis elements in Masph

h 4.2 Realization of pW,Sq over k
R 4.2 Symmetric algebra of h˚

DBS, D 4.2 Diagrammatic Hecke categories
Bw, Bw 4.2 Bott–Samelson and indecomposable objects in D
ı, τ 4.2 Autoequivalences of DBS

Lw,e 4.2 Elements of the light leaves basis

Dasph
BS , Dasph 4.4 Antispherical diagrammatic Hecke categories

Bw, Bw 4.4 Bott–Samelson and indecomposable objects in Dasph
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Section 5

Notation § Description
Ψ 5.2 Functor in Theorem 5.3
αx,y, βx,y 5.3 Morphisms induced by the functor Ψ

DBS,R 5.7 Version of DBS over R

Dasph
BS,R 5.7 Version of Dasph over R

Section 6

Notation § Description
pglN 6.1 Affine Lie algebra associated with glN pCq
K, d 6.1 Elements in pglN
ei, hi, fi 6.1 Chevalley elements in pglN
εi 6.1 Basis of the dual of diagonal matrices in glN pCq
P 6.1 Weight lattice of pglN
αi 6.1 Simple roots for pglN
natN 6.2 Natural module for pglN
mλ 6.2 Basis of nat
G 6.3 Group GLnpkq
B 6.3 Borel subgroup of lower triangular matrices
T 6.3 Maximal torus of diagonal matrices
χi 6.3 Standard basis of X “ X˚pT q
ς 6.3 Element in X
V 6.3 Natural representation of V
E, F 6.3 Functors of tensoring with V and V ˚

η, ε 6.3 Adjunction morphisms for pE,F q
X 6.3 Endomorphism of E and F
Ea, Fa 6.3 Generalized eigenspaces of X on E and F
RcpGq 6.3 Direct factor of ReppGq associated with c P X{pW, rq
ın 6.3 Bijection between weights of ^nnat and X{pW, rq
Bi 6.4 Demazure operators
Hm 6.4 Degenerate affine Hecke algebra
Γ 6.4 Prime ring of the base field, considered as a quiver
CΓ 6.4 Category of Hm-modules supported on Γm

tij 6.4 Scalars in the definition of the KLR algebra
HmpΓq 6.4 KLR algebra
HmpΓq´Mod0 6.4 Category of locally nilpotent modules for HmpΓq

Uppglpq 6.4 KLR 2-category attached to pglp
T 6.4 Endomorphism of EE
ω 6.4 Weight in P
µsj , µs8 6.4 Choice of weights for G

Section 7

Notation § Description

ReprnspGq 7.2 Subcategory of ReppGq
Ym 7.3 Subset of P

U`ppglpq 7.3 Quotient of Uppglpq
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Section 8

Notation § Description

U rnsppglnq 8.1 Quotient of Uppglnq
σ 8.1 Functor from DBS to endomorphisms of ω

Section 9

Notation § Description
A, I 9.1 Generalized Cartan matrix and set of parameters
pΛ, tαiu, tα

_
i uq 9.1 Kac–Moody root datum

W , S 9.1 Weyl group and simple reflections
G , B, T 9.1 Kac–Moody group, Borel subgroup, maximal torus
X 9.1 Flag variety of G
Xw, iw 9.1 Bruhat cell and embedding
BSpwq 9.1 Bott–Samelson resolution
νw 9.1 Morphism from BSpwq to X
PJ 9.2 Parabolic subgroup attached to J Ă I
X J 9.2 Partial flag variety attached to J
X J
w , iJw 9.1 Bruhat cell in X J and embedding

qJ 9.1 Projection X Ñ X J

K 9.3 ring of coefficients
Db

BpX ,Kq 9.3 B-equivariant derived category of X
Db

BpX
J ,Kq 9.3 B-equivariant derived category of X J

Db
pBqpX ,Kq 9.3 B-constructible derived category of X

Db
pBqpX

J ,Kq 9.3 B-constructible derived category of X J

∇w, ∇J
w 9.3 Costandard perverse sheaves on X and X J

∆w, ∆J
w 9.3 Standard perverse sheaves on X and X J

µ 9.3 Projection from G to X
‹B 9.3 Convolution action of Db

BpX ,Kq
ParityBpX ,Kq 9.4 Category of B-equiv. parity complexes on X
ParitypBqpX ,Kq 9.4 Category of B-const. parity complexes on X
ParityBpX

J ,Kq 9.4 Category of B-equiv. parity complexes on X J

ParitypBqpX
J ,Kq 9.4 Category of B-const. parity complexes on X J

Ew 9.4 Bott–Samelson-type parity complex on X
Ew 9.4 Indecomposable parity complex on X
Esw 9.4 Indecomposable parity complex on X s

Υs 9.8 Functor on Db
pBqpX ,Fq
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Section 10

Notation § Description
DK

BSpG q, DKpG q 10.1 Diagrammatic categories attached to G
EKpwq 10.2 Canonical Bott–Samelson parity complex on X

ParityBSB pX ,Kq 10.2 Category of Bott–Samelson parity complexes on X
∆, ∆BS 10.3 Functors from diagrams to parity complexes
H 10.5 Functor from parity complexes to R-bimodules
BBs 10.5 Soergel bimodule attached to s (over Q)
γw,v, δw,v 10.6 Morphisms induced by the functor ∆BS

G_ 10.7 Reductive group Langlands-dual to G
T_, B_ 10.7 Maximal torus and Borel subgroup in G_

G^ 10.7 S.-c. cover of the derived subgroup of G_

T^, B^ 10.7 Maximal torus and Borel subgroup in G^

K , O 10.7 Laurent series and power series over L
I_, I^ 10.7 Iwahori subgroups for G_ and G^

Fl_, Fl^ 10.7 Affine flag variety for G_ and G^

Fl^w 10.7 Bruhat cell in Fl^

Db
I^pFl

^,Kq 10.7 I^-equivariant derived category of Fl^

‹I
^

10.7 Convolution bifunctor

ParityBSI^pFl
^,Kq 10.7 I^-equ. Bott–Samelson parity compl. on Fl^

ParityI^pFl
^,Kq 10.7 I^-equ. parity complexes on Fl^

Section 11

Notation § Description
ψ 11.1 Nontrivial character of the prime subfield of F
Lψ 11.1 Artin–Schreier local system attached to ψ
U J 11.1 Pro-unipotent radical of PJ

LJ 11.1 Levi factor of PJ

U ´
J 11.1 Unip. rad. of the Borel subgr. opp. to LJ XB

Xw,J 11.1 U ´
J U J -orbit on X

χJ 11.1 Character of U ´
J U J

Db
Whit,JpX ,Kq 11.1 Whittaker derived category of X

LJw 11.1 Local system on Xw,J

∆J
w,˝ 11.1 Standard perverse sheaf in Db

Whit,JpX ,Kq
∇J
w,˝ 11.1 Costandard perverse sheaf in Db

Whit,JpX ,Kq
AvJ 11.1 Averaging functor
Db

Whit,JpX
s,Kq 11.1 Whittaker derived category of X

ParityWhit,JpX ,Kq 11.2 Parity complexes in Db
Whit,JpX ,Kq

ParityWhit,JpX
s,Kq 11.2 Parity complexes in Db

Whit,JpX
s,Kq

EJw,˝ 11.3 Indec. Whittaker parity complexes on X

Es,Jw,˝ 11.3 Indec. Whittaker parity complexes on X
∆J , ∆J

BS 11.5 Functors from diag. to Whittaker par. compl.
I^˝ 11.7 Opposite Iwahori subgroup for G^

ParitypI^˝ ,χqpFl
^,Kq 11.7 Iwahori–Whittaker parity complexes on Fl^
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